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ADULT EDUCATION IN MOSQUES

r
1. Al-Adib, Tal'at Bedeir, "IteMLeatatilemEIBEtspLarALEAL
to the Needs of its Congregation= A Field Survey", (Dawr Al-
Masjid Fi Talbiyat Hajaat JuMhurihi=DirAsah Maydaniyyah), Cairo,
Faculty of Education, Al-AzharUniversity, 1979, 204 pages.

-"")

- Dissertations tted to the Department of Society Development
and Adult Educati n of the Faculty of Education, Al-Azhar University,
Cairo, for Obtlai ng the Abgree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation is covered in five chapters.

Chapter 1 consists of a historical review of the mosque's religions
and social functions, with a narration of the mosque's role at the
wn of Islam, during the Umayyid, Abbasid, Fatimid, Ayyubi,

Mamluk and.Ottoman eras and in our present day.

The writer also dealt with the mosque's political functions in
the foregoing eras, in addition to its educational mission.

In Chapter 2, he talked on the needs of the mosque's congregation
and the extent to which the mosque could respond td such needs.

Needs were classified into elementary and ser.ormar7 both of which
were elaborated. Same such needs which expo - the par-
of the mosque are: instincts, love, social ace of
mind, knowledge, belonqingness and
success and freedom. vrtZer explad.lou now cut; LiosTut.

ter for these needs in the light of Islamic doctrin..

Chapter 3 is devoted to thefield survey. Here, the writer stated '

his problem and presumptions, describedthe tools used in'the survey,
reviewed the questionnaire sheet prepared-and indicated the character-
istics of'the sample chosen. 4

In the fourth chapter, the writer reviewed the results of is
field survey dealing with Friday sermons, sources and style of
sermons, the proper'places for preaching religion, Keblems facing
mowie visitors, functions of masques, development programmei
in which mosques participate, mosque's administration and reasons
for people's failure to frequent mosques.

The fifth_and last chap ter contains the writer's conclusions and

a

recommendations regarding the need to arm religious ,proponents with



a strong background in religious knowledge, language, history,
general cultural sUbjects,' contemporary religions and denominations,
spsydh6logical needs of the masses and the like.

Recommendations, further, called for better maintenance of Mosques
and provisionof much needed. services in each mosque.

A bibliographical list appeared at the end of the dissertation.

ANXIETY AMONG SPORTSMEN

Cases

2. Sa'd, Najah Al-TUhami Hassan, "Anxiety. among Sportsmen and how
it Relates to some Selected Variab,Les",,(Al-Qalaq lada Al-Rtadiyyeen
Wa-sIlaqatuhu HI-Ba'ad Al-MUtagWyeraat'Al-MUkhtarah), Cairo,
faculty of Physical Education for\Girls, Helwan University, 1979, 0

'198 pages 4. appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Physical Education, -

Helix University, fpr obtaining the degree,of Ph.D. In Physical'
Education.

4

This dissertation falls in fi7e chapters.

first chapter staites Lt ..Lu;.,lem under discussion, explains =-
e signiftance of'studyink, it, determines the scope of the
edeardh, s is forth the writer's,postulates and defines the teNOt

used in the thesis.
/

In his second chapter,Othe writer explained the basic concepts
dealt with in-the thesis, With an emphasis on the concept of i

athletic anxiety and competition. He then reviewed the earlier
studies dealing with the same problem, whether conducted in the
Egyptian and Arab environment or in foreign communities.

Chapter 3 is concerned with the writer )-s methodology in selecting
methods of development,fpd statistical laws

employed in the research.
1.

The' statistical results obtained from this research are set forth
in Chapter 4, while their interpretation, along with the writer's
recommendations on how trainers depict anxiety among,players and on

IWO
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1
(the need to solicit the services of experienced psychologists-(the

this problem, are contained in the fifth chapter.
/ -

The writer, then, pointed to related subjects which need further ,

exploration in future research.

Following a list of the Arabic and English books consulted by the
writer, an outline in both languages was appended together with the
questionnaire form used in collecting the necessary data or anxiety,?'
and on measuring it.

ARABIC LANGUAGE

' Dictation Problems - Primary Schools

3. Shehata, Hassan Sayyed Hassan,,"Popular Mistakes in Arabic.
Dictation in the Last Three Years of the Primary Stage: Their \
Diagnosis and Treatment", (Al-Akhtaa Al-Shai'aah Fil-Imlaa Fil-sufue
Al-Thalathah Al-Akhirah Min Al-Marhalah Al- Ibtidaiyyah: Tashkhisuha',
Wa-'ilajuha), Cairo, Department of Curricula and Teaching Methods,
Faculty of Education 'Ain Shams university,l979, 23E3 pg4es.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Curicilla and
Teaching Methods of the Faculty of Education, 'Ain. Shams University,
Cairo, for obtaining the degree of U.A. in Education.

The first of this dissertation's seven chag6rs deals with the
problem under survey, its scope, the method applied in siwdyinq
it and the terns used in the thesis.

Chapter ,2 reviews some earlier research on dictation, whether in
Arabic or ieToneign languages.

The third chapter deals with the problems of Arahic.writing and
the difficulties of *ling: resulting in dictation mistakes.

In the fourth chapter, the writer described his experiment, including
the method used 'in surveying the problem of dictation mistakes, the
selection of a sample and the method used in tracing dictation ,

mistakes.

Chapter 5 analyles the dictation mistakes most popular among pupils
in the last thr4e years of the primary stage, and determines" he:

e

11-
3
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.:

,

'17 factors involved in making such mi staks, including, inter alia,
--ouFzicula,:seX and the socio-economic level of the pupil. He classified .

't11,4 mistakes according to each year of itn4y: ,

In the sixth chapter, the writer attempted to explain the causes of,
su0h dictatio# mistakes and to propose corrective measures. '

The seventh and last chapter contain,the writer's conclusions and
recommendations as. well as an outline of the thesis .%

,Recommendations call for a more vigilantfattitude on the part of
1 all teachers in emphasizing correct spelling, in correcting any
'mistake on the spot, in ensuring that all subjects taught in Arabic'
are linguistically correct and in ensuring proper pronunciation of
the language.

.

Appended to the thesis are a bibliographical list, a set of grammatidal
rules used in correcting dictation,-a card catalogue for mistakes and
liit of words popularly misspelled arranged according to the type

of mistake.

A

Teacher Training Colleges - Examinations

4. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., "Circulart 4
No. 125 of NoveMber 26, 1979 Covering Directives on Arabic

.

Language Examination Requirements in Teacher Training Colleges
in 1979/80", Cairo, Directorate-General of -Men and Women Teacher
Training Colleges, Ministry,cf EgoIncation, 1979, 4 pages.

Following a review of'the requirements to be observed in examinations
to ensure that they,serve their purposes in assessing the pupil's

,,,.....LLcOcr4plislunents and cultural level and in.serving as an adequate
mlium for measuring the linguistic abilities of students enrolled
in teacher training colleges, the Circular explained the requirdments
to betaken into account in each branch of the Arabic language,
namely: expression, reading, literature, texts, criticism, eloquence,
poetry, grammar, dictation, calligraphy and, finally, metheds used
in teaching )rabic.

r
*

4
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Text 'Books

5. ,El-Gohari, Hamed, "Arabic Language Text Book",-(A1-Xitab Al-
Madrasi Al-Mugarrar fil-Lughah Al-1Arabiyyah.), "Al-Rayed', (Teachers'
magazine), .24th year, Issue No. 4,- (December 1979), pp. 42-43.

At 'the btginning of his article, the writer said that the preparation
of any textbook should be preceded by the establishment of rules'of
thumb on the specifications to be observed in each book according to
its subject and the aims,sought from teaching it.

The writer then ssidthat the aim of any text book is to educate
andenlighten Pupils, help them develop their personalities, enrich
their intellect) help them pass the examination and provide theM
with a source of entertainment and satisfaction.

Dealing with text books of the Arabic language, he enuierated the
renuirements to be fulfilled by them inorder to ensure that books
intended fbr the three years of secondary education are perfectly
produred and fully serving their purposes, whether they deal with
grammar or with literature or with reading'and related subjects.

ART EDUCATION

Psychological Tests-ane Scales

G. Gheneima, 14chamedtictwalli Amcd, "Standardization, of Draw-a-
t-:an Test with Regard to 2rimary bevel in Egypt'', (Tagneen
sIkhtibaar RasM'Al-Bajul rail-Niabah Li-Talam6ez i5.44arhalah Al-
lbtidaiyyah Fi nisr), Cairo, FaCulty of Education, 'Ain Shams Uni-
versity/ 1972, 222 pages appendices.

Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educational Psychology
of the Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo, fox
obtaining th.. degree of in Education.

This dissertation ionsists of six chapters.

In his first chaptar, the writer stated the problem at ha,ld, stressed
the importance of studying it anddeEined.its scope.

Chapter 2 contains a historical synopsis on the various psychologica1A-..
tests. Here, the writet inaicated how teats are influenced by training,

5



experience, art and socie7economic factors. He, further, showed the
importance of the children's initiative in any-art work produced bythem.

In Chapter 3, the writer reviewed Arabic and for,
dealing with related subjects.

Chapter.4 is concerned with the writer's fiel Lig
his method, selection of sample and applicatio ales. He
described the various scales used the corrective measures adopted
for rectifying the results obtained from the different scales.

In Chapter 5, the writer reviewed the results obtained from his
field survey and cited his recommendations on adopting a standardized
scale applicable to children in nurseries and in primary schools
throughout Egypt.

In conclusion, the writer proposed some related topics for further
investigation in subsequent research.

disstrtation ended with a bibliographical list and a set of
appendices.

AZHARLLZTITUTES

Teaching of the Holy Quraan

7. 'Issa, 'Abdul 'Aziz, ''Emphasis on emorizing the Holy Quraan
in f.hari InstitutesTM, (Al-lInayah Di-Tahf0ez Al Quraan fi Ma'ahed
Al-Azhar) , "Dawrivyat A1- t4ajales Al-Mutakhassissahli, (Periodical of
Specialized rational Councils), 4th yer, Issue No. 4, (October-
December 1979), pp. 19-26.

an introduction to his article, the writer underlined the importauee
of studying the Quraan, being the Holy Book of Muslims and the
authentic source of the Arabic language. lie mentioned that, throughout
tts Islamic history, Egypt has decreed memorization of the Holy
Quraan in Al-Lzhar and the primary institutes affiliated to it.

The writer than said that there has been some recent leniency in
raemorizing the Loly Quraan, whether on the part of youngsters or on
the ,art of their parents or even oh the part of instructors who
ar meagerly paid and are losing interest in this type of job.



In an attempt to review all'aspects to the problem of memorization of
the Quraan in fizhari institutes, the writer described the Government's
endeavours which included the promulgation of the 1923 Law on the
compulsory teaching of the Holy Book, the establishment of primary
schools and the conditions of admission in Azhari institutes. .

Suggestions advanced by the writer for tackling problem incipde
the opening of a layer number of Azhari insti. ,s the I
Quraan memorization centers, the issuance of
in Azhari institutes, the improvement of the salaries p:_iLe
instructors and the adoption of a new approach to memorization.

pAsIc EDUChT1uN

uevelopt ient

8. El-Jayyar, Suhair 'Ali Ahmed, "Analytical Study at the
Development of Basic Education in Egypt", (Dirasah Tahliliyyah
Li-Tatawwur 11-Ta'leem Al-Asasi Fi Misr), Cairo, Faculty of Girls,
'Ain Shams University, 1979, 216 pages + appendices.

-Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educational Principles,
Faculty of Girls, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo, for obtaining the
degree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of an introduction and sever. chapters.

In her introduction: the writer underlined the imporUilice of this
research, indicated its aim, described the problem in questioh,
explained the method and tools used to develop it and defined the
tarns occurring in the thesis.

uflapter 1 is concerned with education in ,AAAJ uhe futui.e. 01
education in Egypt in particular. Here, she stressed the importsnc,.
of education and described its concepts and functions.

In Chapter 2, the writer deal#'"with eoucation at the ea/Iy stage
anci' showed its siynificancu to the life of children, then pointed to
its problems and the factors influencing thorn and explained how these
problems may be overcomo.

The concept *of basic education as applied in egypt ins discussed in
Chapter 3. here, the writer related the history and evolution of basic

7



-education and the experiments undertaken to introduce it in Egypt.
She, further, reviewed-the curricula of preparatory schools which
lemphasize sciences, and also those of experimental secondary schools
having scientific Sections.

In Chapter 4, the writer dealt with basic education as a new
educational philosophy and explained its aims, functions, character-
istics, specifLcations and implementing requirements..

Egypt's needs to benefit from basic educ
fifthchapter, while the results of
Egypt to adopt basic education in
schools are given and analysed in th

unded in the
undertaken in
preparatory

Chapter 6.

The seventh and last chapter carries the writer's recommendations
which dealt mainly with the creation of a special machinery for
following up the experiment of basic education in Egypt and the
organization of orientation programmes aimed at enlightening head-
masters inspectois and teachers. on the various aspects of basic
education.

A list of selected bibliography is attached to the dissertation.

CHILD EDUC;AWION

9. Sadek, Yusriyyah Anwar, "The Relation between the Size of a
Family and Certain Aspects cf the Child's Personality", (Al-

i 'Ilaqah bayna SOm'Al-Usrah Wa-Ba'd Nawahi Shakhsiyyat Al-Tif1) ,

Cairo, Faculty of Girls, 'Ain Shams University, 1979, 362 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to thc. Department of Psychology; Faculty of
Girls, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo for obtaining the degree of M.A.

yiducation.

The first of the diss.:rtation's fiNI chapters stresses the importance
of and need to this research, indicates its aim and reviews and
defihes the terms frequently used in the thesis.

Ili Chapter 2, the writer reviewed certain factors which influence
the child's personality within the family, mentioning in particular
the different atmospheres at hope, the factors pertaining to the
community and environment, the parental attitudes, the child's
relations with his brothers in the family, the size of the family

'



and the child's order in the family. In the some chapter; the
# writer reviewed some earlier research conducted on family size and

order of the child in the family.

The third 7chapter is devoted to writer's experiment. Here, she
defined the scope of the survey,. e steps involved in. carrying it
out, the selection of a sample an tools, the system of grades and
the statistical approach adopted.

In Chapter 4, the writer reviewed her findings about the rei.ation
between family size on the one hand and restraint at the age
of 10, mental asthenia, e child' le ency, ego strena-
intelli 'e, extraversion ,ther. She, e
dealt the-child's order family anu it rel- es
eget stre gth.

The fifth'and last chapter contains a summary of the dissertation.
and the writer's recommendations on avoiding any open comparison
between the child and his brothers or mates in front of him,
training children on assuming the responsibility of their deeds,
adoption of family planning practices and limiting the number of
children., in the family, creating a healthy social and pSychological
atmosphere in big families and mailpinitm sound parent-child
relationship.

In conclusion,-the writer proemod a set of relative topics foi
further research and listed her bibliographical material.

Appended to the dissertation are: copy of a data form on the family's
socio-economic condition and queStionnaire sheets6on pupils'
personality between the age of ti and *12.

DevelopMent - Ego Concept,

10. Wafi; Hazami 'Ali 'Abdul Wahed, "A Study onithe Development
of the Ego Concept among Children", (Diraseh Li-iratawwUr Mafhum

AileZaat Leda Al-Atfaal)e Cairo, Faculty of Arts,'; 'Ain Shams University,
11109, 696 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of PSychology-of the
Faculty of -Arts, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo, for obtaining the
degree of Ph.D. in Psychology.

9
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This dissertation consists of five parts subdivided into nine
chapters.

Part 1, comprising three chapters, dealt with the writer's Methodology
and basiO-concepts. Here, she defined the term "ego", described the
various stages of its development and elaborated on the projective
approach to the concept of ego among children.

In Part 2, which consists of one chapter; the writer related some
research conducted earlier on the concept of ego, among children,
critically analyzing and evaluating thege studies.

The third part, consisting of two chapers,_ig dev oted to the
writer's experiment. Here, she described AnglOgthod, the sample
selected, the tools used, the statistical aroproach pursued and the
40rojective tests applied tc, children.

Part 4, containing one single chapter, reviewed and explained the
results obtained from the ego concept test,

In her fifth and last part, comprising-twO chapters, the writer
reviewed, analyzed and commented-upon the results obtained from
the children's projective test.

In conclusion, the writer outlined the:developments underwent by
:the concept of ego among children and indicated-the differences
depicted betwpen sexes. She, further, commented on the role of
adults in child upbringing.

References used in the compilation, of the dissertation are listed
at the end

11. Sobei
Child's P
Shakhsiyya
Culture, 1

Following
the child
stages of

Play

, Mahasin, Ahmed, "Play and itsdImpact On Developing the
sonalitv", (La'ib Al-Atfaal-Wa-Atharuha fi Tpkween
Al-Tifl)i Cairo, Center of Child Culture, Ministry of
79, 320 pages.

n introduction on play, its meaning and .importance 'to
nd on the experience 'a child gains through play in all
rowth, the writer emphasized the psychological, social

10
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and educational significance of play and described its role in each
of these aspects.

4
Dealing with nlay and its relation to the school of psychoanalysis,
the writer said that play has a therapeutic value and is helpful in
diagnosing some problems and diseases encountered in childhood.

Reviewing some different types of play, she indicated how they
relate to intelligence and, as such, they should correspond t.00- the
Child's degree of intelligence dUring his stages of growth. In'this
connection, she cited free play, constfuctive play, group and solitaryplay and play accompanied by music-. She described the educational
values realized through each type of play.'

4

The writer then moved to toys. She described the popular toys both
in Egypt and foreign countries, and indicated the type of toys
which are best suited to the psyChological, educational and social

,

characteristics of children. She, further, emphasized the importanceof supervising the toys made accessible to children and showed how
some toys could be made at home.

In co'hclusion, the writer advanced some recommendations which would
assist in promoting the industry of, toys in the Arab Republic of
Egypt and in enlightening both educators and parents on the importance
of play in the child's life.

Scholarly Views

12. El-' si, Thanaa Youssef, "AnlAnaiytical Study of the Views

A#
of bohn s Comenius on Child Education", (Dirasah Tahliliyydh
Li Aaraa ohn Amos Comenius Fi Tarbiyat Al-Atfaal), Cairo, Faculty

Girls, 'Ain Shams University, 1979, 218 pages.

ssortation submitted to the Department of Educational Principlesof ta Faculty of Girls, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo, for obtaining
'the du co of M.A. in Education.

Phi dissertation consists of an analytical review of the educational
phi1sophy propagated by the Bavarian-born educator John Amos Comenius
(scmtimes referred to aslComenski).

In her introduction, the writer admitted the difficulty of her
subject. Nevertheless, she has chosen to tacklekthe subject owing to
its importance in educational thought. Shu explained her method in

ti
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developing-the thesis and reviewe
on the same subject.

The text of the dissertation is cover in six-chapters.

Chapter 1 dedls with the philosophy of realism as applied to
education and as developed'by various philosophers. Here, she talked
on the social'realistic theory and the sensible realistic theory
advocated by Francis Bacon and John Amos Comenius.

In Chapter 2, the writer reviewed the life and works'of. Comenius
in the background of the prevailing economic, political and religions
conditions in Europe, the TIorty tqpre tar and the educational
Appetising in the Sixteenth ad Sevdbteenth Centuries.

e/101-lier research written

Principles and educational views held biComenius are reviewed in
Chapter 3 on the basis-of his writings, particularly his books on
educational guidance.

In Chapter 5, the writer reviewed the educational thebry of
Comenius in. which he said that the mother's bosom is the child's
first school. Comenius emphasized the use of pictures in teaching
children general knowledge 1pd civics. As a matter of fact, Comenius
issued a book on the world pf pictures, which was reviewed by the
writer of this dissertation.

In her sixth chapter, the writer analyzd and oompared the educational
Views propagated Cqmenius in thealight of the views held by
educators preceding or succeeding emphasizing in particular his
views on Child education. .

)''

Reference material having bearing on the jest were listed in
the writer's bibliography.

CHILD UPBRINGING

-Nurseries

i3. Barsum, Lucille Louis,. "A Study of howl Nursery Children 4-

Respond to Toys", (Dirasah Li-Igtijabaat Atfaal Al-Hadanah Li-
Ba'd Adawaat Cairo Faculty of Education, 'Ain0Shams
University, 1970, 1512 pages.

12
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- Dissertation submitted td the Department of Mental Health of the
Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo, for obtaining
the degree of M.A. in Education.

Th is disSertation is composed of five chapters.

Chapter,1 deals with the research's aims and importance.

The second chapter deals earlier research on play and personaliti,
play as a means for diagnosis play as a therapy and(play and its
relation to growth.

alt°

Chapter 3 explained thd procedure used f r selecting a sample and the
relevant tools.

The fourth chapter deals with the steps involved in the survey and
the outcome of sucht.rsurvey,regarding the use of play equipment by both
sexes, the changing ,needs of children as they grow and tie difference
between responses to play tools between sexes.

Chapter 5 contains a summary of the research and some educational
. applications recommended'by the'writer.'

4

These'recommendations'include the need to create a special organiza-
tion for childhood, the necessity.of correcting the society's views
on the importance of childhOod, the needto provide health-, psycho-
logical and social services to gifted children, tie need to direct
more care to nurseries' and to build new ones,' the importance of
producing educational toys and exempting them from any customs or
excise duties, t need to choose the appropriate types of play
or each agb and -the selection of coloured and moving toys in order
to attest children's attention.

.Following a bibliographicalkAst, the writer appended: Draw-a-Man
test, Porteus Maze test, Murray 4s psycho ical needs scale;
questionnaisre sheet used 'in probing 0.16th it inions on children's toys
play and questionnaire sheet used in probin% polg' opinions on child
toys, play and the 'method of deteraning their IQ.

Psychological Effects

14. Kafafi, 'Alaauddin Ahmed Mohamed, "Parental Policilis of
Upbringing and their Impact on the Creation of some Psychological
and.. Mental Diseases", ( Athar AI-Nashaah Al-Walidiyyah Pi Nashaet
Da'd Al-Amraad All.Nafsiyyah Wal-sAilliyyah), Cairo, Faculty of Educa-
tion, hl -Azhar University, 1979, 453 pages appendices.

21

41'
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Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Education of Al-Azhar
University, Cairo, for obtaining the degree of M.A. in Education..

This dissertation consists of two broad parts, subdivided into five
chapters .

a
441

The first part, comprising two chapters anntair401. theorical study
;mental iliolicies of upbringing and how they relate to functional
mental disealoo.

In thecourse of developing his theoretical aspect of the research,i
the writet described the theoretical basis of the problem at hand
andielaboratedon some psychological and ph7siological theories
connected with functional and mental diseases. Here, he dwelt' on
some.diseases resulting from upbringing, such as compulsive-
obsessive neurosisj schizophrenia and paranoid schizophrenia. An
empirical and clinical study is also conducted4on the relation between
parental policies of upbringing -and compulsive neurosis and
schizophrenia.

In the ,second part, consisting of three-chapters, the writer
elaborated 6n his experiment. Here, he described his method,
postulates, sample and procedure'. He, further, explained the
manner in which he drew up the questionnaire forms intended for
probing parental policies of -child upbringing. In the same'part,
the,writer reviewed the results obtained from the questionnaire
and made a comparative study of the psychOmetric and psychodyndbic
aspects of theap results.

Following an outline of the conclusions drawn by him, the writer
pointed to some problems given rise by this research.

Appended tothe thesis are a bibliographical list.>'aniEnglish precis
and the questionnaire form and comprehension test used by the writer.

THE CUItt:EN AND nib RADIO

15. Hassan, Nawal Shahin, "Audio and Visual Broadcasts and their
Impact on the Egyptian Village and how this Affects the Child:0
Health and Psychology", (Al-Iza'ah Al-Stith'iyyah Wal-Mariyyah Wa-
Taatheeruha 'Ala Al-igaryah Al-Hisriyyah Wa-'Laiyd Zalika 'Ala

Sihiyyan wa-Nafsiyyan), Cairo, State. Information Service, .

1979, 39 pages.
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As an introduction to her booklet, the
serious problems from which Egyptian vil
ing in particular_ illiteracy and highr

1pie writer then divided its booklet into two
*ith tIteory and the other with practice.

lathe most
suffering, mention-_

dhlp birth.

parts, one dealing

in the theoretical pt, the writer talked on children in general and
in Egypt in particular, with more emphasis on rural children. She
mentioned their proportion to the-population and the reqUirements
which are absolutely vital for them.

She went on to ascribe the interest shown by children.in the radio
and TV, saying that gl$at caution should be observed in selecting the
proper language suithble for addressing children on radio.
and Tirprogrammes.

Alt

In this connecti6n, tha writer praised the TV for its worthwhile
contributions towards fighting illiteracy lindspreading family
planning awareppss in Egyptian villages.

Moving to the practicat aspect of her subject, the writer ddscribed
a field survey undertaken among rural children. After explaining
the,method adopted in carrying out this survey, she reviewed the
questions contained in the questionnaire sAets and sorted out the
conclusions drawn from these Sheets.',

The wr 's recommendations emphasize quality programmes for
Childre n villages. and -call for radio and TV programmes vhich help
children develop theikormanual skills find broaden their genial knowledge

16.' Naguib,

'An Thaqafat Al-Aft
Education and Trai
Research ind Technol

'

'CHILDREN'S CULTURE

Report on Children's Culture in Egypt", (Taqreer
1 Fi MAsr),-Caird, Sub-CoMmittee on General

Natfofial Council of Education, Scientific
1979, 19 stencil- pages.

Its an introduction to this report, children's culture was defined and
its characteristics were described.

A'review was then made of the media of culture utilized in developing
NOlildrays general knowledge, including dramatics, poetry, drawing,
music, singing, acting, sculpture, books, magazines, theatres,,movies,
radio and television.

15



10
.Dealing with the scope of Children's culture, the author said that
while the scope is generally' large, deficiencies and shortcomings
are encountered in ii*ax. ChOtren's books and magazines are sgarce.
Children's radio and TV programmes'are poor. Theatres catering for
children are few..Movies are of foreign origin, mile toys are imported.

In conclusion, the author dealt with the fhtlhe of children's culture
in Egypt and emphasized the need for careful planning, being the major
function of the Supreme Council of Childien!s Culture. Coordination and
follOw-up complement the task'of the Supreme Council, he added. '

For illustration purposes, the report appended a chart indicating the
organizational structure of the Supreme Council.

Pt

CHILDREN'S EMUCATIONAL MEDIA

Cinema

17. Darwish, Ahnd Fuad, "Children's Cinema", (Cinama Al-Atfaal),
'Cairo, Agyptian Book Organizati -3n, 1979, 134 pages, (Cinema culture
series).

This book

The first
/of growth

Chapter 2

consists of nine chapters.

Chapter d8his with the pchology of Children, their stages
and the cinema's re!Xe in their cultural education.

deals with the valuable role of arts in child upbringing.

In Chapter 3, the writer emphasized the
t_ilipact. ot a yood art work oh

childrpn. In this respect, he reviewed bone va.tual,1<:. works prepared by
men of letters .

t-li4pLt,.1 aealo it LL Lli).
SOiAle such 5tori-s cold be used IL p,odu.ihy c,ildreh 5 _ovies.

Th.:. LILU. ,AlexpCk:1_ .Atli LAIL

fiL.,y and indicat-s the techni4ue whereby childreh w-tcl. a movie.

thapters a1..1 / deal with the rtellat-1011 LhIlk1 education
the cinema, music and the thOatre.

Jib
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-In Chapter 8, the writer emphasized the importance of TV for children
and explained the reason'for their attachment to such media.

The'tenth and last chapter contains a review often children's
movies, some of which axe comics, son are puppet shows and some are
educational.

'CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

Impact

0

18. 'Eid,,Amal 'Abdul 'Aziz, "The Psycholfgical and Educational
Impact of what is Offered to the Child through thb Specialized
Book", (211-Aathaa1tA1-'Nafaiyyall Wal-Tarbawiyyah LimafYugaddamu
Lil-Tifl Tareeq Al-Kitaab Al7MUtakhassis), Cairo, State Informa-
tion Service, 1979, 50 pages,

This book is divided, into seven cilapterq.,,

Chatter 1 deals withchil,dculture and distinguishes tetween the
reading material Offeredto children and that offered to adults.

. .

**Chapter 2 is concerned with writing for children. It describes
' the type of material to be written to them and the educational,

psychological mid artistic Considerations to be observed in children's
books.

In the third chapter, the writer reyi red the children's psychological
needs and the type of stories apptaling children in schools within
the age group of 6 -12 years.

Chapter 4 explains the impact of mass media and specialized books
on children and the educational obiectives served by such literature..

In the fifth chapter, the writer described his field survey with the
aim of depicting the educational values contained in children's TV

'programmes. Be also described the Steps taken for developing his survey
and analyzing the values.

Chapter 6 contains a summary of the field survey and the writer's
conclusions.

In the seventh chapter, the writer advanced some proposal's and
recommendations which called for preparing programmes addressee to

9

A
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each age group, ensuring thorough mil.tural background fdr'both'TV
profit cers and programme announcers .and emphasizing looral values and
behaviouraliprinciples in TV prpgranmes.

A bibliographical list of Arabic' and foreign books consulted by
the author is appended to this book.`

I-

CHILDREN'S NEEDS

19. Mahmoud,,Hafir, "Before the Child's Year Ends', (Qabla Nihayat
\IAamm Al-Tufulah), "Al-Guthhouriyah" neweiaper, 26th year, Issue
No. 9474,.(DeceMber 6,,1979), P. 9.

In this article, the writer reviewed:the activities and endeavours
exerted on behalf -of Children during the International Child's Year,-
including the legislations enacted and the projects and studies
undertaken.

, .

These activities, the writer went on to say, have been so expansive
that they covered research; programmes for. child care, plans laid '

down for developing children's bodies and spirit, apart from the
educational plans aimed at'building the future Egyptian man while in
the first years of his life.

The writer went on to say that a permanent machinery should be set
up to. pool all, projects and activities envisaged for the benefit of
Children and to follow'up all resolutions and decisions adopted in the
course of the International Child's.Year.

-

In concl'usion, he reviewed some ideas which deservea thorough
consideration on promting extra-curricular activities in such a
manner as to 838i0 'fit the building)nf Egypt's future man.

CHILDREN'S RIGhTS

20. Panel on What is Offered to Egyptian Children in the Light of
the International Declaration on Child's Rights, dairo, December
24-27, 1979, "Activities and Recommendations, (11'maal aria -Tawsiyyaat),
Cairo, Supreme Council for Arts and Literature,;1979, 5 pages.

In this document, an account is'given to a panel held in 'Cairp on. -

the services rendered childZCn in the light of the rights
established for then n the International Declaration on Child's
Rights.

18'
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FolloWing a listing.of the organizations which participated in the
panel, the document Agitated the papers read on the child's right to
having his Own bOokeemd.magazines, special radio and'TV programmes,
'education and educational activities, social security, health care
and special tare if the -child is handicapped.

The documen further reviewed the discussions and, recommendations of.
the.pithel' c ling with the-: role of the MinistrY,Of"CuAure in advancing
the cultur safeguarding the rights of the Egyptian`

Other re endations passed by the panel dealt with the publication
of children's books of a general cultural natUrl, the role of writers
and officials in ensuring thet such books. preserve bOth religious
and national values.

Further recommendations called for the imposition of safeguards,
both moral_and cultural, in order.to protect children Against any

-

harm caused by lated foreign magazines. Newspapers were urged
to devote, permanent sections,in their pages carrying material of
interest to child n. .

1>.

Regarding the right of Egyptian children to education, the 41O
reviewed int relevant.recomMendations calling-pon the compet
ministries and organizations to ensure equal opportunities for all
and to-head towards full absorption of all children in the educational
system.. A

Radio and TV programmes addressed to or prodUced for children are
also subject of special recommendations adopted by the panel with a
view to creating a'public awareness about the child's rights.

Final recommendations were nassed on children's Cinemas and theaties
and on handl-Capped children's rights to.receve care and attention
from the State.

ent
t

OMFRBBENSIVE LIBRARIES

21. Kazem, edhat, nhe ComPrehensive Library Editorial",
(Al-Maktabah Al-Shamilahl Iftitahiyyat Al-'Adad), "Sahifat Al-
Riaktabah", (Library Magazine), llth year, Issue No. 3, (October 1979),
pp. 3-4.
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Tot the Outset\of his article, the-writer indicated:the importance,
afunction Cpf educational aims and the need to link the school
-1 ary, as tiiaditionally known, to audio- visual aids;" as educationally
understood. .

Moving to the rehensiiie library, he described its contents
including. tional aids, conbunication pedia and similar other
facilitiest-aOlart free the' books normally available at the library.

With thead4tion of the new set up of comprehentive libraries, need
has arisen to provide the necessary training to librarians in the
United'States, the writer went on to say, adding some information on
the studies and mural reCeivedby them.

Concluding his article, he said that all research on comprehensive
libraries should be made use oi.in developing the existing school

...11biariesiand raising the efficiency of the educational., and academic
process.

Aims

Xnsem Medhat, "Educational Aims of the Comprehensive Library",
(A1-Ahdaaf Al-Tarbawiyyah Lil-Maktabah Al-Shamilah), "Sahifat Al-
Maktabah", (Library Magazine), 11th year, Issue Wo. 3, (October 1979),
pp. 13-18.

At the beginning of his article, the writer indicated the close'
relatidn between educational aims.of the comprehensive library and
the developments and changes experienced by such library, saying that
comprehensive libraries in schools contribute towards the development
of educational know-how.

The writer then ex',lained the long-an& short-term aims of comprehensive
libraries and emphasized the importance of reference books, magazines,
educational media and aids and similar other facilities connected with
curricula.

1,7:: also described the role of the comprehensive library in opening

better channels for comprehending curricula, in facing the prolifera-
tion of fibran knowledge, in analyzing curricula, in meeting the
requirements of individual differences, in gaining for pupils new
comeminication and interests as well as ability to educate
themselves, in dIscovering the true aptitudes of pupils, in exercising

20



democratic life, in taking part in social activity, in'inculcating
aesthetic values and in training on the use of different reference

11%, sources.

COOPERATIVE INSTITUTE

Admission

23. El-Sebaei, Labib, "Recent Conflict in the Institute of
Cooperative Studies; A University-IsSue% (Al- Siraa' Al-Akheer
fi-Ma'had Al-Ta'awun; Qadiyyah Jami'iyyah), "Al-Ahram Al-Igtisadi"

ymagazine, Issue No. 794, (OCtober 1, 1979), pp. 36-37.

Dealing with the new academic year of the Institute of. Cooperative
Studies, the,writer mentioned that many employees in productive
sectors haie ihdicated interest in joining the institute so much so
that certain changes have been made in the conditions of admission
applicable as of the academic year 1979/90.

sExplaining the new system of admission, he said that a pre-entrance
examination is held for all potential candidates to determine whether
or not they meet the reOiredistandards.

el

He indicated the categories of students who may be admitted in the
Institute, especially holders of the Genera], Secondary Certificate
and Commercial Secondary Certificate. Government bodies and public
sector corporations may nominate candidates for joining this Institute.

Conditions of admission and numbers to be admitted are given in the
. articl. /

CREATIVENESS

Physical Sciences

24. El-Toukhi, Sayyed Sid-Ahmed, "A Study of the Relation between
the Ability of Creative Production in the Field of Physical Sciences
and a Number of Motivating and Emotinnal Factors", (Dirasah Lil-
'llagah Bayn A1- Qudrah 'Ala Al-Intaaj Al-Ibtikeri Fi Majaal Al-
'Mum Al-Tabiliyyah Wa-'Adadin Min Al-.Awamil Al-Dafieiyyah wal-

,infi'aliyyah), Cairo, Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University,
1979, 267 pages.

r
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- Dissertation submitted to the Departhent of. Mental Health of the -,

Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shims University, Cairo, for obtaining the
degree of Ph.D. in Education.

The first of the dissertatiem's 5 chapters states the problem,
indicates the aim, significance and scope of the research, sets down
the basic presumptions and defines, the terms used therein..

Chapter 2 provides an explanation of the basic concepts covered by
the research and reviews some earlier work on related topics.

In the third chapter, the writer described his method, introduced the
selected sample and identified its features, mentioned the tools and
Scales used in connection with his field survey and indicated the
statistical approach to the problem.

Chapter 4 contains the wri -r's findings and their interpretation.

In the fifth chapter, the wr ter summarized his thesis, cited some
practical appliCations aimed at developing, promoting and rationalizing
creative abilities, upbrin g children with a sense of creativeness,
developing their persona ties, self-cohsciousness and preparedness
to evaluate their inh an abilities and possibilities. Some suggestions
for further research were advanced by the writer.

In conclusion, the writer pended a scale for rating children with
creative abilities in physical sciences and a bibliographical list
of reference books

CURRICULA

Primary EduCation

25. 'Atallah, SUbhi,."School Subjects and how to Transform theM
into Conduct", (Al- Mawadd Al-Dirasiyyah Na-Kayfa Nuhawwiluha Ile
suluk), "Al-Rayed" (Teachers' magazine),'24th year, Issue No. 2,
(December 1979),.pp. 40 -41.

Following an introduction on education and its aims in the past and
on John Locke's philosophy and its impact as well as that of the
theory of talents which emerged in the Eighteenth Century on both
memorization and crowdedness of curricula with information and facts,
the writer explained the changes underwent by educational aims in
general and the aims of primary education in particular.
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He went on to explain how these changes have resulted-in corres-
ponding changes in curricula and courses, then indicated the
teacher's role in teaching curricula in their new setting.

Moving to the future, the writer explainedhow primary school
curricula maybe sa trahsformed as to become a lifelong course
of conduct, mentioning specifically the curricula of religious
education, Arabic language, arithmetics and, lastly, civics.

DELINQUENTS

Features

26. Mustafa, Mohamed Ramadan Mohamed, "Comparative Study of
Personality Traits in a Juvenile Delinquent and his Non- delinquent
Brother ", (Dirasah Nhgaranah Li-Sinsat Shakhsiyyat Al-Hadath Al-
Janih Wa-Shagigihi Ghayr Al-Janih), Cairo, Department of Psychology,
Faculty of Arts, 'Ain Shams University, 1979, 331 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Psychology,Fachlty of
Arts, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo, for obtaining the degree of M.A.
in Psychology.

This dissertation falls into six chapters.

In his first chapter, the writer stressed the need for studyihg the
problem Of juvenile delinquency, explained the aims sought frOmsuch
study, sPelled out,the problem at hand in all its proportions,
mentioned the presumptions adopted for his research and defined the
principa concepts referred to-in his work.

Chapter 344ch. deals with the theoreti4,1. aapeCt of , the prObletm,-,
Claesiii dekincluerinto. cat e16000 5;0.; in4icated;t44APIMS0t8
filvolved Jas .eredi th014 .40#16#6entaI aneVeyehOlogical

selemen*,

In the third chaPerlf::the 1,004
.1343t Sealreseli-cht

conducted on related .sUbjeCts

The fourth chapter is devoted to ':v#):A4iiAy:ilere, the writer
described the sample chosen ande.thetoois used in carrying out the
survey.
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Chapter 5 is concerned with the results obtained by the writer, all'of
which werwanalyzed and interpreted in Chapter 6. along with a
comparison drawn between delinquent and notkal juveniles.

A bibliographical list of the Arabic,and foreign books consulted by
the writer is appended, followed by twe'appendices containing the
non-verbal intelligence test and peisonality test for youth.

DEMOGRAPHIC EDUCATION

DevelOpment

27. Geiss, Halim, "?!y Own Experience in Demographic Education",
(Qissati Ma' Al-Tarbiyah Al-Sukkaniyyah), "Mejallat Al-Tarbiyah

(Magazine. of Demographic and Environ-
mental EducatiepY, Issue No. 1, (December 1979), pp. 11-13.

In this article, the writer related his own experience in the field
of dei) graphic and environmental-education and described the functions
of the Committee on Demographic Research and. the working group
created within it to define the role of the Ministry of Education in
demographic and environmental education, being the governmental body
responsible for enlightening youngsters on the population problem of
Egypt.

The writer then dealt with the activities pf the working group,
saAng that any successful endeavour in disseminating demographic
information depends primarily.'pd basically on the teacher. He
Called for more-thnrough training prograMmes to qualify teachers for
such task,.

Dealing with the Ministry of Edudation's role, the writer said that
curriculum coMmittees were instructed incorporate demographic
concepts in. all school curricula. Furthermore, the Minister of
Education 'has created a special Bureau for Demographic and
Environmental Education whose major function is to train teachers and
inspectors in this new field of education.

r)2'
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Teachers' Role

28.'21-gamma', Mustafa, "I Want to Brief My Brothers, the Teachers,
on the Population Problem in Egypt", (Awaddu An Aqula Li-Ikhwani
Al-Me'allimeen Hawl AlrMuthkilah A1- Sukkaniyyah fi Misr), "Majallat
Al- TarbiLah Al-Sukkaniyyah Wal-Biiyyah", (Magazine of Demographic
and Environmental Education), Issue No. 1, (December 1979), pp. 3-6.

Following a review of the population growth in Egypt over the last
12 years, the.writer indicated how such rate of growth seriously
affects all socio-economic development plans.

He went on to mention the factors which check population growth,
principally education, employment of women, agricultural mechaniza-
tion, rural industrialization, reduction of infant mortality'
rates, social security,,mass media, national awareness and improve-
ment of the family's social and economic standard.

41.

The writer also explained the role of education in retarding the
marriage age and in checking population grOwth. He, Norther, showed
the.role of teachers in studying the surrounding environment and in
obtaining first -hand, knowledge of the problems faced by the community
prior to any attempt at solving them.

In conclusion, the writer addrdssed his fellow teachers-saying that
all efforts shoUld be mobilized towards the creati8n of a generation
fully aware of the population problem of Egypt in all its dimensions.
Psychologists,-educators, curriculum designers, authors and teachers
should join such efforts, the writer added.

4,!%?A-

DISTINCTION

Impact of Parents Thereon

29. Shawkat, Mohamed 'Abdullah, "A Study of Actual Distinction as
to the Cultural Level and Altitude of Parents towards Upbringing ",
(Dirasah Lil-Tafakwuq Al-Fi'li Min Haythu 'Ilaqatuhu Bittijahaat

Fil-Tanshiah Wh-MUstawahuma Al-Thaqafi), Cairo, Faculty
of Education, 'Ain Shams University, 1979, 165 pages.

Dissertgtion submitted to the Department of Mental Health,
Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo, for obtaining
the degree of M.A. in education.
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The first of the riveive chapters of this didsertation deals with the
aim, importance and scope of the research and defines the terms used
in the course of the work.

Chapter 2 deals with the concepts occurring in the thedis and'remiews
ions- earlier, writings on related subjects.

In Chapter 3, the writer concentrated on his field survey. He
explained the method used in developing his survey, the sample
selected, the tools utilized, the steps adopted in carrying out t
the study and the statistical approach to the compiled. data.

The fourth chapter reviews the results obtained by the, writer which
include 'fathers' attitudes towards upbringing as Comprehended by
children, mothers' attitudes towards upbringing as comprehended by
children and family's cultural level as reelected on childrin's
academic distinction. An analysis of these results follows.

the fifth and last chapter contains a precis of,the thesis as
well as some suggestions and recommendations advocated by the writer.
in his recommendations, he called for a thorough study of the cases of
mentally superior children and of'the'most appropriate atmosphere for
developing mental'abilities.

In 4ondiusien, the writer suggested some related topics for possible
future researchwork and listed his bibliographical material.

ECONOMICS CURRICULA

Secondary School's - Aims Thereof

30. Sadek,/'Adel 711i, "Econbmic Infermations. Subject's Significance
to Pupils ip General and Cpmmercial Secondary Schools", (Maddat.

Al-meloumaat Al-Igtisadlyyah'Sql-AhamiyyatUha Bil-Nisbah Li-Talameei
Al-madresah Al-,Thanawiyyah .t.1-1Aammsh Wal7Mddrasah Al-Thanawiyyah
Al-Tijari ah), "birasaat WF'Buhuth ", (Studies and Research),
2nd year,/ Issue No. 2, (Decamber 1979), pp. 85-91.

After stressingthe importance of teaching economic information
students enrolled in commercial secondary schools, the writer
added that this subject is equally important to the individual and
to pupils in the general secondary system

!
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He alsd'said that in some countries, like the United States,
economics are taught in college in recognition QS the value of this
subject in- practical life and in one's career or job. .

Economics are vital in'helping man to. make rational use ohis
money, inhandling the gamily budget, in exercising ones legitimate
rights and duties and in comprehending the society's fundamental
economic issues, the writer added.

In. oonclusion, he listed a number of foreign books which he
consulted in the preparation of his article.

EDUCATION

ilev4lopeent
5

31. Hussein, Mansour, "Modernization' of Education and Educational.
Aids", (Tandeeth Al7Taileem Wal-Wasaiyl Al -Ta'leemiyyah), "Sabifat
la-Makthbah", (Library Magazine), 11th year, Issue No. 3, (October
1979), pp. 5-12.
*

.After stressing th
that any moderniz
the futurist di

The writer win
hOvement and
their system of

portance of modernization, the wr ter said
n of education hhould take into co sideration
n of the 4ducational movement.

describe the fund^ entale.of any deinization
lems faced by dif rent countrieb i modernizing
tion.

xh,this connection, he explained,the relation.between education and !
society and showed the iepact'of-educational aids en deyelopment
and on the economic application of the aVailable finds. He also
Showed the impact of the policy of edutational eXpersion on the
present inadequacies of education, pointing to the need fOr
improving educational effici . The writer stressed the role of
educational aids in any endeaw to improve efficiency.

7

Concluding his article, he said that any ern scientific and
technological development should benefit from the expertisWavailable_.-:
An advanced communities and should take into considefatiKa number
of fundamental principles. N
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- 32. Mousse, Gamaluddin, "Exchange of Views is Vital for the evolution
.; of Education; Dialogue with the Pre'sid'ent of 'Ain Shams University",

(Tabadul Al -Keay Dareuri Li-TatieerAl-Taileem, Hiwar Ma' Raees
amigat 'Ain Shaw),. "Al-Gpmhouriiah" newspaper, 27th year, Issue
No. 9477, (December 9, 1970), p.

0
.5.

)1..

In this article, the writer oondUCted a dialogue with the President
of 'Ain Shams.Univereity on some educational problems.

As an introduction, to his dialogue, he talked on the evolution
Of education andits iNpact on the mental, perceptual and intellectual
development. of the EgyiAlan Man, adding that everybody should.assist
in any desired evolution of education.

Be then said thathe views of university students should_be probed
and discerned in order form an idea on their aptitudes, trends,
thinking ,habits and ou Ibok to life.

Likewise,- views of parentelend graduates..frop universities and
schoOls,are valuable in assessing the suitability of educational
systems, whether actually applied or proposed, the writer added.

Dealing with free education, he observed that failing students are
enjoying this privilege equally with successful ones.

As regards the phenomenon of disguised unemployment, he said that the
adeptien of a sound educational system would take care of this problem.

Moving to the-proposed system ot."open school", the writer called '

for an exchange of views on:this and any other proposed systems.

Following a review of the present system of examinations and the
extent of its'authenticity in assessing students' accomplishment
abilities end knowledge, the writer proposed some new approachet to

k, this pSoblem.
4413 ,

Patemeh, "Development and Modernization,of Education in
Egypt", ( atweer Wa-Tandeeth Al-Teleem fi Mist), "Al-Rayed",
(Teachers' magazine), 24th year, Issue No. 4, (December 1979),
pp. 9710.

After explaining the airs of any attempt at developing and modernizing
education in Egypt, the writer reviewed the basic requirements involved
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in such process, saying that education should be able it:0)ring out
the talicient manpower necessary for developing Egypt.

The writer wgfit on to say that since the middle'of this Century,
therehas a quantitative expansion in education introduced as
part of a policy of, reform.',This type of expansion should be
accompanied by a qualitative expansion, which would ensure'a igher
'standard of education and graduates, she added. t '

In the opinion of the writer, regular education should go along
with non-regular education, new programmes for technical education
should be introduced to meet the community's true needs and more
attention should be directed in educational programmes to,the
population problem, family planning and demographic awareness.

34. Mull, Yusri, "Views of Ideal Teachers on the Development and
Moderniz Um of Education"-, (Area Al-Mu'allimeen A].-Mithaliyyeen
fi Tatweer Wa-TandeethrAl-Telleem), "Al-Rayed", (Teachers' magazine),
24th year, Issue No. A, (December 1979), pp. 11-12. ')

In. this article, a number of ideal teachers were interviewed on
the future development and modernization of education in Egypt.

Suggestions advanced, by the teachers for.ironing out some of the
existing:educational problems include:' providing employment for each
Graduate in his native Governorate, spreidingthe teea of establishing
oomprehensive schools and faking maximum use of the facilities
available, introducing foreign languages in the primary stage,
emphasizing practical work in. all stages of education, improving the,
material level of teachezito encourage youngmen to Jan:the teaching
profession, establishing celltere for.meMorizing the Holy Quraen and
re- introducing the treditiOnalvillagesehople (kuttabs) -in More
delreloped fashibti aweedh schools have peen beneficial in teaching
children in villages and remote rural areas.

35.- Metawi', Ibrahim, "A Vision of Educational Reform", (rasawwur,
Li-Islaah A1- Ta'leem), "Dawriyyat Al-Majales Al-Qawmiyyah Al-
Mutakhassissah", (Periodical of the Specialized Natio Councils),
4th year, Issue No. 4, (October- December 1979), pp. 6- 5.
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,Following aolescription'oethe characteristic features of our
present ageland their impact.on.Egypt Ai part of the contemporarY
world, the writer egplained the new appioaoh to education wh4ch reqUires
comprehensive and integrative rolauuling.

,MOving to:the problems Of 'education in Egypt, the writer co4en;4ted
on the problems of absorption in sdhools, kindergarten, heavy
deband on some faculties, shortage in some fields of lapeeialization
and inadequate training of teachers \I // 0

Reviewing his own vision of edudational reform, the writer said tpla
education should be in the service of socio-economic development
projects, the structure of payroll and educational organization
uhouldbe improved, other fields of knowledge shoUld be covered by
educational strategies, efforts of individual organizations and
institutions should be so mobilized as to contribute towards eduaa-
.tional reform, adherence to an educational policy adopted as a
national charter and :utilization of technologies in education, duly
adapted' to Egyptian'n4Sds and circumstances.,

Egypt t'fi 1

Ii

. .

36. A.R.E., National tenter for Educational Research, Educational
Documentation and Information Agency, "Questionnaire on the
Preparations for the Thirty Seventh Session of the International
Conference on,Education Due to be Bald in Geneva and the Response
to Such questionnaire ", (Al- Istibien Al4hass Bit-I'daad Lil-Dawrah
Al-Sibi'ah Wal-Thalatheen Lil-Muatamar Al-Dawli Lil-Tarbiyah Al
MUzna','Agduhu Si-Jenev Wa1=-Radd Al-Huta'alliq Bihi), Cairo, 19 1,
40 pages.

iniroduh.tion on the bases on whick the questionnaire
Was formulated, the document reviewed the ten *mations contained
therein and reported the re ies to such questions.

These questions deal with the major trends Characterizing educational
development in 1976, 1977 '1978,,the new approaches to Egypt's
educational policy, the priorities observed in the development of
education between 1976 and 1978, the major trends in educational
itsearch in 1976-78, the role of the family in educational institutions,
e most important educational reforms and changes effected nation-

wide during the past decade and the manner in which the present system
of education in Egypt ensures equal educational opportunities to ill.
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After reporting the answers given in respect of the foregoing
sublects, the document related the improvements introduced on the
lbgistics of educatiOn and described the actions-taken by Egyrit

. to celebrate the International Child's Year.

Organization Thereof

37. Fayed, 'Abdul-Salem Ibrahim Hassan, "Educational Organization
in t for the First Nine Years of Age, i.e. 6-15", (Tanzeem
AI- 'a eem Si -Misr fil-Sanawaat Al-Tis' Al-Ula 6-15), Cairo, Faculty
of Education, Al-Azhar University, 1979, 274 pages.

.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Islamic Educational
Heritage and Comparative Education of the Faculty of Education,
Al-Azhar University, Cairo, for obtaining the degree of Ph.D. in
Education. .f

1This dissertation co.sists of seven ch pte;p.
...-

The first chapter is,concerned with the dissertation's general frame-
work as drawn by the writer. He stated --his proklem, indicated the
reasons for selecting the age greup of 6 to 15 years, described
the historical period covered by the research, stressed the importance-
of.the topic under consid tion, defined his aims and scope of
research and introdu is methodology and steps sod in developing
his subject.

Chapter 2 is deVoted to a, historical review of the systems of
elementary, education before 1952 in Egypt, laying erphasis.on the
development of modern primary education, primary, education in
Azhari institutes, elementary educatiOn,' ddvandedelementary educa-
tion, compulsory education and rural plementary education. He
critically reviewed the systems of education in applicable in the
first level and called for a Uniform system.

In Chapter 3, the writer dealt with educational organization during
the period 1952-55, explaining the symptoms of change introduced by
the Egyptian Revolution and the political, economic,, social and
educational background to such change. The writer, further, described
the trends of educational policy appearing during the post-Revolution
period.
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Chapter 4. deals with the major ends of the educatio
making appearance in'the pe od 1956-1960.

The fifth chapter is 086C4, with the educptional.trends n
.1961-67 while the seyelth eats with tIre period 1968-79.

In his seventh chapter,=the writer reviewed his regults and_
rectremendations in the eight of his study .of each of the above,

..periodS.

).-

. .

RecomMendations vered: a wide arra* of jects, including the
correlati, tween ed0Oatiowand political, econOmic:ind social
changes/ p anti-of systbms ofeeducation in'resPect.of the.first.
nine yearsf !schooling, continuudcontrad.Vtions 'between quantity,
and quality and. betweezi theory *tat prictibe, difficulty"Of making
primary.and comPulsorymducatioa Universal,..contiribed problem of lack
of equal oppOrtunities in education.arid ambiguity of the concept' of
:basieedUcation.,

The writer's bibliographical d to his thesis.

c.

Prgblems'of

38; "Interview with Dr. Mustafa Kama Helmik:Minister of EdLion
and ScientificfResearch,on the Population any' Education Problems of
Egyipt",.(Liga.Mas A1- Duktoor MUstafa Kemal Helmi Wazir Al-Wleem
Iga2-Sahth;A1-'Ilmi Hawl Al4ushkilah Al-Sukkaniyyah Wal-Teleem Fi
Miii) '"Majallat Al-Parbiyah Al-Sukkanirjah Wal-Aeeiyyah", plagazine/.,
f graphic and Environmental Edudraon),:Issue No. 1, (Decom

pp. 1,6.

In an interview acc to the. editor of this magazine, the
Egyptian Minister of Education and Scientific Research discustied the
problem of population growth in Egypt and its impact on education
and.on class density.

After reviewing the number of pjipils enrolled in the-entire system
of education from the lower leVel to graduate studies, the Minister
emphasized. the need to illuminate the entire student body on the
acut*populat;.onRr blew of Egypt with all its proportions in order
to help them t2 proper decision about the size of their
future families in th ight of the)x income. '

V
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The Minister enQhasized the need fcir linking educationto the
community and for ufili'ing a variety of methods-in teaching and
learning., / A

Concluding his interview, the Minister dolled for a continuous
developMent cf the teething system and for ceaseless stens to ensure
accessibility of education to all.

Reform

39. E1-Sebaei, Labib,' "Basic Education and the True /Beginning
of Reform in University Education; A University Iesue", (Al-Teleem
A1-4-isasi Wal-Bidayah Al-Haqiqiyyah Li-Islaah Al-Te'lem Al-Jami'il
Qadiyyah Jami'iyyah), "Al-Ahram gazine, Issue No 582,
(November 15, 1979), pp. 46-47.

After stating that any reform of university education is contingent
upon reforming the various stages of general education, the writer
reviewed the conclusions redched by the National Council of Educa-
tion concerning the extension of the years of compulsory education
and the expansion in basic education.

The writer Chen said that the existing compulsory schools arm'.
inadeqUate and fall short of attaining the aims sought from
compulanry education.

Citing the problems of primary educe as Contained in the
National Council's report, the writer neat on in particular the
problems of.c1ass absorption, school buildings and shortage in
teacheil.,

After quoting the recommendations
1 by the Council for dealing with

these prnblemg, the writer reported the plans announced by the
Minister of Education on the prospective numbers of school children
by 1999, concluding that the coMpulsory Stage should be extended to
include both the primary and preparatory stages, provided the
necessary School buildings are provided and the adequate number of
teachers are trained.

41
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Women - Situations Thereof

40. El-Sobki, Amal Mohamed Kernel Bayyoumi, "The Feminine Movement
in Egypt between the Two Revolutions of 1919 and 1952", (Al-Harakah
Al-Nisaaiyyah Fi Misr Ma Bayn Al-Thawrateyn 1919 Mh Fi 1952), Giza,
Faculty of Arts, Cairo University., 1979, 314 pages.

DisseYtatioe submitted to the Department of History of the Faculty
of Arts, Cairo Uhiversity,lbr obtaining the degree of Ph.D. in
Literature.

This dissertation is concerned with woman education in Egypt being
a cause advocated by feminine movements.

The first of the four chapters comprised in the dissertation is a
review of woman's struggle before the 1919 ReVolution and woman's
political role under the leadership ofHoda Sha'rawi in this popular
Revolution. A further review is made in Chapter 2 of woman's
political role in the post 1919 Revolution period and until 1952.
Here, the writer related the political stands taken by women to
oppose the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian Treaty, to deal with Egyptian political
parties and te'support the Palestinian cause.

In the third chapter, the writer related the history* Egyptian
feminine movements between the 1919 and 1952 Revolutions, in which
period, they continued their struggle ror emancipation through
feminist associations and international conferences. feminist associa-
tions covered in this Chapter 'includes Hoda Sha'rawi Society,
Egyptian Feminine Union, Egyptian Feminine Renaissance Society,
L'Espoire Society and magazine, Egyptian Young Women Society,
Muslim Sisters Society, Egyptian reminine Party and Dint Al-Nil
Union. The writer also reviewed the feminine conferences held and
the feminine rights upheld both locally and internationally.

The fourth and last chapter deals with the issues brought up by
the Egyptian feminine movements, such as the veil, marriage, divorce

and polygamy and woman education. Here, the writer explained the
attitude of British occupation towards womaneducation and the
efforts deployed by Qasim Amin, Nabawiyyah Mousse and foieign
missionaries in supporting women's right to education, both in
public forums and in establishing schools for girls.

She concluded this chapter by discussing the issue .of woman employ-
ment.

The writer's bibliography appears at the end of her dissertation.

44
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EDUCATION AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

41. Ahmed, Farghali Gad, "Education and Development Requirements",
(T,1-Talleem Wa-Matalib 'Al-Tanmiyah); "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper,
26th year, Issue No. 9424, (October 17, 1979), p. 5.

Following an introductory note on the relation between education
and economy, the writer moved to a discussion of Egypt's expecta-
tions from education in order that -the new society could keep
pace with the requirements of its socio-economic development and
keep its momentum at full force.

First of all, we need to define the major aims of education and to
c.Oate a set of attitudes and talents which are conducive to the
realization of such aims more effectively than ever in the past, he
slid., He then explained the proper approach to these steps.

Dealing with Egypt's need to renovate both the process of its
socio-economic development and of education, the writer cited examples
of a variety of approaches to such renovation. He, further, dwelt
upon education as a moans for research and selectiveness,

Concluding his article, he called for immediate stops aimed at

gXdeveloping the existing system of education in E pt so as to
accommodate these requirements. In this connection he said that
secondary education should be expanded further, sc ence clubs should
be boosted in order to enable them to play their proper role in
changing the entire face of life in Egypt, teachers should receive
more training and educational directorates and Teachers' Associations
should be so developed as to make them better suited to serve the
needs of progress and prospOttity in Egypt.

EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIOA

Comparative Study

42. Hassan, Farghali Cad Ahmed, "Comparative Study of the Relation
between National and Local Authorities of Educational Administration
in England and the United States of America and in the Arab Republic
of Egypt", (Dirapah Muciaranah L11-1Ilaqah Bayne Sultaat Al-Idarah
Al-Ta'leemiyyah Al-Qawmiyyah Wal-Mahaliyyah Fi Injilterra wal-
Welayadt Al-Muttahidah Al-Amrikiyyah Wa-Jumhuriyyat Misr Al-
'Arabiyyah), Assiut, Faculty of Education, Assiut University, 1979,
344 pages.
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In the fifth and last chapter, the writer reviewed'her conclusions
regarding the impact of ode= creative dancing on enhancing the
standard of skills in gymnastics and motor expression and regarding
the correlation between standards of performance in modern creative
dancing and muscular powerrsviftness and gracefulness of those girls
who were members of the experimehtal group.

The writer's call for giving more attention to
wcreative dancing in fe es of physical education, assigning

special courses for thiX subject, providing schools with such
creative activity as may correspond to pupils" needs and desires and
showing more interestA.n organizing training sessions for physical
education instructors.

The writer's Appendices containeti a bibliographical list and the tests
conducted on personality elements among adults.

Mental Abilities and Basketball

47. Ahmed, Reda Hefni, "Relation between Mental Abilities "and
Planned Action bx First Class Women Basketball Players in Cairo/
Giza Zone", ('Ilagat Al-Qudraat Al-'Aeliyyah Bil-Tasarruf Al-
1hutati fi Kurat Al-Sallah Li-La'ibaat Al-Darajah Al-Ula Li-
,Mantiqat Al-Qahirah Wal-Giza), Cairo, Faculty of Physical Education
for Girls, Helwan University, 1979, 104 pagers + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Physical, Education for
Girls, Helwan University, for, obtaining the degree of M.A. in
Physical Education.

This dissertation consists of five chapters.

Chapter 1 deals wikh the:topic at hand, its aims, postulates,
assupptions, scope and the extent to which it is needed. It also
gives definitions of the terms used in the thesis.

The second charter reviews the theoretical research connected with
the topic which includes research on mental abilities, planned action
in basketball and the like.

Chapter 3 is concerned with the field survey. It indicates the
-method of research, the sample, the teats used in the experiment
and the statistical laws alopted by the writer in reaching her
conclusions.

q.
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In the fifth chapter, the writer analyzed the statistical results
obtained and gave her own explanation of them.

Chapter 5 contains the writer's deductions and recommendations on
the need for using ability tests'suitable for the different age
groups and also the need for establishihg a special school for
training on basketball.

Following an outline of her dissertation, the writer listed her
reference books and appended copies of tho high intelligence test
used by her

Personality

Fateem, Loutfi Mohamed, "The Relation between Personality
Pattern and Psychosomatic Diseases",-(A1-1Ilagah Rayne Namat Al-
,Shakhsiyyah Wal-Amraad Alltaikosomatiyyah), Cairo, Faculty of
Girls, "Ain Shams University, 1979, 246 pages.

-Dissertation submitted to the Department of Psychology of the
Faculty of Girls, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo, for obtaining the
degree of Ph.D. in Psychology.

Felling in seven chapters, the dissertation describes in
Chapter 1 the relation between bodily features and psychological
features.

Chapter 2 contains a set of definitions and classifications of
psychosomatic diseases.

In the third chapter, the writer dealt with emotions and instincts
and explained the meaning of need.

Chapter 4 contains some explanations concerning psychosomatic
diseases.

Inthe fifth chapter, he dealt with the image of the body.

Chapters 6 and 7 described the relation between the image of
the body and psychosomatic diseases and between psychosomatic
diseases and personality. Then followed the writer's findings and
conclusions.



In conclusion, the writer appended examples Of cases obtained from
the field survey conducted by him, followed by his bibliography.

Personality Traits - Decision Making

49. Naar, Sa'idah Mohamed Mohamed, "Excessiveness and Moderation in
Decision - Making in the Light of the.Personality Traits of a Given
divicrta...LqVyulInuaveStofLeadersamobothe2ies", (Al-

Tatarruf Wal-I'tidaal Pil-Qarar Pi Dawuu Al-Simaat Al-Shakhsiyyah
Lil-Fard; Dirasah Mugarandh Lil-Qiyadaat Min Al-Jinsayn), Cairo,
Faculty of Girls, 'Ain Shams University, 1979, 320 pi4es + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educational Psycholdgy
of the Faculty of Girls, 'Ain Shams University for obtaining the
degree; of M.A. in Education.

The first of the seven chapters contained in this dissertation stresses
the importance of the topic under survey, describes the writer's
method and identifies excessiveness., decision and trait.

i

eapter 2 is devoted to a discussion of leadership as to its meaning
d types.

third chapter deals with earlier writinqs on excessiveness and
remiss and how they reflect on judgements and decisions. She

described the method of excessiveness t! being a responsive act
and indiCated the nature okthe r Iti rOetween leaders and sub-
ordinates in any given oreanizati n.

In the fourth chapter, the writer concentrated 'on her experiment.
After explaining her-method and presumptions, she described the manner
in which she selected her sample and introduced the vatious tools
used in the survey including situation and possibilities scales
and personality tests.

ChaPter 5 deals with situations scale, its validity and reliability.
It also deals with possibilities scale, its aim and corrective
procedures, as well as the experiment applied for calibrating the
scale's reliability and validity.

In the sixth chapter, the writer explained the manner in which she
applies both such scales and, also, the statistical approach adopted
in analyzing the results obt9ined.

LIG
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The seventh and last chapter reviews and critically analyzes the
findings, reached.

The writer's bibliography is appended to the dissertation.

See also 79.

Personality Traits among Plastic Artists

50. Khalil, Mounir Hassan Gamal, "ComRarative Study of Personality
Traits among Creative krtiais th the Fields of Plastic Art",
(Dirasah Mugaranah Li-Simaat Al-,Shakhaiykah lada Al-Fannaneen
Al-Mnbditeen Fi Majalaat Al-Fann Al7Tashkili), Cairo, Faculty of
.Education,, 'Ain Shams University, 1979, 212 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educational Psychology,
Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University for obtaining the degree
of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation is divided into five chapters.

In Chapter 1, the writer stated the problem at hand, reviewed the
tal'nts of, artistic creativeness and analyzed the personality of
a creative artist, depicting the concept of personality and relating
the characteristics'of creative artists.

The second chapter is devoted to a review cf the earlier studies
and research on creative artists.

In his third chapter, the writer described his field survey including
the tools used, the approach employed,,the selection of a s le, the
preparation andApplication.of his questionnaire and the p
statistical method used,in demonstrating thesurvey's results as
set forth in Chapter

The fifth chapter is concerned with a discussiorCof the results
obtained by the writer and a summary of the thesis.

Following a bibliographical list of thd Arabic. and foreign reference
books used by the writer in the compilation of his maternal, a number
of appendices were given containing the statistical tables question-

;naird forms used in connection with the dissertation.
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Psycho-Sociological Factors Influencing Children

51. 'Abdul Gawwad, Leila Ahmed, "A Study of Some Psycho - Sociological
Facters Connected with Success or Failure of Marriages and their'
'Meet on the Children's Academic Adjustment", (Dirasah L1-Ea'd
A1-1Awamil Al-Nafsiyyah Al-Murtabitah Bil-Najah
Wal-Fashal Fil-Zawaj Wa-Atharuha Fil-Tawafuq Al-Dirasi Lil-Abnaa),
Cairo, Facmlty, of Education, Al-Arhar University, 1979, 323 pages
appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educational Psychology
of the Faculty of Education, Al-Azhar University for obtaining the
degree of Ph.D. in Education.

This dissertation consists' of five chapters and six appendices.

The first chapter contains an introduction followe by a statement
of the problem under review and an explanation of e concepts of
adjustment, socio-economic standards and similarit es and integration.
The writer also mentioned her presumptions.

She then explained in Chapter 2, the position takp by her in
respect of-the theoretical and empirical heritage of social
psychology and psycho-social theories involved in the choice
of spouses. Here, she reviewed some extremely important research
and studies dealing with this subject.

In Chapter 3 she explained her method in carrying out a field
survey, the steps involved, the sample and tools enployed in the
survey and some relevant scales for measuring the degree of agreement
between spoUses, the various situations, the ability to complete
incomplete sentences and the elements of personality among adults.
She, further, described the interviews and statistical surveys
conducted by her.

The writer's conclusions are set forth in Chapter 4 together with an
explanation of these conclusions in the light of the presumptions
adopted by her.

The fifth and last chapter contains a general, discussion of the
writer's conclusions, a summary of the thesis and a bibliographical
list of references.

The appendio* contained the scale for measuring the degree of
agreement as well as a set of statistical tables compiled by the
writer in connection with her statistical analysis.
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Reward and Punishment - Impact on Accomplishment

52. 'Abdul Wahhab, Nefisah, "Impact of Reward and Punishment on
Children's Accomplishment and Adjustment ", (Athar A1- Thawaab Wal-
.Iqaab 'Ala Al-Tahseel Wal-Takayyuf 'Ind A1- Atfaal), Cairo, Faculty
of- Girls, 'Ain-Shams University, 1979,J25 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Psychology of the
Faculty of Girls, 'Ain-Shams University, Cairo, for obtaining the
degree of M.T,. in Psychology.

Jorhis dissertation consists of seven chapters.

In her first chapter, the
then moved, in Chapter 2,
dissertation, pointing in
epistemological attitudes

writer stated the problem under discussion,
to draw the theoretial framework of the
particular to the behavioural and
and to the theory of data processing.

The third chapter contains a review of earlier writings on reward
and punishment, whether separately or jointly dealt with and on
the impact of reward and punishMent on personality.

Chal,ter 4 is concerned with the writer's field survey. Eere, she
described -her method, tools, steps used in developing her survey 'and
sample selected. Practical applications are given in Chapter 5.

0
The writer' results aro set forth in'Chapter 6.

In the seventh and last chapter, she reviewed the various aopli,:ativxl,
of her results, stressing the need for resorting to verbal reward
and punishment in the educational process with due consideration
given to the child's personality. The same procedure is recommendoe
for societies of juvenile delinquency.

In conclusion, thJ writer proposed some boi44s rut ruktIll: eloration
and listed her bibliographical material../

Appendices to the-dissertation include statistiL.al re t.
used to measure intelligence and personality and the scale appli.a
in determining the socio- economic level.
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Time Perception among Children

53. 'Abdul id, rgboiul Fattah Saber, "A Study of the Development
of Time Perce ion among Children in the Kindergarten and Primary
Levels", (Dirasah Li-Numuw Idraak Al-Saman Lade Al-Atfaal Fi Marhalat
Riyad Al-Atfaal tat-Marhalah Al-Ibtidaiyyah), Cairo, Faculty of
Education, 'Ain-Shams University, 1979, 306 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted.to the Department of Mental Health of the
Faculty of Education, 'Ain-Shams University, Cairo, for obtaipine
the degree of M.Af. in Education.

This dissertation consists of 4 parts subdivided into 8 chapters.

Part 1, comprising the first two chapters, underlines the importance
and aim of this study and sets forth the writ-Ws assumptions. It,
further, contains a definition of the terns and basic concepts used
throughout the dissertation.

The second part; which consists of the third chapter, describes the
framework of the theoretical aspect of the study.

In Part 3, which is subdivided in 2 chapters, namely Chapters 4 and 5,
the writer elaborated on the practical aspect of his dissertation,
including the selection of his sample, the method applied in
developing his subject and the tools used in his field survey. Among
the tools used are: a questionnaire on children's time perception,
'Ain-Shams primary intelligence test and Draw-a-Person test. An
indication of the statistical approach to the subject follows.

The fourth and last part, comprising Chapters 6 through 8, is
devoted to the writer's findings concerning the development of
time perception among children by reason of their experience, the
development of age concept and its eight levels among children and
the developrent of children's comprehension of the basic concepts
of time. In this Party the writer gave an outline of his thesis and
reviewed some recommended topics and-applications for future studies
in educational psychology.

Following a bibliographical list, the writer appended the tests and
questionnaires used in the field survey for measuring ehildren'i
primary intelligence, socio- economic level of the family and develop-
ment of children's time perception.
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Traits

54. Hussein,'Mahnoud 'Ata Mahmoud, "A Comparative Study of some
Personality Traits Academically
(,Dirasah Muqaranah Pi Ba'd Simaat 41=Shakhsiyyah Lil-Mutafecodgeen.
Wal-Mutaakhereen Tahsiiiyyan), Cairo, Faculty of Arts, 'Ain-Shams
University, 1979, 255 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Psychology of the
Faculty of Arts, 'Lin-Shams University for obtaining the degree of
Ph.D. in Literature.

This dissertation consists of three parts subdivided into 10
chapters.

Part 1, comprising three chapters, dealt with the theoretical
framework of the thesis andcov,:red the writer's problem, aim,
presdmptions and scope of research; He also described the variables
involved in this research, such as academic excellence, levels of
ambition, adjustment, concept of the ego, extreme responses and the
like. The writer, further, reviewed some research conducted earlier on
related topics.

The second part consists of three chapters. Here, the writer explained
his field survey, described the sample chosen and tools used and
mentioned the questionnaires and tests applied in order to measure
ambitions, extreme responses, adjustment, superior intelligence,
personality in the preparatory and secondary stages, concept of self-'
education and the like. He, further, explained the manner in which
he drew his statistical results and, subsequently analyzed them.

iZt 3, comprising 3 chapters dealt with the writer's results and,

conclusions and his` interpretation of both. Here, the writer drew a
comprehensive picture of the gifted pupil's personality, stressing
the- need for paying more attention by the schools and the society to
such category of pupils and emphasizing that a special calibre of
teachers should be put in charge of gifted pupils who should follow
a curriculum consistent with their distinction.

The dissertation ended with a bibliographical list and copies of the
tests and scales used,in the field survey.

0
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

55. Dawoud, 'Aziz Hanna, "Psyg logical and Educational Studies and
Readings', (Dirasaat Wa- Qiraat siyyah Wa-Tarbawiyyah), Cairo, The
Anglo-Egyptian Bookshop, 1979, 205 pages.

As mentioned in its introduction, this book consists of a set of
educational and psychological articles and studies written by the
author.

6
The first article deals with the academic method adopted in carrying
out research on humanities.

Article 2 is concerned with the relation between humanity and
educational planning.

f
In his third article, the writer talked on the teacher and his role
in the educational process. 4

Article 4 deals with university education, while the fifth article
is Concerned with the prOblems involved in development.

The remaining six articles elaborate on intellectuals and their role
in political activity; emotionality and rationalism, psychllogy of
the melancholic man, the psychological principles applicab e to the
working woman, the psychology of negligence and the psychology of
witnesses*.

EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS

56. "A Statistical Study of the Quantitative Development of General
and Technical Education", (Dirasah Ihsaiyyah Lil-Tatawwur Al-Kammi
Fil-Ta'leem Al-'Aamm Wal-Fanni), "Akhbar Al- Majalis Al-Qawmiyyah Al-
Mutakhassissah", (News of the Specialized National Councils, Issue
No. 2, (November 1979), 14 pages.

Following an introduction on the importance of this study to men
of research and on the sources from which the qaterial was derived, the
article was divided into two parts.

Part 1, deals with the quantitative development in general education
(i.e. nurseries, primai7, preparatory Old secondary levels) and in
technical education (i.e. commercial, agricultural and industrial)
during the last ten years (1968/69-1978/79).

* Some of these articles will be reviewed,separately in this volu".
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In thrs Part are given the figures showing the progress in the number
of pupils, classes and teachers during the period under review. A
description is also given of the developments underwent by special
education and private schod1s-with paid tuition fees during the same
period.

The second part deals with educational indicators and their relation
to the quantitative development of education. Three indicators were
stressed, namely: average class density, average teacher's share of
students and the rate of absorption in each of the three educational
stages.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

Evaluation of Nasr City'Experimental School

57. 'Abdul Gawwad, Shehata 'Abdul Khalek, "Evaluative Study of the
Experimental Unified School in Nasr City", (Dirasah Taqweemiyyah Iil-
Madrasah Al-Tajreebiyfah Al-Muwahhadah Bi-Madinat Nasr), Alexandria,
Faculty of Education, Alexandria University, 1979, 247.pages +
appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educational Principles
of the Faculty of Education, Alexandria University for obtaining the
degree et M.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of .a prelude and five chapters.

In his prelude, the writer stated the problem under discussion,
indicated the importance of his evaluative study, defined. the scope
of the research, described his tools and method and indicated his
aim.

Chapter 1 contains a synopsis on the major problems encountered by
primary and preparatory education in Egypt since 1953 and until this
day.

The second chapter cites the experience of some other countries
in the field of education. In this connection, the writer talked on
the comprehensive school system followed in the U.K., the U.S.A. and
Sweden and the polytechnic schools established in the U.S.S.R.



In Chapter 31.the writer talked on Unified Experimental School
in Nasr City, describing its philoso y. and aims and saying that
some new formula foi education is need in Egypt.

004...o. 4 4.1 ..mcorrind with the,wiiter'sield survey cowering the
Naar City School enperimeni..He described the procedure and methods
applied iiv,carrying out this survey, 'introduced the sample and tools
used and, explained the two bests applied for measuring mechanical
deduction and mechanical grouping. /

The fifth and lait chapter is concerned with an analysis of the
data, compiled by the writer and assembled in the form of statistical
tables, all of which throw light on the degree of success achieved by
Nasr City School in realizing its targets.

The writer's recommendations follow. These call for a year-round
evaluation system, a new pattern for school administration aimed at
improving the School's educational process and a vigilant policy of
staffing based on good selection of teachers.

In nclueioWthe writer proposed some related topics for future
exp oration listed his b liograpby and appended a set of tests
carried out-in the cours of the field survey.

ENGLISH"TEXHING

Al-Azhar

58. El-Selekawi, Ahmed, "About Teaching English in Al-Azhar
Faculties", (Hawla Tadrees Al-Iniliziyyah Bi-Kulliyyaat Al-Azhar),
"Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper, 26th year, Issue No. 9422, (October 15,
1979), P. 5.

After indicating the efforts exerted to attain the aims for which
Al-Azhar University was established, the writer explained the role
played by this institution in expanding Azhari education at the three
levels of primary, preparatory And secondary education.

The writer emphasizedethe need for paying great attention to the
teaching of English in Al-Azhar, saying that professors of English
should be so selected as to ensure that they possess the highest
academic qualifications. In this connection, he mentioned that
Al-Azhar is providing educational and linguistic training for its
demonstrators with a view to improirin0 their efficiency and enabling

-them to perform their duties in a perfect manner.

,1
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND DEMOGRAMICEDUCATION

59. Jamil, Mohamed, "A Few Lines on Demographic and Environmehtal
Educatio4", (Pi Suturt Al-Tarbiyah A1- Sukkaniyyah Wal-Tarbiyah Al-
Beeiyyah), "Majailat A1- Tarbiyah Al-Sukkahinah Nal-Beeiyyah",
(Magazine of Demographic and. Environmental Education), Issue'NO. 1;
(December 1979), p. 141,

Following an introduction on the meaning of demogrAphic education
'

and its rolein creating a new generation well awAYi of the necessity
of coordinating the family's income to its size, the writer ikdicated
the relation between demographic and environmental education and
showed how the latter, helps in moping with the problems-of the former.

Thevriter then dealt with the development and promotion of skills,
showing how such education influence them and stressing the need to
teach youngsters the skill of decision making.

Concluding, the writer said that environmental and demographic
education helps people to form a global idea about the surrounding,.
environment and its problems and also helps in removing the artificial
barriers' between the different fields of knowledge andsciences.

,

ERADICATION or ILLITERACY

60. Ibrahim, mohamed 'Abdul Meguid, "The Illiterati"Aftlt and th4
Problem of Illiteracy", 011-Timmiy,),,A1-Kabeer Wa-Qadiyyat Al-thottiyyah},
"Al- Rayed ", (Teachers' magazine), 24th yeah,. Issue No. 4, (December
1979,), p. 35.

P
e-beginning,of his article, the writer distinguished-between
ing and education and explained the-role of the educated within

the4rocess of learning.

Dealing with adultsg the writer said that their number is increasing
,

ii4d'the problem of adult, education is becoming more acute. He compared
.t* situation in Egypt to that in'the U.S- and Canada in order to
show the urgency of tt *oblem of illiterateztdults in Egypt.

After reviewing the stud- conducted in Egypt on the mental,
emotional, social and Moral characteristics pf the educated. adult,

. he said that these factors must 41 be taken into consideration in
determining the most appropriate learning conditions and.methOds
applicable toadults.

`04
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Analkietiter went on to key that as a prerequisite for providing a
most appropriate atmosphere for the education of adults, all facts
abol them and dbouttheit needs should be surveyed. It is impOrtant

, to arouse the motives of adults_ in any successful educational process
es personal motives are of gteat significance, the writer added. .

In conclusion, he underlined the need for proiiding an appropltiate
ak

atmosphere for learning in order'to unleash the energies of *hate
.and, thus, realize the desired aims.

,

Women - A Comparative Study

ki

61. Sid-Ahmed, Zeinab Hassan Hassan, "Study and Pres tation'of
the,Mfforts Exerted in both the Egyptian and Saudi So eties-to
Eradicate Illiteracy aMone !amen ", (Dirasah Wa-Tagdeem 1-Juhud
Al- Mabzulah Li,-Mehwu Ummiyyat Al-Maraah'Fi Kullin Min Al-Mujtama'ain Al-
Misti Mal-Sa'udi), Cairo, Department of Edutational Principles,
Faculty of Girls, 'Ain-Shams University, 1979, 403 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educational Principles
of the Faculty Of .Girls, 'Ain-Shams University, Cairo for obtaining ,

the degree of Ph.D. in Education.

This dissertation consists of eight chapters.

In het first chapter, the writer explained that illiteracy is an
impediment to socioeconomic development and emphasized the need-to
'fight illiterady among women. FollOwing a statement of the, problem
discussedAn this thesis, the writer defined the"soope of het study, her
method and the technical terms frequently occurring in the research.

In Chapter 2, the writer described the status of women in both
Egyptian and Saudi societies.

The third chapter is devoted to a study. of woman's role in the
socio-economic development of a given country.

Chapter 4 deals with woman's education as a necessity. Here, the
writer reviewed the socio-economic variables and their impact on
woman education and described the experience of some other countries
in fighting illiteracy among women.
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The fifth,dhapterAis,concerned with the efforts exerted in the Saudi
' society.to- educate women. Here, she described the position of' girls'

- ,education -on the educational Pie of Saudi Arabia, the official policy
'towards, illiteracy, the volume ofAiliteraey in Saudi Arabia and the
effOrts so far deplayid.in,Shudi Arabia.to fight illiteracy. She,

. further, reviewed,the programmes drawn up for fighting illiteracy,
including a description of summer literaay campaigns and the text
books used in these campaigns.

Similarly, efforts exerted by the Egyptian society on the governmental
and private levels tofight Allitaracy are indicated in Chapter 6 where
the writer described UNESCO endeAvOurs in this regard as well as
the plans formulated ,for wiping out. the scourage of illiteracy in
29110t. She also reviewed the progz4Mmes and text books adopted in
literacy campaignet. = 1 ,

In Chapter 7, the writer drew a comparison between Egypt and Saudi'
Arabia as regards their respective efforts in fighting'illiteracy,
while the eighth chapter was devoted to the future of litetacy
programmes designed for ',or in the Egyptian and Saudi societies.

The writer's recommendations follow. These deal with the need for
,ima common outlook to the problem, of illiteracy in the Arab World in
imlibidh the entire region is treated as,an integral group. She also .

advocated a link between literacy efforts and the socio-economic
development plans. Siie called for translating the decision io-"fight
illiteracy into a plan of action. Methods iecommended for fighting
'illiteracy include programmes concentrating on basic education in the
elementary *tage, education by correspondence, paiallel educatio
local society schoolsAnd regular s6hools.4

Iri,conclusiO6, the writer listed the Arabic and foreign reference
books consulted by her incdeveloping her thesis.

0.A

\\.
Evaluation

62. SOliman, Sa'id Ahmed, "An Analytical and Evaluative Study of the
Efforts-Deployed in Egypt for Combatting illiteracy EVersince the
1920's", (Dirasah Tahliliyyah TaqWeeliyyah Li-Juhud MahwO Al-'
Ummiyyah,ri Misr MUnzu Al-'ishrinaat Min Hazt Al-Qarn Hatta Al-Aan).
Alexandria, ,Piculty of Education, Alexandria University, 1979, 196
pages 4- appendix.

19
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DisiortatiOn sUbmitted to the Department of Educational Principles
Of the Faculty of Education, -Alexandria University* for obtaining the
digreeof N.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of a prelOde and six chapters,

In the prelude, the writer underlined the importance of the subject
under study, stated the problem being probed and described his method,
tools and the subject's scope and limits..

The first ihrei chapters contain an analytical review of the efforts
exerted in Hopp for fighting illiteracy in-three respective periods,
namely: 1919 through 1952, 1953 through 1970 and 1971 through 1978.

Chapter 4 describes the'nenner in which the writer prepared and
calibrated his criteria.

in Chapter S, he interpreted the oUtcoMe of the study.

The sixth chapter pointed
4

to gaps in anti-illiteracy 'campaigns and
described the general plans liid for securing total eradication of
illiteracy.

The writer's proposals are mainly concerned with better legislation,
planning and execution of.programmes aimed at fighting this national
acourage.

\ ,

A biOliographical list of references is placed at the end of the
dissdrtation.

ritExanAnad.oli - Legislations

63, A.R.E., Leiislati Laws, aegUlations ... etc., "Circular
No. 117 of Novenber'SL .in Connection with the Preparations for
Literacy Final Teets", Cairo, Directorate-General for, Adult Education,
Ministry of. Education, 1979, 2 pages.

After explaining the gSneral features required in literacy final
toffs and indicating their bearing on students, the Circula;,reviewed
the rulks and principles to be observed in the preparations Forieuch
tests;-whether oral or written, the system of grading and the piximum
and minimum grades established in each subject.,
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InconclUsion',,the Circular defined the supervisors' responsibility
in organizing thise.tests.

Role of the Radio

64. Ibtisam AbUl OUtuh, "The Role ofthe Egyptian Radio
in Eradicating Illiteracy- wi, th Special Reference, to °Al- Sha'.b"

BroadcastingProqramme"-, (Dawr Al -Radio A1-44isri Pi Mihwu Al-Ummiyyah
Ma' Tatbee4 !Aiatii'at Al-SheL), Giza, Faculty of Information,
Cairo University, 1979i 165 pages.

- Dissertation submitted tick the,Department of Radio of the Faculty
of Information, Cairo University for obtaining the degree of M.A.
in Information.,

This dissertation consists of seven chapters.

The first chapter states the problem at hand and describes the method
used in developing it..

ChaPt r 2 deals.witthe problem of .illiteracy in Egypt. It indicates
the ct -of such despread problem on the society, its relation
to national economy and to active participation in political'
acItitrities and the efforts so far exerted' for fighting illiteracy and
eVating adults. Here, the writer mentioned the special legislations
enacted for wiping out illiteracy and the share of literacy appropria-
tiOni in the. State budget. He also mentioned _the ahortcotings

'appearing in the policy of adult education..

IIn &miter 3, tho writer.dealt with the radio as an educational
medium. me described its role in fighting illiteracy and pointed to
its advantages and disadvantage* in adult education.

chapter 4 is devoted to a description of the experiments updertaken
in fighting illiteracy in Malaya, India, Tanzania, Santa Maria and the
Dominican Republic.

In the fifth chapter, the writer explained the requirements of a
successful educational programme.

The experiment carried out. by "Al-Sha'b Broadcasting Programme"
in figh ng illiteracy is described in Chapter 6, with an indication
of i ms, listening public, system and methods:

if
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The seventh and last chapter is concerned with an analysis of the .

radio programmes designed for fightingAlliteracy and an indication of
the results obtained. ,

In sonclusion, the writer listed a set of recommendations, mentioned .

theNreferences consulted.in the preparation of, her thesis and appended
tables and indexes covering a selective sample of radio programme aimed
at illiterates.

, .

EVALUATION OF BIOLOGY COURSES

Secondary Schools'

65. Saddiq, Salah Sadek, "Evaluation of the Practical Skills Needed
in Teaching Biology in the General Secondary Stage", 1Taqweem Al- .

Maharaat Al-!Amaliyysih Al-Lazipah Li- Tadrees Al-Biology Ur-
Marhalah Al- Thanawiyyah A1-1Aamieh), Cairo, Faculty of Education,
Al-Asher University, 1979, 198 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Curricula aftd
Teadhing Methods of.the Faculty of Education, Al-Azhar University
for obtaining the degree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation comprises seven chapters.

Chapter 1 states the problem, emphasizes its significance,, determines
its scope, describes the method used in developing the research and
the tools used in the process and defines the terms occurring in
the work.

In Chapter 2, the wr ter reviewed earlier studies and research on
similar subjects. d,...u.., -,

j
.

. - '.,

Chapter 3 defines and xplains prac tical skills., indlOitbs.thtfactois
influencing learning and acquiring skills, especially the skills
required for teaching biology in the general secondary stage.

In the Laertlik chapter he explained the method used in analyzing the
text books of natural history taught in the'three years secondary-and
described the steps involved in. carrying out his.field survey.

4
Chapter 5 deals with the special card devised fdr evaluating pupils'
practical skills as to its aims, corkents, initial form and final
shale.
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In the sixth dhapter,'the writer talked on the evaluation of practical
skills needed for teaching biological subjects, possessed by students
in the last year of the ?acuity of Educatiqn, desciibing the sample
used in the experiment.

Chapter 7 contains a precis of the thesis and a review of the major
results obtained by the writer. He pointed to the strong and weak
points in students.' performance of each step involved in skille

In oonclusion, he proposed some related topics for further future
research..

A list of references Appended to thethesis.

FACULTIES MID UNIVERSITIES

) Paculties of PhysiJal Education - Extra-Curricular
Activities - Evaluation

66. El -Sayye Terman'Hanem 'Adli Mohamed, "Evaluation of Extra-
Curricular Activities in the Facilities of Physical Education; Helwan
University% (ragweem Al-Nashaat Al-Khariji Ei-Kulliyyaat Al-Tarbiyah
Al-Riyediyyah Bi-Jami'at lwan)f Cairo, Faculty of Physical
'Education for Girls, Heiwan varsity, 1879, 228 pages + appendices.

-.Dissertation submitted to the Facultylof PhyOcal Education for,
Girls, Helwan University, Cairo, for obtaining the degree of M.A. in
Physical Education.

This dissertation consists of 5 chapters and some appe

The first chapter &Mites the problem, lains its importance and
aims and describes its postulates and s epee.

Chapter .2 represents the theoretical framework of the research, in
which the writer explained the meaning of extra-curricular activities,
mentioned their types and aims, described youth care as well as its
aims and programmes, defined students associations and describe) their
tonstitution and defined evaluation, mentioning its types, steps and
methods. In the same chapter, she also reviewed the earlier research Jo
dealing with the same subject.

Chapter 3 is concerned with the field sway undertaken byre
writer, including her method, selection of sample, oompilati
data and utilization of statistics in drawing conclusions.
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In thelourth Chapter, the writer reviewed the data Obtained on both
supervitors'and students.

'Chapter 5. sets forth the results and recommendations reached by the
writer on the organisation of annual training sessions for supervioOrs,
enlightening students on how-to plan and carry out studamtluisociations'
-activi ea, defining the functions and work of the Department of Youth

relate to Associations,' provision of the budgetary
app tions heeded for the activities and consolidating athletic

-lammision of the necessary experience.

Cline of her research, the writer listed the Arabic
1s 'consulted in her work and appended the questionnaie.

ApP00.4;r44.- in collecting data from supervisors. and students, togetherr
s' timetable and a list of persons interviewed.

,

culties of Physical Education`'- Girl Students -
Training Difficulties

67 irki, aalildh fa, -"Difficulties FacihLGirl.Students t.

of of Ph sical tion in Cairo in F 6Trainin with
iced Therefor", (Al-Su'Ubaat allati jih Talibaat

KulliOl(atAl, &yeh A1-Riadiyyah Bil-Qahirah Pi adreebAlMaydsni
We-Wad' iluitarehaat LAM), Cairo, faculty -of Physical Education for
Girlsi Relwan University, 1979, 166 pages + 10 English pages .\_J

- Dissertation submitted to the.Faculty of Physical Edu-ion for

Girls, Helwan University for o taining the degree of 14.A. in Physical

Education.

This dissertation comprises /1 chapters.

In Chapter lojthe writer described the problem at hand, showed the
significance of studying it, set forth the aims, scope, assumptions
sand presUmptions of:the research And.defined'the terms used in his

wori.

The second chapter contains a review of the theOretical studies related
to the topic under discussion in the fields of the teacher's 'Vocational
training, field training and guidance and supervision in,field training.

Chapter 3 described the steps-tken for carrying out this research,
including the selection of the appropriate sample, the compilntion of
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. tiChof.the questionnaire forms among girl udents and supervisors.
,data, the priparatiOn-of the pertinent and the dissemini-

In the fourth Chapter, the writer reviewed and analyzed the results
obtained from his research.

Chapter 5 contained the conclusions and re endations reached by
the writer on the importance 9f urginf girl students.engaged in field
training to utilize substitute tools and ricate simple local sports
equipment. Other recommendatios includ the need for holding
periodical meetings with outside and 1 al supervisors or exchanging
experiedce 'and idfas, devising unified ses for evaluaamg girl
students, emphasizing use of education aids and enlightening girl
students on the motor skills appropriat for each level of education.

Following-an outline in Arabic andEngliih,of.the dissertation, the
writer append4 a,bibliograchical list of Arabic and foreign. references
consulted in the course of her research and attached the two question-
naire forms used inlexploring the views of girl students and supervisors
engaged in field training.

Girls - Scientific Trends

68. Shehab, Mona 'Abdul Sabur Mohamed, "The Scientific Trend among
Girls Enrolled in the Faculty ofdirls and how this Trend is Encouraged
by the Teacher Tr4ning Programmes Offered in Scientific Branches",
(Al-Ittijeah-A1-'Ilmi- Lade Talibaat Kulliyyat Al-Banaat Wa-Athar
Baramej I'daad Al- Mu'allim Fil- Shu'ab Al- 'Ilmiyyah 'Ala Nqpuw Haze
Al-Ittijaah), Cairo', Faculty of Girls, 'Ain-Shams University, 1979,
227 pages.

.

- Dissertation Submitted to a Department of Curricula and TeaChing.
Methods of the Faculty of di ls, 'Ain Shams University, fOr obtaining
the degree of M.A. in Edu ion.,

1
.

rol owing a gelderal introd tiod toiler subject,, the writer divided
thesis into,four chapt s.

In the first chapte.rt_the-writer stated her problem, indicated its
proportions, underlined the importance of studying it, defined its
scope'and limits, indicated the writer's presumptions and plans and
defined the terms used in the research work.

r
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Chapter 2 duals 'frith scientific trends and their constituting
components. The theory of ego was described by the writer.who surveyed
earlier research on scientific trends undertaken by 'chola:re.

In Chapter 3, the writer described the manner in which she selected
and calibrated her-scale, chose the sample and applied the scale
theicedn.

The fourth and last chapter contains the writer's findings duly analyzed
and explained. She explained why scientific trends undergo changes in
the sample chosen.

The writer's recommendations call for applying the measurement scale
to teachers of sciences, students enrolled in provincial faculties of
education And educators.She also insisted on danyingany professionally
unqualifielgteacior the right 'to teaph.

iolloirig a bibliographical list of reference material, the writer
appended questionnaire sheets usei to probe trends of the
'scale used fOrmeasuring sqiintific trends.

Guides - Faculty of Agriculture
Zagasig University

A.R.E., ZagaFig University, Faculty of Agricultural Studies,
"Guide_to the Faculty of Agricultural Studies in Fushtaharm, (Daleel
KulliyyatAl-lUlusiAl-Zira'iyyaht3i-litushtahar). Benha, 1979.

Following an,introduction on the Faculty of 'Agricultural Studies in
Mushtahar's affiliation and a hystorical synopsis since its eetablish-
ment and through 1979, the Guide contained the fdllowing data:
statistical tablei.covering 1978 and 1979,onthe Faculty's teaching
body, whether agsigned or loaned, on the number of teachers and
demonstrators whether active or on furlough and on studbnts whether
Egyptians or foreigners and whether in graduate or post-graduate
Studies: data on theocirricula divided on the years of study,
including the number of hours assigned to-theoretical and practiceir
studies in each subject: and,a description of the content of each
subject included in the curricula.

N
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Guides - Faculiof Archeology -
CairoUniversity,'

70. A.R.E., Cairo University, Faculty of Archeology, "Guide to
the Faculty of Archeology ", (D41481 Xulliyyat Al-Aathaar),' Giza,
1979, 114 pages.

F011owing an introduction on the Faculty of Archeology and-its
academic fields, the Guide reviewed the Faculty's various Departments
and the academic degrees granted to students.

The Guide gave detailed informatiOn on the subjects taught in the
graduate and post-graduate sections, thecsystems of examinations, the
conOitiOns of adMission in Ph.D. sections, the Faculty's Departments of 0

Egyptian and Islamic Antiquities and Refurbishment of Archeological
Finds, the student welfare services and activities, the names of
professors and lecturers both on duty or on furlough and the titles
of all M.A. and Ph.D. dissertations in Egyptian and Islamic .

Antiquities granted by the Faculty, the names of their respective
authors and the dates on which they received their academic degrees.

Guides - Faculty of Law - Cairo University

71. A.R.E., Cairo University, Faculty of Law, "Guide to the Faculty
of Law 1978/79", (Daleel Kulliyyat Al-Huquq 1978/79), Giza, 1979, '

104 pages.

This Guide consists of.five parts.

. Part 1 contains a historical synopsis of the Faculty of Law, Cairo
University, the names of itsformek deanspl.its graduates who became
prime mipisters or leaders of; olitical parties, the Faculty's
Board in\1978/79, the different Departments and their rospective
professors and the nips of its administrative staff.

The second part deals with the academiccourses.offered in graduate
and post-graduate section4, the Faculty's system of study and the)
disciplinary rules observed:

Part 3 consists of a long list containing the books and works
written -by the Faculty's professors.
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Albe foirth part is devoted to some statisticalir of studenti,
graduatis and expatriate students bdth to and post".
graduate sections.

In the fifth and last part,.Ph.D.Aissertations accepted by the
Faceltybetween:1931 and 1978 are listed...

Guidek Faculty of Medicin, Tanta University

72. Aolt.$61:Tanta University, Fadulty of:Medicine, "Guide to the
Faculg2of-MMdicine,in Tanta in Sixteen Year* 19624-1978", (Daleel

t'Tibb Tanta Fi Sittat 'Ashar 'Amid= 1962-1978), Tanta,
1979, 74 pages. %.>

/Min:Snide is pia almanac on the :::1ty of Medicine, Tanta varsity
since its establishment in 1962, until 1978. J
Information is given:on the developmener underwent by the Faculty's
teaching bodies, university hospitafanotlibrarr alumell as the
scientific activities carried (put by the Faculty in sixteen,years:

The Guide, further, contains names of the Faculty's Board, teaching
bodies and graduatei receiving the degrees of Ph.D.,. M.A. and M.D.
since the Faculty's inauguration and until 1978.

Statistics included in the Guide deal with the number ofgregUntes
between 1971/72 and 1976/77 and of expatriate student's from 1972/73
on.

Names of top graduates be en 1973 and 1978 are also listed in4V,
the Guide.

4

73. A.R.E.0Tanta University, Faculty of Medicine, "Faculty of
Medicine in 1978/79", (Kulliyyat Al-Tibb Fi 'Aamm 1978/79), Tanta,
1979, 60 pages.

As a guide for the Faculty othiedicine Tanta University, this IN1-

Almanac contained the following info tion in their consecutive
order: names of Ministers of Highe Education, Presidents and Vice-
Presidents of the University, Go rnors, Deane and Deputy Deans of
Faculties, Secretaries and Assiitant-Secretaries'of the Universisty,
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,Mayers f the City of Tanta and Controllers who have been contemporary
to the' Faculty since its establishment and until,l970; names of
University and Faculty Boards in 1978/79; names and functions of
teaching bodies divided according to departments; names of the
Faculty's adininistrative staff; academic degrees gr ted by the .

''.Necultir,includitng diplomaS M.A.'a and Ph.D's betwe December 1977,
..and February 1079i ez=gon results at all levels, eluding post-,/
graduate studies, dur 1978 session; the Faculty s library and /

i , and, finally, some statistics on the'numbet f students,:
e, physicians assigned to the hospital's alb nts,' in

patients and surgeries.

Guides - Faculty of Sciences -
Manpurah University

7d. A.R.E., Mensurah University, Faculty of Sciences, "Student's
Guide 1976/79", (Daleel Al -Talib 1978/79), Manaurah 1x979,743737tge.

Following an introductiOn on the history of the Faculty ofiSciences,
Mansurah University, eversinde it was established, the Guide listed
the vicious Departments of the Faculty and its teaching and
administrative bodies,-together with the functions of each.

The Guide, further, contained the conditions for admission in'the
B.Sc. stage, the fees piyable by students, the conditions for enrolment
in post-graduate sections; the curricula design, the academic-
degrees grahted, the systeM of. examinations, the conditions for'
transfer from one fadulty'to another, the Faculty's library, the
Youth Care Office and the Students' Association..

Guides - Faculty of Veterinary

75. A.R.E., Cairo University, Faculty of Veterinary, fiGuide to the
Faculttof Veterinary in 1978/79 ", (Daloel-Kulliyyat A1-Tibb Al-
Baitari 1978/79)., Giza, 1979, 44 pages.

Following a historicaldbacigroued on the Faculty of Veterinary,the
Guide contained dataon the following aUbjectss Facelty, Board;

r°'Administration and.. Departments of Faculty; %onditions of admissio t
Faculty and demonstrators listed according to their respective



departments; academic degrees granted; curricula and system of
examinationsrconditions ok ssion in poet-graduate studies; the
Faculty's hospital and libr the medical services extended to
student*); and finally, theEt ts' Union and its activities.

Physical Education.

i
4

76. .Zehran., Leila 'Abdul 'Azix'Shiryed, "Proposed programme for
Faculties of Physical Education in the Arab Espublic of Egypt",.
(Earnamai MUgtarah Li-Rulliyyaat Al-Tarblyah Al- Riyadiyyah Pi._
,714Mhuriyyat Misr,Al'Arabiyyah), Cairo, Faculty of Physical Educgtion
for Girle,,HelwanUniversity, 1979,457 pages + appendices; .

c
,

K 1.
- ,-

7 Dissirtation aUbmitted to the FacultYof'Physical, Education fOr
Girls),Belwen University, Cairo, for obtalbing the degree of ,

Ph.D. in Physical Education. . : - , .

.

--.

Consisting of 5 chapters, th4dissertationdealt in its first ,
chapter with the topic under discussion, its aims, eignificance
and necessity, its postUlates aid the definition of its basic
concepts. i .

4 .

Chapter.2 reviewed some e4rlier research,on.s ler and related
topics. ,-,

p0
the third chapter,.the writer described the thod,used in sueVirig
grammes'of vocational traingag, employment o rtunities, Sobs.

lit'

performed by graduates and-a'?eneral evaludtion of curricula.
,

.

,
-

\s.\

The writer's findings are set out insChapter 4
/
together with,an

explanation and interpretation of each. These findings deal with the
programmes of vocationartraining for leaders'of physical education"
in different4ountries'of'the aorld,.employMent opportunities 2 ,

available for graduates, jobs assigned to graduates in different .

fields and evaluation of present and past curricula in the light of
the practical life experienced by gradUateb.:

,P, 4.. '

The fifth:and last chap t of the dispertatic6 contalus'an outline Of
-,_.the research, the write s conclusion's and a review of the.nroposod
pro awe and recommen tions. These emphasize the need for teaching v

la %pages in facultie of, physical education, for changing the - .,,'

present systetl of admission in gi4,1;,faculties of P.E., for proViding. 0

prOper training and travel opportdhities for teaching bodies, for
,supplying the necessary oguipment-and for enriching libraries th
reference booki.

a.

fes

V

4
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Appended to the dishertation me a bibliographical list and the
questionnaire' forms. used in surveying jobs and employment bpportunities
available foigraduates.

A

w.

Student Action

77. El-Sebaei, Labib, "President Sadat's Meeting with Uni4ersity
Professors Harks the Beginning of a New Era of Student Action, A
University Issue', ,(Ligaa Al-HeeeeS Al-Sadat Wa-Hijeal 11-Jami'aat
Wa-Bidayat Varhalah Jadidah Li1-1Amal Al-Tullabi, 9adiyyah Jami'leryah),
"Al-Ahr Al-Igtisadi" ragasine, Issue No. lCEO, (October 15, 1630),

rpp. 52-y.

As an introduction to his article, the writer reviewed the subjects
discussed in Presj.dont Sadat's meeting with Presidents and Professors
of Egyptian universities ooverteg certain university and national
affairs and the universities' role in developing the society and
'caring for students.

Moving to the newly-issuad regulation governing student action, the
writer sought the views of leading university figures on,the various
aspects of the regulation. ,,

Interviewed by the writer, the President of Assiut University
commented'on the articles covering student activities, pioneering
work, formation of scientific-societies, establishment of social
insurnce funds and organization of students' unions find sub-committees.
He also commented on the prohibitions contained in the new regulation
as well as,the Articles dealing with students' unions annual subscrip-
tions and 'elections.

In his turn, the President of Sue Canal University was interviewed
on the aims' of the naw regulatio and its role in creating closer links
between universities and st

Commenting on the new regulation, the Vice-,President of Cairo
University said that the conditions prevailing in the past have
resulted in a gap between professors and students and in a few
students monopolizing student activities. "The new regulation will
certainly put, en end to such passive aspects", the Vice-Praeident.
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StOdents - Admission

78. 1WahiM, Hared Mohamed Saleh, "Policy of Admission in Eyptian
Rnivarlitiekin the Light of the Present-Time Function of Contemporary
Univera1ties ", (Siyasat A1-12ahul Bil-Jami'aat Al-Misriyyah Vi Dawu
Wazifat Al-Jami'ah Fit -Waqt Al-Hader), Cairo, Faculty of Girls.'Ain
Shims University, 1979, 463 pages. At.
Dissertation submitted to the Department of\Educationa; Prihciples

of the Faculty'of University for obtaining the degree
of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of an introduction and seven chapters.

In his introductio0,4the writer stressed the importance Orthe research
Under&en.by him, rafted his aim and explained his method and setting.

Chapter 1 consists of a historical backgreund on higher education in
Egypt under Mohamed 'Ali, Khedive Ismail and'the British occupation.

' It deal irst nationel university established in Egypt .

sformeCinteNArtovernmet-owned university. After
de university education-under the July 23,
1952 oil, the writer dealt, in Chapter 2, withtbhe policy
of a vision in Egyptian universities. Here, he drew a comparison
between admidbion in-I-Ashar university and in other universities,
giving his own views on bath systems.

In the third chapter, t1e7writer said that the presisnt policy of
admission has resulted fh major problems, such as an ever increasing
number of students, a shortage in the number of professors, a great
deal of waste and a commutation problem both for teachers and
students who live flr away from their universities.

Chapter 4 is concerned with the contemporary university, its function,
characteristics, aims and role in enhancing scientific progress.

By way of comparison, the writer cited in Chapter 5, the example of
Britain, the U.S.A. and Japan in pursuing sound uniKersity education
policies. He indicated in Chapter 6 the extent to Alch Egyptian
universities could benefit from the experience of advanced countries
in ameliorating and developing their conditions.

Chapter 7 consists of an analytidal and critical discussion of the
policy of admission, the function of universities in Egypt, the
secondary and technical systems of education and the educational policy
in Egypt. Here, the writer drew a comparison between the practice of
socialist countries in admission and Egypt's practices.
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NJ/
The writer't recommendations and suggestions deal with the need for
sound university SducatiOn planning,' for linking education to national
prodbction and future plans, for attending to students problems,
interests, activities and abilities, for oontributine towards the
country's cultural progress and beritage'and for preparing. good
.citizens.

sv
The, diseertation_ended with a bibliographical list of relevant
references in ArabiC and foreign languages.

Students - Educational Psychology
Personality Traits

4

79. Shawkat, Sarnia Mohamed 'Abdul Moneim, "Perstnality Traits
Distinguishing Student Leaderships", (Simaat Al-Shakhsiyyah Al-
Mumayyezah Lil-Qiyadaat Al-Tullabiyyah), Alexandria, Faculty of
Education, Alexandria University, l979, 149 pages + appendices:

- Dissertation. submitted to the Departm
of the Faculty of Education,'Alexandria
'degree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertatidn consists of
traits characterizing student
ordinary students.

I

t of Educational PSychology
nivexsity for obtaining the

a comparative study of, the personality
leaderships-and thoselcharacterizing

'she first of thesix chapters comprising.this dissertationieets the
prObleM under discussion, stresses its import nce, Bets.

Ot
torth the

writers presumptions' and plans and identifie the terms redirring ih
the research.

Chapter 2 is concerned with personality and leadership among students.
After defining personality and,explaining the methods used in studying
and measuring it,,the writer dealt th student leadership and
explained the role, constitution and ctiviaes of students' associa-

Thrcions and unions:

in Chapter 3, the writer dealt with the previous studies conducted
On related subjects.

The fourth chapter is devoted, to,the experiment undertakeniby the
writer aha to an exPlanatiCn of the procedure for selecting the''

\\ proper sample And tools and for carryintj out the experiment.

6
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The writer's conclusions are indicated in Chapter 5.

In the sixth and last chapter, the writer wrote down her recommendations
regarding the procedure for electing leaders of students associations,
the training requirement for student leadership and the need to
enlighten students on the importance of their associations as a
forum for expressing their views.r)

Following a bibliographical -list, the writer appended the rools used
in parrying out the field survey.

Values among Students

ur
HO. Habib, Rada RiZk Ibrahim, "Comparative Study of Values and their
Bearing on Acceptance, of Heritage by Azhari and Non-Azhari Boy'and
Girl Students", (Dirasah Mugaranah 141-Qiyam Wa'Ilaqatiha BiTaqabbul
Al-Turaath lade Al-Tilabah Wal-Talibaat Al- Azhariyy,een Wa-Ghayr .

Al-Ashariyyeen), Cairo, Faculty of Education,.A1-Azhar University,
1979, 165 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educational Psychology
of the Faculty of Education, Al-Azhar Univelpty for obtaining the
degree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of six chapters.

)Chapter 1 is about the dissertation proper,' its significance, aims,
crucial issue, scope and definition of terms.

The second chapter deals with some basic concepts related to the
topic, with emphasis on the concept of value and other closely
associated concepts and with a definition of these concepts as well
as the realm of values.

Chapter 3 is concerned with a review of earlier research conducted on
the same topic.

The fourth chapter explains the method adopted in the preparation of
this thesis, the sample chosen-and its characteristics, the tools
used in field work, the statistical method adopted and the steps taken
to carry out field work.

In Chapter 5, an analyais'is presented of the results obtained from
the research together with an interpretation thereof.

41,
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410,

The siXth Chapter s aAlum0IFyOf the thesis and a review of
".,,some ancillary topics which could btr:e1siborated in further research.,

A bibliographical list of Arabic ,and foreign reference is given at the
end of the thesis.

Zagazig University - Experiments

81.0 El-Sebaei, Labib, "Provincial Universities and the Experiment of /

Zagazig University; Does it Serve as the Beginning of Rural ('

Development in Egypt? A University Issue", (JamPaat Al-Aqaleem Wa-
Tajrubet Fi Jami'at Al-Zagazig. Hal Yabdaa Minha Tatweer Al -Reef
Al-Misri? Qadiyyah Jami'iyyah),'"Al-Ahram Al-Iqtisadi" magazine,
Issue Ho. 581, (November 1, 1979. 46-47.

At the beginning of his article, the writer reported tn'a meeting
between the Prime Minister and the Presidents of Egyptian Universities
in the oouree.of which they discussed the role.oe universities in
studying the projects under consideration and their active participa-
tion in solving the Jommunity's problems.

Interviewed by the writer, the President of Zagazig University described
the experiment undertaken by provincial universities in developing the
Egyptian rural communities. This University has opened specialized 1

centers to assist in the development of lieges, through holding
lectures, panels, conferences and creating a cultural atmosphere in
the province served by the University. He also elaborated on the
Univ7sity's-role in modernizing and enhancing education.

Conc*ing, the writer quoted the President of Zagazig University on
the 5-Year pniversity4lan (1980/1984) and the distribution of
budgetary apprepriations over the projected activities.

o

4 FOLKLORE

IMpict on Child Psy4hology

82. Bal'ushali, Ibrahim Mohamed, "A Study on Folklore and its Hearin
on the Child's Psychological Constitution", (Bahth Bawl Al-Fann Al-

Sha"bi Wa-Atharuhu Fil-Takwen Al-Nafsi Lil-Tifl), Cairo, State
tyInformation Service, 1979, ;5 pages.
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This subject-is elaboratdvin three parts. 4
"J.

Part 1 is concerned with the child, his emotional feelings and the
manner in which he develops and learns.

Nr /
The second part is subdivided ipto six chapters all of which revolve
arround folklore. Respecti6ly, these chapters discuss myths, fables,
superstitions, legendry thinking, popular music and songs and
.proyerbs and jokes.

.4

The third and last part, which comprises three chapters, is devoted
to a discussion on folklore and its bearing on the child. Respectively,

'these chapt is deal with children's appreciation of and lalefor
folklore, Wales and myths and how they influence the child's psychology
and how ldren respond to popul5r songs.

A bibliographical list Of books used in developing this study isappended.'
Impact on Children's Artistic Development

83. 'Eid, Mustafa Ahmed Ahmed, "Folklore and its Impact on Child's
Artistic Development", Vll-Turaath Al- Sha'bi Wa-Atharuhu Fil-Takween
Al-Fanni Lil-Tif1), Cairo, State Information Service, 1979, 58 pages.

This monograph consists of two parts, a theoiltical and a practical.

In the theoretical part, the writer explained the meaning of folklore
and how its'bears on children. He described the different stages of
child grawth.ane pointedto the possibility of using folklore-win
some such stages to educate children. The relation between folklore
and child's psychological development was analyzed and some examples-,
of reeresentative folklbres used in child education were cited.

In the practical part of this monograph, the writer described a
field survey undertaken by him.

After relating the steps taken to carry out this survey, including the
selection of a sample and the preparation of a questionnaire form, in
addition to an indication of the research's method, aim and plan, the
writer drew up his conclusions having processed the data contained in
the questionnaire form statistically.
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The writer's fiddingi gave indicatorsofthe type of fOIklitrof most

appealing to Children and of the most appropriate teaching methods
used in connection with folklore.

Appended to the booklet are the writer's questionnaire form and. his
list of reference m4teriai.

GUIDES

'Insitute of Statistical Studies and Research

84. -A.R.E.4 Cairo University, Institute of Statistical Studies and
Research, "Guide to the Institute of StatiStical'Studies and Research",
(Daleel Ma'had,A1-Dirasaat Wal-Buhuth Al -thsakyyah), Giza, 1979, 70
pages.

, .

Inpheir consecutive order, the following information and data are
covbredby the "Guide to the Institute of Statistical Studies and
Research": academic degrees granted; system of admission for obtaping
a diploma; system of examinations; academic requirements for the
degrees of MtA. and Ph.D.; Faculty and Administrative Staff; prizelb°
and awards presented; statistics on graftates between 1949 and 1978r
the Institute's library,and card catalogs; the academic reviews issue
by the Institute and their frequency as well as the topics hovered by/
them; the computer and, finally, the statistical, laboihtory.

Pre - School EducatiOnr

, .

85. 'Ain-Shams University, of Childhood S41es, "G de for
Workino in Nurseries and Kindergarten", (Daleel.A1-'Aural Fil- danah
Wa-Riyad Al-Atfal), Cairo, 197, 40 pages. .

...1.

..

..
..,, ..,

Following an introduction on the'differandnces between nurseries an
kindergarten, the Guide described the respective a and req4ireme L s
of each in terms of buildings, eqUipment, manpowe ecords and car .

The Guide explained the manner in'which children are divided into age
groups in.nurseries and the method of teaching which emphasize Nay
and action.

e;
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SpeCial
,

atlention is paid to the role played bythe family in
collaborating with nurseries.

In conclusion, the Guide listed a number of appropriate books selected
for nurseries, some of which are for the children while the others

are for supervisors.

Books consulted in the preparation of this Guide are listed in an

appendix.

GEOGRAPHY

r.

Teaching - Preparatori? Schools

86. ',Osman, Amine. Sayyed, "Experimental Study on the Effectiveness of

PrdgrammerAELLEducatimintheTeacrl.toThirdYear
Preparatory ", (Dirasah Tajreebiyyah An Feiliyyat Al-Ta'leem Al-
MUbarmaj P. TaclOges AfJughrafia Lille -Saff Al-Thalith A1- I'dadi),
-Cairo, Faculty oflls, 'Ain-Shams University, 1979, 197 pages

appendices. T

- Dissertation submitted to the Department:ef Curricula and Teaching,

Methods of the Faculty of Education/ 'Ain Shams University, for

obtaining the degree orA.A.'in Education.

This dissertation consists of five chapters.

In Chapter 1, the writer talked on the educational crisis in the

world and the problems encountered in the teaching of
geography in Egypt and the Arab World. These problems pertain to
curricula; text books, educational aids, teaching Methods and
systems of evaluation.

The writer then pointed to the major problems faced by the geography

teacher, saying,that programmed education may be the answer to many
educational problems. Here, the writer explained the interest shown
in this new system of education in the U.S., England, Russia,
France and Arab Countries, including Egypt.

By way of demonstration, the writer presented_prie programmed
studietkdealing with geography in order to prove the suitability of

this sybtem in the teaching of geography.

Ci

A

P',1

C)
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Following this introduction, the iter stated the problem at hand,
underlined it importance and descri ed the aims and scope of the
research undertaken by her.

In Charter 2, the writer formulated a programmed course for each
educational stacTe and described the details of-each course, incitding
content, educational points, framework aid evaluation procedure.

In Charter 3, the writer prlibented a model programmed unit on the
Geography of Egypt, described its method of application and reported
on the outcome of this experitment.

The fourth chapter sets forth the statistical treatment of the writer's
findings regarding accompliihment and time required for' comprehension
of programmed courses.

In the,fifth,and last, chapter, the writer reproduced hei. recommenda-
tions which called for wider usage of programmed education not only in
the teachihg of geography, but also in devAorinq the overall system
of education in Egypt.

- The writer's bildir)grai,4y aiA)e-ars Lne thc dissertatien.

THE HANDICAPPED

Physically - Comparative Study

67. 'Abul Muttalib, Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed, "A Comparative Study
of the Education of the Physi:callyAmlim19/1111Araitai21_211 Special Reference to both thepstS.A.
and England", (Dirasah Mugaranah Li-Tarbiyat Badanlyy&-
Fi Jumhuriyyat Misr Al-'1 rabiyyah Ma' Al-Asharah Bisifah Khassah Ile

Min Al-Wilayhat Al-Euttahidah Wa-Injilterra), Qena, Faculty
of Education, Assiut University, 1979, 367 pages.#

DisseLL,,LI-n suLihiLLea L. the Fa.iyity Eduea 11.

Assiut Universsty, for c°,,trtininy tHip degree of M.A. In LAucati.
.

liiis aissc..tati ih -01151,,ts of an troduetion indleatiny the ail.
scope and method f the research, followed by nine chapters.

The first chapter)deals with the handicapped as an internatieecei
problem, the quantitative growth of the handicapped in the world
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the size of the problem in Egypt at the pmary, preparatory /ond
secondary ievels of education. All terms used in the dissertation are
lefined and explained in this chapter.

Chapter 2 traces the developments undergone by educational methods
designid for the physically and visually handicapped in Vie world in
general and in the U.S.A., England and Egypt in particular.

The third chapter is devoted to a study of the psychological
characteristics of the visually and acoustically handicapped.

Chapter 4 dealswith the principles adopted in educating the
physically handicapped, with an emphasis on educational aims,
school systems and curricula And teaching methods.

In the fifth chapter, tht writer de t with the administration and
financing of special eduaation at the national, provincial) local
and institutional levels in the U.S., England and Egypt.

Chapter 6 is concerned with the different educational institutions
occupied with educating the physically, and visually handicapped in
the U.S., England and Egypt and with the conditions of enrollment
therein.

The seventh chapter deals with the training of instructors of the
visually and acoustically handicapped in the same three countries,
while Chapter 8 deals with curricula and material possibilities
relative to the teaching of handicapped children in the U.S.,
England and Egypt, with an emphasis on modern approaches to curricula
building.

The ninth ar last chapt6r deals with the writer's conclusions and
recommendations on the,dministration and financing of special education,
quality of institutions, coWitions of admission, curricula and teacher
training.

The dissertation ended with a bibliorraphical list of Arabic and
foreign Lioks consulted by the writer.
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Rehabilitation and Education

68. Jm'ah, Narriman Mahmoud Mohamed, "A Study of the Evolution of
Educational and Rehabilitation Proqrammes Designed for the Handicapped
in ngyptas_colvared to the Present Practice of some Develom
Cpuntries in this Field", (Dirasat Tatawwur Ta'let.m Wa-Taaheel
Al-Mu'awWacieen Bi-Misr Ma' Mugaranatihi Bi-Ma Huwa Muttaba'un
Haliyyan Fi Ba'd Al-Duwal Al-Mutaqaddimah Fi Haze Al-Majaal), Cairo,
Faculty cf Girls, 'Ain-Shams University, 1979; 331 pages.

- Dissertati41 submitted to the Department of Educational Principles
of the Faculty of d'irls, 'AinShams University, Cairo, for obtaining
the degree of M.A. in Education.

Thin dimmertation consists of an introduction and six Wtavt....

at hand, the iMportaneg-Of surveying it, the alma
the research, the method used in developing the subject and the
similar research written earlier are all covered by the introdu.:-.A-..4

In the first chapter, the writer dealt with the care extended to
the handicapped both at the international level and in Egypt.

Chapter 2 is concerned with the rehabilitation of the handicapped.
Here, the writer explained the meaningot\rehabilitation, the modern
trends introduced to rehabilitate the handicapped and the steps
taken in Egypt and the outside world to proVide this service tc this
group of people. She mentioned sOmerganizations extending varied
assistance to the handicapped.

Chapts. 3, the writer Jilted on the special type or educati,An
:,ft,,ired to th, ha.dicapped in E4ftot.°A further review of such sp,i_A
educatiun An the U.S.A., the U.S.S.11-.,,SWeden, the U.K. and France
is Thren in Chapter 4.

4" hdx. rl LL2, ,A,a0A., 1.4.e writer o.),:entrated c.,AAA euane CiQq.,4.,1.0 of the
educational services availed to the handicapped. She stressed the
need to provide proper training to instructors in special schools,
reviewed the educational activities and aids required in schools and
pointed to other requirements, such as school fu iture and/equipment,
health, social and psychological care to the hand apped aid similar
tither orientation programmes aimed at enhancing th handica d's
social awareness.
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The sixth and last chapter. is devoted to the field survey undertaken
by the:writer., She deseribed the ste lied in the survey and
reported her findings on.the need intensify teachers in special
schools and to attend to the ur t problems of such schools.

/
.

_

'A bibliographical list of refefenc ma erial is attached to the
dissertatien.

Social Care Extended 'Thereto

89. Taha9 Mabmoud Hassan, "Mission of Soc al Education in Caring for
the Bandies e0",. (Risalat Al-TarLiyah Al-I Fi Ri'aayat
Al Musaywageen), Cairo, Directorate General o tOcial Education,
Mihistry of Education,%1979, 47 pages.

Introducing his subject, the writer reviewed certain factors which
are debisive in determining one's personality since birth, classifying
them itto-'factors inhetent in the individualh4iself and factors which
are characteristic of the environment. He went on to indi to how
these factors contribute to the development of one's per ity and tc
relate personality problems outgrowing from physical-defi encieS.-

moving to handicaps, the 'writer said that a handicapped person is
someone who suffers from a physical deficiency,causing him to act and,
behave it a non-socikole manner.

14 ,

stressing the role of social education in creating a general awareness'
among the individuals of the society about extending proper,treatment
to the handicapped, the writer Said that families of halidicapped
children need to receive thorough guidance on how to deal with their_
children. Here, the writer remaiwedthe legellprovisions. applicable to
AVeniles who are of general edadatign age.

;liter reviewing the various physical defl5d s of the handicapped,
the writer dealt with rehabilitation-as,ath ry-and a therapy,
lescribing the rehabilitation programmes'6ffered in the Arab Republic
of Egypt and the schools of special education which cater for the
handicapped.

0

concludift his book, he suggested some guidelines for the benefit of
social organizatidns caring for the bandicapped.

yr
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Teachers of

0. El-Tarabishi, Mahroud, "And What About the of the
Handicapped?", (Wa-Maza 'An Mu'allim Al-Mee "geen), "Al-GUMhosEiyah'

i
newspaper 26th year,tIssue No. 9416, (October 9, 1979), P. 5. qr,

lk /'

PolloWinc: a review of a new educational theory to the effect that
a cjiftad pupil could complete the same curricula in 10 rather than
12 years, the writer said that the saving resultingifrom the adoption
of this theory could beeitilized in the teaching of handicapped
pupils and in providing the vital, yet costly, equipment and audio-
touching aids.

e.

Talking on the teacher of the handicapped, he described the efZprts
exerted by them and the educational and academic qualifications they

possesslin order that they could perform their duty in the
field of the handicapped.

The writer then drew a Comparison between the different cate4ories
of teachers who are engaged in the teaching of gifted, handicapped
and ordinary pupil and indicated the respective responsibilities
borne by Bach categoxy.

moving to the-special education diploma`granted by the Ministry of
Education to teachers of handicapped pupils, the writer mentioned the
curricula and practical courses involved and the duration of study,
adding that the same treatment given to all teachers shoUld be given
to teachers of the handicapped.

in conclusion, he pointed to some problems ancounteola by teachers
IJIC! proposed some solutions which are conducive to overcoming them
and td'-encouraging teachers to qualify for the special education
diploma.

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Radio's Impact Thereon

91. El-Eadrawi, Rabab, "The Radio and the Handicapped'Cpld",
(Al- Iza'ah Wal-Tiff Al-Kulawwe , Cairo, State' Infotmation Service,
1979, 53 pages,



POilowing an introduction olitiii'Value'of.thieboOftetvsthe writer
listed categoriel., of handicApped Childrit, copcentrating on the
feeble minded and tOe blinds

.

She then eftVidedher booklet into two parts, a. theoretical and a
practical. -

te-

In the first part, the writer ined the meaning of.dispility,
. handicap and rehabilitation. She re Jelled thi-epeget of development
in the child and iblicated:te taus i of mentantoficiency in Egypt.
Here, She described theasodial, cel al and psychological needs of
the blind and, the process whereby the. 1 .could be' rehabilitated
:socially and vocationally.

0
In the second part -this booklet, the writer related some etperi
/tants undertaken by on the mentally retarded and thetblind.

e described th le chosen in both badge, the aim of her research,
the steps involv 4in carrying out the experiment, the questionnaire.-
faro used, the findings obtained and the, recommmiationi advocated by
the niter,.

In her recommendations, She
assisting the mentally-re
music and songs and to acce
men should be broadcast for
and officials were called u
children.,

Y

sited the'Fole of the radio in
ded anOdblinirchildren'to'appreciate

life.. Programmes featUringlamous blind
e benefit oUblind children.'Parents
to - provide better care to hepdicapied

4

Welfare Centers - Gus Thereof

92. Cairo, 'Ain-Shame u versity, Center for Childhood Studies,
,Nuide to Childrenqqdelf e Centers in Egypt", (Dalopl Marakit
,hi'ayat Al-Atfaal Al-MIPawwageen'Fi Misr), Cairo, 1979, 24 pages.

Pollowingan introduction on the reasons for compiling this Guide, a lit
was given'of thejodies concerned with the tandiceppedim the Ministry
of ,Mutation, Mihisiry of Social Affairs and Ministry Of Health.

. 4
I

A record was given of-the departmenti affiliated tb the SeCtions of
Special EduCation affiliated tothe Ministzly of Education which
include the Department of LiFht, which Cares. for .the)51ind and those
suffering from feeble sight, the Department of Rope which Caters fok

1, g
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thle=deef, dumb and those4uffering,from hearing defects and the
:DfArartment of intellectual Education which is Concerned With,the
mentally retarded. ,. ,

Mo4tng-to the Ministry of Soci 1 Affairs, the Guide mentionedthe
centers and societies which,

e mentally retarded, davelo

,

affiliates of the Ministry, care for
their physical fitness and qualify them

to work in-factories Offering employment to the handicapped. ,

.

A t,

e Guide theneviewed the centers and hospitals which are'run by
4

e Ministry pf Health for the, welfare of the handicapped.

,In a closing Aectlog,*the Guide listed pOh-governmental societies
Which are concerned WA% the handicapped.

HIGHEOPEDDCATION

Development
..,

.

,

9T. Sharabi, Whained Rajab,-"Higher Education and Society's Needs"
(Al-Taileem Al-sAali Wa-Ihtiyajaat Al-Mujtan09, th
,newspaper,' 27th year, Issue No. 9483, (December 15, 979) p

,

TN, article deals with ,planning as a- means for'maWaining
equilibrium betWeen the reqUited spalities of secondary and'highar
-education and the needs of the -so diety and its economida.' Ham the
Writer-stsessed the need for4 strategy which Mould; keep the balance
between theAuantitatiini.eXpension of education anditlWilualitative

,:ievels ofianch eduOation.

4i10,went on to say that secOhdaryleducatici should be so planned as
to provide an'ideal media for producing qualified professionals and..
tradesmen.

, .

Dealint with t he policy\af admissidnin,higher education,'the writer
xplained`tihe academic principles on which any efficient policy '

uldba_based, with due considerition given t6 the society's
ne to manpower both for the sectors of production and services..

wilier concluded imphiiiming the need for doncentrated-studies
Rimed at providing the human stmictUral framework needed'for production
research and development.! 7, 4. *.t

d
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION C-

Financing

94. Sharabi, Mohamed` ajab, "The Financing of Industriai:Education",
CraMwel41-Taileem "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper; 26th year,
Issnelsio,4423, (October.A6, 1979),T, 5.

This article is concerned with the financing of industrial education
in order that it'could procure the necessary equipment, machinery and
up-to-date facilities for the.theoretical and practical studies
conducted by industrial schooli..

Any planning for the promotion of industrial education aimed'at
producing the required stamdffdi'of technical skills and praplipional
abilities, should takeinto consideration the aspect of finanekhg,
the writer said. Such planning shoulit be made in close collaboration
with production units to ensure that industrial education serves the
bast interests of industries, he added.1

°

The writer then said that some otheriliources of financing should be
,found in order toalleviate the State's finaacial obligations. ,

Possible spaces include self and locil financing, subsidies from
industrial trade unions andvmrpdugtion units, OkoCeeds from the sale
of the products Manufactured-ihiAduetrial schools and any other
coupe hive endeavour aimedtat marketing:school products and
Procuring modern equipment and machinery..

4:11
!17-

INDUSTRIAL SECONDARY SCHOOL

Establishment of - Legislations

1 ;595. Legisla4W ions, Law Regulations ... etc., "Ministerial
Resolution No.. 174 of Oetdba Ik,1979 in Connection with the
EstablishMent of an Induetri9Secosdary 'school Following the
3-Year System in the City of Mellawi, Governorate of Minya', Cairo,

'Minister's Cabinet,' Ministry.bt,Education,ages. ,

lay virtues of this Resolution, which consiits of six articles, alt7.
industrial secondary, school following the 37year system ,is to be
estAblished4in the City of MellaWi, Governorate of Miny&.

Articles,1 and 2 decreeithe establishment of the school and determine
its appellation.
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The third article specifies the initial majors and authorises
'the introduction of new majors or"thwabolition of existing ones.

Article 4 specifies the pertinent law applicable to this school.

Mille hhe fifth article fixes the date on which the school is opened,'
Aitible 6 provides for the publication of the Resolutiop in the
official Gazette and' its subsequent,implementation.

INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

Experimental - Establishment of - Legislations

9G. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations,... etc., "Ministerial
Resolution No. 175 of October 7, 1979 in Connection with the
Establishment of'FOr&Said Experimental, Industrial Technical
School Following the 5-Year System ",-Cairo, Minister's Cabinet,
Ministry of Education, 1979, 2 pages.

1

Thi,Resolution consists of eight articles.

Articles 1 and 2 provide for the establishment of the School in
question, determine its location and define its name.

The third'article lists the fields of specialization available in
the School.

Article 4 specifies the procedure for introducing new fields of
peoialization.,

The fifth'article deals with the educational authorities responsible
-for"determining the number of theoretical and practical subjects

ht and the specific. subjects contained in each field of'
cializatiOn.

While the :Sixth article'specifies the law applicable to,the School,
irtitle 7 fixes the date on which the School starts and, the eighti
and last article provides for the- publication of the Resolutionin
the Official Gazette and its e entual imgementatiOn.

.

. ,

lbw.
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ISLAMIG_LIGION

Examinations - Teather.Treining C011eges
A44 Legislations

A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etO., "Circular
NO., 129 Dated bacember 164 1979 in Connection with the Requirements

for Islamic Religion EXaminatio, in MOP and Vomen'Teacher Training
Colleges in 1980",.Cairo, Directorate-General for Men and Moen
Teacher Training Colleges, Ministry of Education, 1979, 8 pages.

PollOwing a review of the general'requirements for Islamic religion
examinations inmen and women teacher training colleges, the Circular
elaborated the specific requirements, including the number of

-religioye questions, the requirements to be fulfilled in the
questions dealing.with the Holy aan, the PrAphet's Tradition,
Islamic JUrisprwlence, Unitarian belief, inheritance, Islamic
research, biographies, personalities in Islamic religion and religious
factions.

"114

4

The Circular then offered model exaMinatione for. the Department of
Religious Education, Arabic Iianguage and SocialSciences and for
all other Departments of Teacher Training Colleges save the Literary
Department: 0

,/

LAWS AND LEGISLATIONS

Sees 4, 63, 95-109, 146:156,.160-162.

LEGISLATIONS

Basic Education Schools -
Evaluation of Pupils

98. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations'... etc., TCircular
No. 116 of October 27

A
1979 in Connection with the Evaluation of,

Pupils in Basic Education Schools", Cairo, Cabinet of the Undersecretary
of the Ministry of Education for Primary Education and TeacOer Training
Colleges, Ministry of Educatiam, 1979, 2 pages.

Rules adopted at the meetings,held within the Ministry of Education
o, evaluating primary and preparatory pupils enrolled in basic educa-
tion schools are set forth in this Circular which also indicated the
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naximuM and minimum for praCticar drills, school work and final
examination grades and explained the manner in which these'grades
are distributed.

The Circular, further, set- -the rubs for the promotion or-failure
of pupils is prattical drills in both the,rimary and preparatory
stages and'showed how grades obtained in final examinations of such
drills are incorporated into the gross total.

In conclusion, the Circular specified the date. for putting into
effect the rules contained therein.

Basic EduCation Schools -
1 Practical Drills

99. A.R.B:, Logielati Lawf, Regulations .. ett","Circular
No. 122 Date November 1 1977 in Connection with PractralFAils
at Beep Education s ", Cairo; Directorate-General fOr'
FinanCial and Admirtis tide Orientation, Ministry of Education?
1979'; 3 :page*: ,

Dealing'with practical drills an basic education schools, thin P

CircUlar, explained their aims and the manner iri`viiich-thase aims
"could be realized.- .

,

;

It a dealt with the role ,of educational directorates- and
administrations in supplying schools with7the necessary raw material
and Vole and also 3n expending allocated-0Funds.-

Explaining the'administrative procedure for storing raw material,
iheCirgukpr defined the function's of sdhgol supply officer and-of
the te1160.responeible for teaching pry cal drills.

Other subjects covered in the Circular include the procedure for
tabulating handwork in inventory lists, sale and dispose/ of sehool
handwork; payment of sales proceeds to the competent governmental
bodies and handling *trete material supplied by the-pupil himself.

Ye,

b
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Calligraphy Schools

100. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ....etc., "Ministerial
Resolution No. 189 Dated October 16, 1979 in Connection with,
C20.11.2raphy School Regulation", Cairo, Minister's.Cabinet, Ministry
of Education, 1979, 10 pages.

This Rdsoluiion consiatd-of 19 articles
. t

Articles 1-5 respectively deal with the'Obi,eCt Wealligra
school'*, their affiliation, thelconstitution of their boar 'and,,,,.

the functions end voting procedure ,cif school boards.

The sixth arts. ions fdrth the qualifie...,ohro,be.fulfit63*,

1 t.

teachers in calligraphy schools..
.

.
.

-

Article 7 is concerned with the system of ti
orientation observed by this type, of schools,'

Articles 8-13 respectively deal with conditions
and duration of study, curriculums and school sub
granted to graduating students:

*al and administrative

of admissionisystem
jects and diplomas

co; 't

The fourteenth article is concerned with school.ittendahclond the
measures to'be taken740 the event attendance conditions are not,
fulfilred. xc

Articles 15 -17 deal with examinations, including';dtscipline and
supervisorY?cohmitteesi conditions for sitting for. diploma examinations
and-dates set for examinations and prOjects required, to be prepared by
graduating students.

The eighteenth article prescribes the penalties'applicable to
students and the conditions for.re7enrol/ment, while the nineteenth
and last article deals'with the publication of theReiolution, its
JI;Tlementation,and'the revopatiohof1/44r.pro4sion tOthe contrary.

-

Constitutlori of Ciantaitteee

.101, A.R.E., Legislation/ill, Laws, Regulations ....etc., "Ministerial
Resolution No. 233 of November 27./ 1979 in Connection with the
Constitutioh of a Committee on Poollation.Probleh and Family Planning.
.Information",'Cairo, Minister's inet, hinistp of EOucation,,19704,
..1 page.

y
'7-* . -

4
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This Resolution consists of three articles.

Article 1 'deals with tie constitution of a committee on population
problem and family planning information and lists the names of its
members.

The second article defines the Committee'sdeunctions and its role in
'following'upand evaluating media activities in the field of popula-
tion problem and family planning within the sector of eduCatIr.

'The third and last article.deali with the Resolution's impleMentation-
and.effective date.

Directives - School Magazines

102. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws
NO. 114 Dated Octdber 231 1979
Journalism in the School Year 19?
School Journalism, Directorate-
ministrrof Educitiin, 1979, 4 pages.

p

Following an iritrodwiion on the role of school journalism in
advancing educational aims, the Circular indicated the steps to be
taken to.ensure that school magazines pekform their function both

Regulations ... etc., "Circular
vering Directives for School
9/80", Cairo, Administration of
eral of Educational Activities,

as an information. media and a cultural organ.

Towardstais arid, the Circular emphasized time impoitance of training
on pressipark,Itechnical guidance, prese eligibitiona, contests of
various tY0es,, conferences and symposia and radio/TV service.

After describing the subjects to be containdd in r press activity
curriculum,sthe Circular indicated the mania ich press boards
may be created in each educational dime defined the functions
of such boards and urged educational carectb s to establish a
center for information data for the benefit chools and pupils.

Directives on Theatrica1,EAucation

Laws, Regulations ... etc.; "Ciicut
in Cohnection with the General Direct ves
on i9the'School Year-1979/80", Ca
ucation, Directorate-General for
of Education, 1978, 4 pages.

103. .A01.E., Legislations4
No. 113 of October 25, 1979
gegarding Theatrical Eftoat
Direotogate of Tbiattidal
tiongl Activitiep,'Minis

e .

A
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Following an indication of the aims which the` educational policy

should pursue, the eircular'described the basic trends of theatrical

education and, the considerations to be taken into account in preparing

the working p 'theatrical education in. the various Educational

-Directorates and strations.

The circular, further, emphasized the importance of local planning

within the framework of the general directives, of raising the

efficiency of dramatics supervisorz, of supporting the various bodies

dealing with-theatriCal education, of organising dramatic performances

on religious and national occasions, of organizing local contests for

eaea stage of education and of formulating school plans and timetables

relative to dramatics.
4 ifP0

In conclusion, the Circular specified the particulars, pls. and

programmes which Educational Directorates and Administrations are

requiriA to furnish to the Directorate of Theatrical Education before

the end of November 1979..

1

;
Equalization of,Acadamic _Nan ions

104. A.R.E., Legislations, tews, Regulatio .. etc., "Ministerial

Resolut ion No, 256 of December 254,1979 in Connection' with the 114

Academic ; Equalization of Some Qualifications and Certificittes", Cairo,

Minister's Cabinet, Ministry of Education, 1979, 2 pages.

This-Resolution, which consists of seven articles, is concerned with

equalizing local and &reign Certificates with corresponding Egyptian

certificatesat different levels of education. '

Article 1 dealemith the different certificates which are regarded

A as equal to the General secondary Certificate from a silentific point
.

of view. -a ,

The sand.article sett the academic standard of graduates of the

Iron d' Steel Company's apprenticeship centers. A

article 1 specifies the academic level of;the Diploma of Agricultural

°S,ocondary Schools in, the 'United Arab Emirates .granted after 1975.

Thesfourt..4 Article is concerned with defining the academic level

of graduatesfrom the Armed Forces Training teeters which follow the

3 -year, system.
,

r, 5141 07



The fifth article equalises the Industrial Preparatory Certificate
with the Industrial PrimeryCercite.

Article 6 equates betweqgmmduates,of the-school and center of
-horticulture and holders of the:agricultural Preparatory School
Certificate.

The seventh and last article provides for the publication of the
Re -solution in the Official Gazette. d

Fees for Athletic Activities

105. A.i.E., Legislations, Laws, ations ... etc., "Circular
No.16 gated dIDecember li 4979 in Connection with the Pmyment of
the Directorate-General for Physical and Military Education's

-Share from the -.Fees Collected from Athletic Activities", Cairo,
Directoiate-General for Financial and Administrative Orientation,
Ministry of Education, 1979c; pages.

Following a review of thIORinisterial,Resolution No. 100 of 1979
miection with athleticJtCtivities fees, the Circular explained

the purpose for which such fee'is oollected'and determined the !mounts
payable by each pupil in the various educatiral stages.

The Circular then explained the procedure for securing payment
of the shares allotted to each educational directorate or adminimtra-
tion and to the Directorate-aberarfor Physical and Military Educa-
'tion and described basison which such shares are piid to mach
reirctive body'. III

In copciusion, the 4mlexindicated the duty of each educatiO
directorate in insuring that the proper shares aze promptly paid to
each respective body..

Preparations, for -the Now School Year -
Opening of Adult Education Centers and Classes

106. A.R.E% Legielations,10More, .Regulations etc.;., "Circular;
No. 11rOf,0C4i;fter 13, 1979 in Cpnnectto.lithlithe Preparations for
ihe School Year6197900 and theVsning.cf Classes and Centers for
Adult Education-c_Caimo,_Vabinet of the.rirst Undersecretary Mtge

.

Ministry 1A0ducetion tot- Primary lidication and Men end *Omen Wwher
Training, Milistry'of Education,1079f 14 paginekC

4 4 . 4;

;.'
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iiOnalitinorthe7Ministri Of EduOation's policy in fighting
illi 1 the Circilariset forth the war plan and guidelines

-rthcoming school vent. .
for

In this connection, the Circular stressed thikteed for implementing
the annual plan for opening new classes as appropriated in the

V-- budget. Itcfurther indicated the steps to'be taken in implementing
this plan.

The Circular, further, indicated the necessary funds allocated for
carrying out the literacy campaign and purchasing the necessary
equipment for adult education classes.

Other: subjects covered by the Circular include the steps to be taken
for putting the academic design into effect, in holding tests according
to the established schedule ad in distributing curricula over the
months of the year. They also cover the conditions for enrolments
and.for.the selection of teachers and heads be centers, the respon-
sibilities held by the Ministry of Education and department heads .

and the methods used in evikuating students and teachers.

In conclusion, the Circ*]ar explained ithe prOcedure for organizing
,

work and keeping the'studentskreoords and files.

oviegze

PriMary School Supervisory Board = Functions
1

107. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc.,'"Circular
No. 115 of October 271 1979in'Connecliapwith Determining the
Functions of Primary School Deputi- Hs ter aqg Senior Teacher",
Cairo, Cabinet of the Ond4Secretery of the Miniitry of Education for
Primary EducationInd,Teadber Training Colleges, Mihtstry ofEderation,
1979, 3 pages.

I

The Circular beganLwith an introduction explaining the)'reasons for
putting it out.

Dealing first with the Deputy Headmaster; the Circular defined his.
functions in handlinrthe administrative and technical aspects
of the primary tchoo and enumerates the records-to be kept by him.

Moving to the senior teacher, the Circular defined. is functions
both before and after the opening of the school year and listed the
records he i4 regu ed to keep.

4.

114
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Tnconcliision, the-Cfreular listed the records to,be
.headmaster ifyitha view to eliminating any duplicatio

),1

. Promotion o8 Senior Teachers

el?t' by- the

work.

108. Legislatiorli, Laws, Regulations etc., "Ministerial
Resolution No. 188 of October 16, 1979 in Connection with the
Apyointment of Senior Teachers for the School Year 1979/80", Cairo,
minister's Cabinet, Ministry of Education, 1979, 3 pageem-:

This Resolution, coneisttig of six articles, deals-w4h
conditions to be fulfilled in the appointment ,of"
with,afull teaching schedule in the various educatipni14440e.

Article 1 specifies the conditions applicable to appointees in
general secondary and technical schools and in teacher training
colleges fOr non and women.

0

The second, third and fourth articles respectively deal With
appointees in the pretmiatory and primary stages and with senior
supervisory teachers.

Article 5 specifies the Governmental body responsible for the
application of this ResolUtion while the sixth and last article
is concerned with the aspects of implementation.

Technical School ,Curriculum Designs -
majors in Laboratory and Workshop Technology

109. A.R.E., Legislations, Lows, Regulations ... etc., 'Ministerial
Resolution No.'222 of Nqvember.191 1979 in Connection with Changes -

./in the Curriculum Design, Maximum and Minimum Grades and Time
Allotted for Answering Examination Questions in Certain Subjects
":4signed to Students MOjoring as Laboratory and Workshop Technicians ",
Cairo, Minister's Cabir!et, Ministry of EducatioA, 1979, 1 page +
appendices.

This Resolution, consist ng of thi'ee articles and appendices, is It

concerned with students *adoring in laboratory and workshop technology y.

in industrial schools following the 3-year system.
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curic9.1(mi delign
as elaborated in the attached

d

.0 _

'Pxticle 1-sets ftriTihe

irimaxiMusrand minimumgrados.and in the time
allate or annual and diplomatexaminationi are providedin
Articl and detailed in the attached lists.

.

'The third 'artiole,deais with theltesolution's publication in the
Official Gazette and fixes its effective.date.

'

Anitexes appended to the:ResolutiorOaontained.the curriculum design .

set for-the above.majors,'this'distribUtiOn'Of grades, examination time
allotted for cultural subjects and for other subjects calculated in
the total gradesAvn annual and diplamk examinations as well as the
grades examination time allotted for vocational.training'and

.

wow activities.

0

*ttsmilAms

Preparation

110. Ibrahim, Sa!id Imam, "The Training of COpreheasive !Abram?
Specialists", (I'daad Ikhsaei Al-Maktabah Al-gbamelah), Tanta, Faculty
of Education, Tanta University, 1979, 354 pages.

-.Dissertation submitted to the Department Of CurriculaApdr44
Teaching Methods of the Faculty of Education, Tanta University,
for obtaining the degree of Ph.D. in Education.

phis dissertation consists of'seven chaster.. 4110

The pioblem under discussion, the significance and scope of the
problem in.Egypt, themriteee_peetulategrand methods are all
Contained in Chapter ribidhalewpresints a review of eatlier research
conducted on the same or related subjects.

The second Chapter deals wit4 lose educationalaignificance of'traiming
specialists in the contemporary world and points to their role in
ensuring an effective media ptogramme and handling prallems having
bearing on educational communication processes.

In Chapter 3, the writer reviewed the requirements or training
specialists for educational cinters.

110
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\,. 47'
ChaPter.4:deals with' hstzaining of specialists 'Within the fraMe-.

..,-_' i - ,,
. work-of the educational Ostem'in /a* ieliiewsthtcurriculalof

tlueDepartmentof.Libratries and tation .between1.9$6 and 1969.
He explained why the present plans aid for the Department 2,

Libraries are inadequate for,A.raining specialiste.)In the same Chapter,
he undeflined libiary sciences as constituting ,a tblid basis for
specialist training.

-
,, , r -T.

. . ''' '
Tile fifth chapter,00ntaint a review of'the training plans awl,
programmes prepared by the Ministry of Education and iducational
Directorates for the benefit of ,librarians assigned to school libraries.
Ii he zame chapter, the writer described his fie;.d survey conducted
by,. iM for probing the role played by. librariins in ensuring.that

,school libraries are comprehensive.
. . pi

. . 4' -.,
c1lapter6 describes the manner in which training programmes inten4pd ..

;tor specialists of educational centers are designed and carried out.
By way o _example,, he described the role pleyedbY Tanta -Faculty of
OducatiOn in training library specialists. -In the same chapter, he
reviewed -a proposed programme for the Department of School Libraries .

where gradates are granted a professionalist diploma.

The seventh and last chapter carries th&writer'evrecommendations
which deal with the training of specialistx.for overOoming,theehortage

', in librarians, with the development of the curricula of the Department
Ctr/' Libraries and Documentaticin.and wit* showing more interest iill

0
.

fraining ,librarians and library inspectors. If

*

. The dissertation ended with a bibliographical list of references
consulted by him in compiling his material.

'MhTEEMATICS

Creative-TNifiking

2.11. Saleh, Ahme0 Mohamed Hassan 'Ali, "Comparative Study between
modern an Traditional Mathematics as to.thetp-IpariK on Creative.
thinkina'in Mathematics", (DirasehMuqaranahlaVn Al-Riyadiyystat.
za-Hadithah Wal-Riyadiyyaat Al-Taqleediyyah Min Raythu !Ilaqatuha'
414,afkaer Al-Ibtikari Fil-Riyadiyyaat), Alexandria, Faculty of
.ZA:ucation,-Ale ia University, 1979, 99 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation tted to the Department of Educational Psychology
thu Faculty'o :,..ucation, Alexandria University for obtaining the

degree of M.A..in Education.

*f
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't 10This dissertation falls, into six chaPters and a ruMbor of appendices.'

-Chapter 1 consists of an introductioh on what is meant by"the topic
under discussion Andon the prObled explored, the sOppe of;the,' .

research, the steps takeftin developing the subjdoct and the definftion
of the terms occurring in the-thesis.

In, the second'ychapter,

thinking, its,impor
He, further, review
mathematics.

the writer explained the naturedf creative
e add its relation to' certain variables.
he Content of both' modern and traditional,_

Chapter 3 preSents'a review of some -Oilier research conducted on-
similar or related Sub/ects.-.

Thif fourth'chapter is concerned with the experimipial progjdure,'
including the Selection of an 10bropriate sample and the utilization
of relevant toOls. . 1.

The writer's conelusions are contained in Chapter 5. ob.

In the. sixth and last chapter, he, gave an outline of the dissertation.,
to4ether with therecommendgtions Adopted in the light of his
findings. ., , .

.
.,

. Idi
.

In conclusion, the writer ed the reference material consulted in
e compilatrim of his work and append a test prepared by him for
suring creative thinking in mathematics.

112.

Pp'imary Education - Guide to Teacher
of Demography'

0-Shaikh, El4Sayy4h Ahmed, "Guiii.i:o the Teaa6iot Demographic
Eslucation In Matheiatics for the First ough Sixth Ye Primary ",
Melee]. Al-Mu'allim Fil-Tarbiyah Al-SukkanAiyah Lil-Riyadiyyaat min
Al-Saff.Allkwal !Latta Al-Saff Al-Sades milrAl-Marhalab Al-/fitidaiyyah
by El-Sayyed9OhMed Al-Shaikb and Mohamed E1- Sayyed Jamil, Cairo,
Agency of Family Planning and Population, 1979, 47 pages.-

- Booklet issued, in seriee entitled "Teacher's Guide tOEnvironmen
and Dtaographic

0
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r011owing an introduction on the terrible growth of the Egyptian
population and an indication of how such growth overtaxes the State's
resources, the document described the, steps taken by the Ministry of
Education insetting up the Office of-Demographic'end Environmental
Education whose functions are of an informative and enlightening
nature..

The Guide then explained the importance of injecting-demographic
oonFepts through proper educational methods in text books and
curricula of mathematics and Showed hoW this would develop the
student's sense of judgement when he eventually decides on'the. size
of his family.. For the benefit of-pupils in the first to third year
primary, the Guide related some demographic concepts which are easily
comprehensible when taught as part of mathematic, -It urged the
adoption of simple:mathematical problems and exercises to ensure
guick'comprehension.

Pa

After giving examples of mathematicalproblems and exercises, the
Guide listed a set of guidelines on the best approach used by teachers
to teach-these subjects. -

NURSERIES

Development - Personal Traits

113. Mehanni, 'Adel Riad, "The Extent to which Nurseries are
Effective in Developing some Personality Traits and Language Skills",
:(Mada Fa'iliyyat Dur Al-HadanakFi Tinmiyat Ba'd Simaat Al-Shakhsiyyah
mal-Maharaat Al-Lughawiyyah), Cairo, Faculty of Education, 'Ain
Shams University, 1979, 154 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Mental Health of the
Faculty of.Education, 'Ain-Shams University, Cairo for obtaining the
degree of M.A. in Education..

This dissertation consists of five chapters.

Chapter 1 states the problem under discussion, indicates itb
importance", explains the writer's presumptions and defines the terms
and concepts mentioned in the text.

In Chapter 2, the writer dealt with the child's linguistic and social
growth from:the time of birth until he reaches the age of 6. He
reviewed the stages, features and factors influencing child growth.
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The third chapter deals with a review "of some earlier stUdief and
'researdh writtenonx.elated sUbjects.

''.

Chepter 4 is devoted to thevriter's experimental survey. Here, he ,
described.the featurea.,and..13 portions of a selected,sample; the
tools used ineobtaiming then ary. to and thevarious Scales-

. used in measuring the child's psyc ical and social growth. The..
Writealso described the method-adopted in hiesurvey,Apd the
statistical appraisal of the results obtained.

In the fifth chapter, the writer reviewed and analyzed bis'findings*
summarized the dissertation and listed his recommendations- in which,
the.writetredvocated,hew programmes for nurseries to ensure.that
children develoP,their personal and social adjUbintent that their
mental and linguistic abilities are enhanced, that toys, films and'
cartooni are made vise of in,developing'the child's general knowledge,
that-more eistresees are trained-and recruited Lo oversee nurseries
and kindergarten and that training sessions are held for all-those:.
'working,with.children.

Following a bibliographical list of references, the writer APPended,
copies of the questionnaire forms used in surveying the children's
personal data and socio-economic level as well as the psychological,
linguistic and personality tests used with children.

.

U
Impact

114. Mehanni, 'Adel Riad, "Nurseries and_the Degree of their
Effectiveness in Develo some Personalit Traiti and L atic
Skills , Wade Wiliyyat-Our Al-Hadanah Pi Tanmiyat Ba'd Simaat
Al-Shakhaiyyah Wal-Maharaat Al-Lughawiyyah1, Cairo, Faculty of
Education, 'Ain-Shame University, 1979, 122 pegest.

- Diase tion submitted to the Department of Mental Health of the
Faculty of Education, 'Ain-Shams University for obtaining the degree
of M.A. in Education.

, a

This dissertation is elaborate ie chapters.

In the first ,ch4ter, the writes his problem, underlined the
need to study it* described its scope and defined the terms and basic
concepts occurring in it.

1)8



In Chapter the writer dealt with thci child's linguistic deyelopment
from infancy to the ago of six, indicating the different stages and
symptoms:of such development and the f tors influencing' it.

Chapter 3,contains.a review of some e lier research on the same
subject which shoin nurseries: impact o the child's linguistic and
social deffelopment from birth to the a of six. Inthe same
cha:;ter,"the writer also reviewed some esearch which substantiate
the positive effect of nurseries as wel other ressereh,which
disprove such effect.

The fourth chapter is devoted to the-4i sertationfs experimental
design. Nere, the writer identi 9d the sample selected. and explained
the justifiCaiions for such action. described the tools. used in
the experiment, the steps volved in carrying it out and the
statistical approach to e findings. In the course of his survey, the
writer probed the professions of childre is parents in high level and
popular nurseries

In the fifth d fast chapter, he review and explained his conclusions
and interp =ted the results obtained fro the psycho-linguistic
abilities test and personality tests app ied to children.

A se of tables, tests and questionnaires is appended to the
di ertation together with'the writer's b liography.

7
See also: 13, 124.

PARENTAL ATTITUDES

Impact

115'. Soliman, Sanaa Mohamed, "Acceptance by Gifted and Retarded
Children of their Parents' Attitudes towards their Academic
Accomplishment and how this Relates to Anxiety Level", (Taqabbul
Al-Abnaa A1- Mutafawwiqeen Minhum Wal-Mutakhallifeen Li-Ittijahaat
Aabaihim Nahwa Tahseelihim I ^trasi Zalika mstawa
Al-Qalaq), Cairo 'm 7. Irlp 'Ain-qhams Univ" 'q,
130 pages + appem
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- Dissertation subiitted to the Department of Educational Psychology
of the Faculty of Girls,'Ain-Shaie Uhiveraity, for obtaining the
degree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation is divided into 5'chpters.

'.

In the first chapter, the writerlunderlined the importance` of her
research, stated the topic under review and defined the terms used
being: parental attitudes, anxiety, academic accomplishment and
acceptance:.

Chapter 2 consists of a review of the earlier research undertaken
on 'related sUbjects.

In her third chapter,_the writer dekt4tbed the steps taken in
developing her research, including her method, presuppositions,
sample and tools.

The fourth chapter described the scale developed for measuring
children's,acceptaneeof their parents' attitudes towards their
academic accomplishment, including father and'mother imago.

' I4,
Chapter 5 contains the water's 11-tatistics1 treatment of her findings
and an interptetation of her results in the light ofths four
postulates adopted.

I

-
The writer's results deal with the relation between academic _

accomplishment and children's acceptance of their parents' attitudes
towards accomplishment, the statistical diffekences.between gifted'
and retarded children of the same sex as to accomplishment and the
degree of children's acceptance of parental, attitudes (i.e. the
father's and the mother's) towards' academic accomplishment.

A list of bibliographical material used in the compilation of the.
writer's data is appended.

116. El-Deeb, Amirah 'Abdul 'Aziz, "Methods of Parental Upbringing
and how it Relates to Children's Authoritarianism", (Asaleeb Al--
Tanshiah Al-Wand/nab We-1/1aqatuha Bil-Tasallutiyyah Lads Al-
Abnaa), Cairo; Islamic Faculty of Girls, Al-Azhar University, 1979;
165 pages appendices,

10.0
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Dissertation silibthitted to the'Departient of Social Psychology, of
the Islamic. Faculty of Girls, A1.4shar Unilersity, Cairo, for
obtaining the degree of k.A: -

This diesertatioa fall* into sir chapters.

The first chapter consists of an introduction, a. review of the problel
under diacussion, an indication of its, importance and a presents ,ion
of the esumption$ and ooncepte used thesis.

,

Chain r'2'Aeals with the theoretical -framework of the relearchi;
f ant s the basic coAcepta.connecterliwith_the:subjegt and ;,

describes the process of dhildrupbringing,-socially, cultural14,-
psychologically and physically. The,writer also, describes how=
upbringing.'has its ing on the-developmentivf the child's personality
and how the family the father's and mother's relation with the
child influence his inging. The writer' furtheri.distinguished
between the proPer',end improper methods of upbringing:

. .

The third chapter deals with a review of earlier research dealing
with the theory and practice, of authdritarianiam and with other
cultural and comparative subjects touching upon family attitudes an
reflecting on children's aUthoritarianism.

Chapter 4 deals with.the-vriter's method in developing her. subject
and in selecting her sample and Wools. Here, ehe'described the

/authoritariabiseLscale, the parental attitUdes scale and the
traditional family attitude scale as well as the 8040-11CODOMiC level
questionnaire, all of which were used by the writer in her field survey.-

sr

In -the same chapter, the writer described her method of developing the ,
subject and the statistical approach to her findings.

Chapter 5 isiconcerned with the writer's findings,
appraisal.

The sixth aria last chapter deals with difference* between sexes in
practicing authoritarianism.

their statistical.

I
.

Tha thesis ended with a bibliographiCal list and appendices containing
the authoritarianism scale and the parental attitudes sca/e.

1uj
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117. Mayasa, Mohamed Mustafa, 'Parental AttitudekinPnbringingandtheir Relation to Children's Personality in-the'Different Socio,-
,Ecoribmic Levels",

(Al-Ittijahaat'Al-WalidiykahlFil-Tanshiiah Iti= .

--Irtibatuha Bi-Shakhsiyyat Al-Abnaa Fil-MuStawayaat Al-Ijtimaliyyah
Al-ztuichta'lifah),,, CairOfaCultly of Arts, 'Ain-Shams university, 1919vk6 ,pages

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Psychology:of the
Faculty of Arts, 'Ain-Shams University, Cairo for obtaining the
degree of M.A. in Psychology.

.

dissertation falls intOix. chapters.

The first chaptensets forth the aim sought by the research,'the'
writer's pbstulatbs, the topic's importance and scope and the meaning
of the terms used_thrOUghout the thesis.

Chapter 2 explains the theoretical aspects:Of the research.
0

In Chapter 3, the writer reviewed some prevlous.iritings on
attitudes and hoe they relate to upbringing and to the,soci
standard of the family, with emphadis on the child's perso
traits.

"The fourth chapter deals\with the-practical-
inciuding the method use4 in developing the
tions put to test, the sample selected, the'
4r-evolved in the survey.

The writer's findings are stated in Chapter
elucidations and recommendations.

julP4mItIof the res
field survey, thb
tools-used and th

6 along wit..-L( hiss

tummy,-
steps

These recommendations ad ate an attitude on the part of is to
give-children the feel -that they are loved, to treat them i
fairness and egualityAo avoid the practice of puni. tand to spare them any exposUre to situations of emotional fits or

-0 A li .of the.references used by the writer 14 appended, fol bythe'sc e of parental attitudes in child upbringing, a.guestib reon peso ity traits and the scale flAr -1^-4^-000nomic family 84
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Impact -,PrepriretorrISChOols.

118., Dawoud, Padiah Mahmoud Mustafa, "A Study of the-Pnllation
between 'Parental Attitudes and Self-Accartanceilocal'Acceptance and
Academic. Adjustment-among a SaMile of BTO and_Girls injireparatork ,
Schoo ", (Dirasat Ai-'/lagah,Bayn A1.7Ittijandat Wa-
Ta -Zaat wa-Taggabul Al-AakhareenTWil-tairafug Al-Diraii Lads
.,Awenah min Talameen Ws-Tilmizaat Al-Madares Al-I'dadiltyah), Cairo,
Islamic'Faculty of Girls, Al-Azhar University, ,.1979, 217 pages +
appendices. .

- Dissertation stiVritted to the Department of Psychology of the -.

J81)micFaculti. of Girls, Al-Azhar University,. Cairo, for obtaining
th degree of M.A.

This dissertation.eonsiitsof six chapters.

Chapter 1 gives a general idea of the problem under survey, describes
the writer's presumptions, underlines the significance of the subject,
determines its scope ancldefines the terms used in the thesis..

The second chapter is devoted to the,theoretipal framework of ,the
research. It defines the basic concepts relative utparental attitudes
and explains the concepts of self:and.academic adjubtment..

In-Chapter 3, the writer reviewed a number of Arabic and foreign
research4written on the saMe'subjeCt.

Chapter 4 deals with the experimental aspect of the research. The
writor explained her method, described the sample and tools used and
.r.r.:%iwed all other steps involved in the field survey.

The results obtained ad their appraisal are crtained in Chapter 5.

The sixth' and last chapter contains an outline of the thesis alWell
as theconclusitons reached by the writer. These conclusfons relate to
th&impact of parental, attitudes on pUpils in preparatory schools.
whether such attitudes are/ of a authoritarian nature talc

forM qXc4S5A4m- nrnf-Iletibr4RM eg'-

pawl, reluctance or seggregation.

6:iAppliCations,made in her field survey are also described in the same
haPter.
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Following a list of Arabic end foreign reference becks use of
in this research, thewriter appended a series of amen= covering
the parental attitudes scale, the concept of the self as understood
ly children, the questionnaire forme dealing with pupils' socio-
economic levsr and the academic adjustment test applied in respect of
preparatory pupils.

PHILOSOPHY CURRICULUM

Secondary Schools

Mahmoud, Su'ad Mohamed Fathif.'"Sugqested Philosophy Curriculum
r the Literary Section of Secondary Education", (Muciarrar Angtarah

F 1-Falsafah Lil-Qism Al-Adabi Min Al-Marhalah Al-ThanawiWnh),
Ca , Faculty of Girls, 'Ain-Shams University, 1979, 166 pages +
appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Currteula and Teaching
Methods orthe Faculty of Girls, 'Ain -Shahs University, Cairo, for
obtaining the degree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertaticin consists of seven chapters.

In-the'first chapter, the writer 'stated the problems under review,
described his methodology and explained the meaning of humanities,
philosophy; behaviour and the validity of the present philosopby
curriculum in schools from an, educational point of view.

Principles of curriculum design are elaborated in Chapters 2 to 54

In Chapter 2, the writer described the mature of school subjects a-
the points of curricula requiring emphasis. oho 944Irther I-10'10UL
the manner in which such emphasis env be ev. =

rhp, ..oncernee with the Egyptian society and the developments
_it had,underwent from the dais of Arab-Islamic civilization and
until the days in vhich Arabttionaliam emerged awe crystallized
political concept. The writer also reviewed some international'
ideologies which corresponded to national interests.

'pealing in Chapter .4 with the requirements of secondary education,
the writer mentioned"the psychological needs of pupils, saying that
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philosophy makes valuable contributions to the pupil'worganic,
mental, social and emotional development. Here, she elaboratedon
pupil's aptitudes and inclinations in the secondary stage.

In Chapter 5, the writer dealt with the methods adopted in some
European countries in teaching philosophy. Philosophy curriculum and
teaching methods in Amerift,4France, Englamid and Russia were
described. Commentariesron philosophy made by some educators and
aufstiors y,ere cited.

The s chapter dealt with the type. of knowledge and experience
gaineifil by pupils from studying philosophy and defined the aims sought
from e teaching'of this school subject.

Chapter seven is concerned with the designing of philosophy curriculum*
and the, ontents.of a proper philosophy course. Here, the writer dealt
with the historical approach to philosophy, the suitability of
programmed education in teaching philosophy and the advisability of
Creating a healthy educational atmosphere' conducive to success.

4 1

In conclusion, the writer listed the references used in.compiling
her material.

, '
c

go

,PHYSICAL AFT2I/1MS

Impact - Lary.7 for Girls

12. El-Far, Newel Hassan Named, Physicaq. Act,:,1...es in
Inculcating, SUblimatiag amd Changing Motives of Youngsters in the
Preparatory Stago°,116mwr Al-Naehaat Al-Riyadi Pi Tathbeei
Re-Tabdeel AliSawafi' Lade Al4lashaa Fil-Marhalah Al-I'dadiyyah), Cairo,'
Faculty of Physical Education for Girls, Helwan University, 1979,
341 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Phystc Education for
Girls, Helwan.Oniversity, Cairo, for 'obtaining the ree of Ph.D.:
in Physical Education.

Thisdissertation'consists-Cfsix parts.

Part 1 indicates the importance and necessity of this research,
explains its aims, piesumptions and scopes 'and definesathe terms
occasioned therein.
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In the second part, the writer dealt with physical education in
the preparatory stage for girls, indicating its aims, concepts,
courses and extra-curricular physical activities and reviewing some
problems'encountered by physical education in the stage concerned.

Part 3 deali with motives'of'human behaviour. Here, the writer
indicated the types of Primary and secondary motives and the step-by-
step evolution of motives.. He, further, reviewed' -some studies conducted
previous* on the dissertation's same topic.

The fourth part is devoted the-practical aspect,Of the research.
Towards carrying out herexperiment, she descrIbed her method, tile
procedure adopted in collecting data, the manner in which the sample'
was selected and the stages in whidh the writer applied both the
personal likes scale andothe value test.

4

Part 5 explains the statistical laws applied and analyzes the data
and results obtained reg accomplishment, discipline, independence,
self-contemplation, d tion, gympathy, change -and endurbnce. It
also analyzes the results in connection With religio#8, political,
economic, aesthetic, social and theoretical values.

In part 6, the writer reviewed her conclusienixnd recommendations
regarding paying more attention to physical activities, enlightening
masses on the importance of Physical education in inculeating-values
in youngitersf encouraging girl student's to exercise Physipal'activities,
extending more Ca Y. tr. girls guides, developing youth centers and
training inistrueltrrrs of physical education.

4pended to the dissertation are a set of scales for measuring
personal likes and for dilhoping and teetieg values as well as a
bibliographical list.

4)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Creativeness

1 4
121. Reda, 'Aida Mohamed, "The Relation petween Creative Thinking
and Motor Expression in Modern Art Practices", (A1-'Ilarph Bays
Al-Tafkeer Al-Ibtikari Wal-Adaa Al-Haraki Fil-Tamrinaat A17Fanniyyah
Al-Hadithah), Cairo, Faculty of Physical Education'for Girls, Helwan
University, 1979, 197 pages + appendices,.
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T. Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Physical, Education for
Girls, Holwan University, Cair0,-for obtaining the degree of Ph.D.
in Physical Education.

The first of the five chapters of, this dissertation states the
PrOblem at hand, stresses the impOrtance of studying it, reviews the
writer's postulates and defines the terms used therein.

Ar

In the second chapter, the dissertation's theoretical4raillework is
drawn. Here, the writer described the nature and elemente.Of creative-
ness and the relation betweenintelligende And motivation eon. the one
hand and creativeness on the other.

After"discussing mob= projection, the--related the devpItipments
underwent by modern art practices; specifying the aims and.character-
isticiref4edh practices.

In the same ,chapter, she reviewed some earlier studies written *u-
rinated subjects: 'Nk

Chapter 3 is concerned with the rimental-aspect of the research.
It describes the method adopted in carrying Out the field eurtsifi
the manner in which the appropriate sample was selected and,the 4

justifichtions for such selection, the tools used Lit the research.
,

4
Teets applied in the experiment incl ed: superior intelligenOe test,
creative thinking test, creative. motor' scale uld other
relevant, tests.

'V

In the same.chapterthe writer described'the fteps'taken in carrying
out her field survey and in applying the foregoing tests.,

The fourth chapter contains the results obtained and the analysis made
W' the writer 'of such results.

The writer's conclusions and recommendatiOns
These dealith the need for develoliing the pro
practices the Faculty's four years and, for
of teaching and of evaluation of girl studies.

set out in Chapter 5.
amines of modern art
roving the'methods

Following an outline of the dissertation, the writer ;listed her
reference material and appended the tests and scales utilized in
tier experimental work.

4
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'Curricula Impact

1.22. Ha , Ahmed Fuad Has "iculum of theFaculty of
Ph sical Education few-

Cujri
and its t 'oh

Students Attitudes towards hys on , Minhai
lT-Dirasi Ei-Mulliyyat Al- Riyadiyyah al-Baneen Bi-
Jaii'at Al-Qshirah 'Ala Ittijahaat Al-Ttllab Nahw Al-Tarbiyah Al-
Riyadiyiah), .41Lma, Faculty of Physical Education fort Boys, Helwan
University, 1979, 158 pages.

.

- Dissertation subMitted to the Faculty of Physical Edubetion for
Boys, Helwan University, Cairo, 'for-qttatfting. the degree. of M.A.
in Physical Education.

a

The firit of the fiver chapters comprised in this dissertation is
concerned with the pFoblem under survey, its importance, aim, scope
and hypotheses. . -

I

Chapter 2 deals* with the-theoretical setting of the research. Here, the
writer describes the psychological attitudes and their meaning, ,

stages, types, functions and constitution. He, further, describedthe
psychological and social characteristics of attitudesiLthe methods of
measuring them and their impact on conduct and on mental processes.

In the sepe chapter, the writer dealt with educational curricula and
explained their meaning, types, importance to the State and the
bases on which they are built, such being psychological, philosophical
and social baset.

He also reviewed in this chapter the 'studies having bearing on his
topic.

Chapter 3. describes the experiment undertaken by the writer. Here,
he mentioned the steps taken to-organise the experiment, the tools
adopted,, the sample chosen, the scales applied and the statistical lave
utilised in drawing up conclusions.

In Chapter 4, phe writer reviewed and analyzedUs.4ndings.

The writer's conclusions ald'recommendations are elaborated in
Chapter 5 Here,ithe writeevalled,for measuring student,' attitudes
prior ssion in faculties of physical education, reconsideration
of and formation of ,a committee comprising experts in P.E.,
educatio processes and curricula"for devising the appropriate
plans for physical education faculties. .
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In conclusion, the writer listed the references in Arabic and foreign
languages consultedqn his research and Appended a scale for measuring
attitudes towards P.E. and a questionnaire form used in determining
the amount. of cultural information on sports ochaManded by students.

Elements of Rdaily Fitness

123. Mazru.', Salah Mouse:A, ,"Comearison between Elements,pf Bodily
Fitness in Rural and Urban Regions of the Arab Republic of Egypt for
Youngsters between the Age of 12 40 15", 1MUciaranah bayna 'Anasir
Al-LOaqah Al-BaaiWyah Bii-Reef Nal-Hadar Bi-JuMhuriyyatNisr
A1-1Arabiyyah Lil-Nashaa min 12-15 Sanah), Giza, Faculty-of Physical
Education for BOys, Helwan University, 1979, 107 pages.

- Dissertation subeitted to the Faculty of Physical Education for
Boys in Giza, Helwan University, for obtaining 'the degree of M.A.
iii Physical Education.

This dissertation consists of five chapters.

The fiist chapter signifies the importance of the present research,
underlines the need for it and defines its scope, postulates, assump-
tions and basic concepts'.

a

In his second chapter, the writer eXplained the meaning and
constituents of bodily fitness and described the characteristics of
bodily, motor, mental, social and emotional growth among children.
He, father, reviewed earlier studies on the same or related subjects.

Chapter 3 is devoted to an explanation of the writer's methOld in
develDping his topic, selecting his sample and applying the pertinent
'tests for measuring bodily fitness,

In Chapter 4, the writer indicated the statistical laws and fotlatul4o
used and the results obtained from the research.

Chaptar 5 qpntains an outline of the dissertation as well as the
writers cOclusions and recomMendations on the need for formulating
piCmrammed of physical education consistent with the environment, for
equipping schools with the necessary'tacilities for pursuing adequate
athletic activities and also for ensuring better coordination between
schools and youth centers.
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Appended to the dissertation are a bibliographical list of Arabic
and foreign references consulted by the writer and appendices
containing the statistical tables used in drawing the necessary
conclusions.

Impact on Childre2

124. Fayed, Nabilah El-Sayyed Mensour, Imeet of Guided Physical
Activities on Motor Development and Social Adietption in the Pre-
school Stage", (AtItiar Al-NashaiiiI:iiiidi A1- Muwajjah 'Ala Al-
Numuww AlHataki Wal-Takayyuf Li-Marhalat Ma Qabl Al-
adrasah), Cairo, Faculty of Physical Education for Girls, Helwan
University, 1979, 214 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Facility of Physical Education for
Girls,Helwan University, Cairo, for obtaining the degree of Ph.D.
in Physical Education.

This dissertation consists of five chapters and a number of appendices.

Chapter 1 underlines the, importance of the topic under study,
defines the aim of the research, explains its hypotheses and gives
the proper definitions of the terms used.

In Chapter 2, she'doalt with the theoreti'al framework of her study.
After indicating the importance of. physical adtivities in the pre-
school stage, she described the characteristics of growth among pre-
school children between 3 and 5 years of age and the factors influencing
their motor development, then reviewed earlier research dealing with
related subjeots.

The third chapter is concerned with the practical aspect of her research.
Here, the writer explained her method, her approach to the experiment
undertaken and the procedure used in carrying out the experiment and
in selecting the sample and tools.

chapter 4 consists of a statistical survey of the results obtained
by the writer, together with an explanation of the method used in
deriving statistics from such results.

In the fifth chapter, she explained the results reached and proposed
some recommendations beings to formulate a programme of physical
activities for the pre-school level affording children an opportunity
tccdovelop proper bodily growth, to ensure continuous evaluation of
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the training programmes designed for teachers, to admit more
girl students in the Department of Nurseries in Teacher Training
Colleges and to emphasize graduate courses in physical education.

Following a list of references consulted by the writer, she
appended the tests and scales used in her experiment, being:
draw-a-man test, social maturity scale, adaptometer and motor
development test.

Impact of Handball on Pupils -
Primary Schools

125. 'Ali, Ihab Hassan Nahmoud, "Impact of Practicing Handball on
the BOdily Growth of Children between 9.and 12", (Taatheer Humarasat
Murat Al-Yadd 'ala Al-Mumuw Al- Badanf Lil- Atfaal min 9-12 Harrah),
Giza, Faculty of Physical Education for Boys, Helwan University,
1979, 148 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Physical Education for
Boys in Giza, Helwan Unitersity, for obtaining the degree of N.A.
in Physical Education.

a'

This dissertation falls into five parts.

Part 1 sets forth the general framework of the thesis, explains its
aims, presumptions and assumptions and scope and defines the terms
used throughout the research.

In Part 2, the writer,drew the theoretical framework of his work
and explained what is meant by play, motor skills and laws governing
the child's stages of growth.

Elaborating on child growth, he defined late and pre-late childhood
and showed how drills affect the human being as a whole and his
respiratory, blood circulation and muscular systems. He also reviewed
some theoretical studies akin to his topic.

Part 3 deals with thet4xpertmental aspect of the dissertation. Here,
the writer explained his method of research, steps taken to develop
his field survey, means used in the compilation of his data and
selection of his sample and the yardsticks for measuring his results.
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In Part 4, he reviewed the results obtained the important of which
is the existence of differences in physical growth between children
practicing handball and non-practicing children. These differences
were found to have statistical significance in his research.

The fifth and last part contains the writer's deductions and recommenda-
tions. In this connection, he called for inclusion of handball as
part of physical education curriculum in primary schools, spreading
this gave in clubs, youth centers and popular yards and directing
serious attention to the selection ainers.

Following an outline of the
references in Arabic and fore
naire forms used in his field s
morphological aspects of the sample
conclusions regarding such aspects.

, the writer listed his
s and appended the question-

:Obr the purpose of measuring the
and for drawing the pertinent

-t motot RAatiVity

126. vushdi, Salwa Mohamed, "Impact of Motor Activity PlQ4A.AMAA0+4*

Children'0 Aigraspive BehaviQur in the Primary Stags df Education",
(Athar Barnamii Al-Nashaat Al-Haiaki Al-Suluk Al-'Udwani Li-
f.tfaal Al-Marhalah Al-Ibtidaiyyah), Cairo, Faculty of Physical Educa-
tion for Girls, Helwan University, 1979, 137 pages + appendices.

Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Physical Education for
Girls, Helwan university, Cairo for obtaining the degree of Ph.D.
is Phy4cal Education.

The tirst of the six cneetcre -ome....16,...1 AAA 11110 41.114aatC.acA.,... ail4ALA,
the problem under discussion, indicates its imp...rtance, desc.ibes t,
aims sought from this research, its presuppositions, aeoumptions and
scope and gives the relevant meanings of the terms weed.

Chlpt.01. 1 is devoted to the theoretical frame4ork jI Lb° ....444..
Hero, the writer explained the meaning of per naiity, n_rmal and
Abnormal behaviour, aggressiveness, features f aggressive behavi, .

bodily, motor, mental, linguistic, emotional d social development
and concept, aims and activities of physical education.

In Chapter 3, the writer reviewed some earlier research conducted
Aggressiveness and physical education.



Chapter 4 is devoted to the field survey in which the writer explained
-the method adopted in the building and standardization of the aggressive
behaviour scale applied to children in the primary stage between the age
of 9 .and 12.

In the fifth chapter, the writer explained her method in developing
the practical aspect of her research, including her plan, practical
steps involved in the experiment and the sample chosen for the purpose
of this survey.

Chapter 6 contains the writer's findings and interpretati_ons.
Ame

/
illeRecoMmendations ad by thy -nr deal with ,,, 1,

Ilt

4 emphasizing physics tion in ti., various jr'- i.1.1L idcz,Ation

in general and in particular in the primary stays, emphasizing
Physical education among children with aggressive behaviour,
emphasizing programmes for relieving and lessening tension and
emphasizing the educator's role in assisting children possessed with
aggressive behaviour.

Following a list of reference material consulted by the writer, a
number of appendices were supplemented containing her scale for
measuring aggressive behaviour among children between the age of 9
and 12 and a proposed programme for the motor activity of children
in the primary stage,between the age of 9 and 12.

Mentally Retaxded

AzI. el.e.144.41 vemat, Hussein, "Physical letEELItt and %.hera

Ifloa..:(. on the mental and Bodily Develo.,-,nt of the Intellectuall
Handicapped ", (Athar Al-Tamrinaat Al-Badaniyyah 'Ala Tatawwur Al-
Numuw Lil-Mu'awwageen Fikriyyan), Cairo, Facult1
of Physical Education for Girls, Helwan University, 1979, 101 pages
appendices.

0115119eLtati,JS4 lird4,,ALALY tat Play al.

Girls, Helwan university, C.,iro for obcaiuing the iegree of *A.A.
in Physical Education.

This dissertation consists of four chapters.

Chapter 1 deals with the general framework of LI.. tnoor.
the topic to he surveyed, the aim of the research, the as,:umptions
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and presumptions used and the definition of the terms occurring in
the research.

illfte second chapter sets the theoretical framework of the study. It-

de ines the exercises used and indicates their db3ects and significance.
It ea , as well, with growth and its general characteristics,
inf cing factors, trends, stages and rates and'bodily and mental
requirements. In the same-chapter, the writer described the methods
of measuring intelligence and the relation between intelligence and
mental growth. She definedthu mentally retarded, described their
characteristics, indicated their different classifications and showed
how they are looked after.

The third chapter deals with thalikeld survey, including the different
steps taken, the tools used, the cope covered and the *am, u s, --Acted.

In her fourth chapter, the writer discussed the results obtained'from
her experiment, including the rate of bodily growth and intelligence

.-of the members of'the sample and the relation between improved levels
of intelligence and elements of bodily fitness.

Pec6mmendations adopted by the writer call for physical exercises
4specially devised for the handicapped, provision of the necessary
*equipment for implementing the proposed exercises, developing responses
and senses among children, Cull utilization of children's ordinary
energies, creating motives for engagement in physical and sports
activities among the mentally retarded with a view to improving their
intellectual standard and, lastly, sending scholare to advanced
countries for specialization in special education.

Fdllowing a bibliographical list of references, the writer appended
a set of tests including the a priori and a posteriori, Stanford-Binet,
the American'Society for Physical and,-,Health Education and Indiana
multi fitness teats.

Personality - Impact

128. ./sma'il, Magda Mohamed, "Compqetive Study between some
Personality Variables and Mptor4lcoOmnlishment in the Drills,
Gymnastics and Motor Expressions of Girl Students in Phytical
Education FacUltios"r (Dirasih Muqaranah bayna bald Mutaghayyeraat
Al-Shakhsiyyah Wal-Tahseel Al-Haraki Fil-Tamrinaat Wal-jumbaz Wal-
Ta'bear Al-Haraki Li-Talibaat Kulliyyaat Al-Tarbiyah Al-qiiadiyyah),
Cairo, Faculty of Physical Education for Girls, Helwan University,
1979, 181 pages.+ appendices.
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- Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Physical Education for
Girls; Helwan University, Cairo, for obtaining the degree of Ph.D.
in Physical Education.

Tate dissertation consists of six chapters.

In her first chaptert the writer stated her problem, explained the
impOrtan00 of surveying it, indicated the aims and postulates of her
research and defined .the terms used in it.

The second chapter is conceine4 with the theoretical framework of the
research.iders,-the writer. dealt with intelligence, creativeness.and
inclination towards bodily activity, all of which are dealt with-as
personality variables. She, further, described the relation between
accomplishment and distinction.

C

In Chgpter 3, the writer reviewed earlier research' on the relation
between intelligence and motor accomplishment, between creativeness
and accomplishment and between personality trends and traits and
motor accomplishment.

Chapter 4 deals with the,experimental'.asbect of the research. Here,
the writer described how She choose her sample, indicated its
characteristics, reviewed the tools used in the research and
showed the manner in'whiCh such tools were applied to the experiment.

The statistical results obtained 'from the research and their'inter-
pretation are covered in Chapter 5. \
The sixth and last chapter contains the writer's recommendations on
the necessary psychological,'health and physical tests required

"before admission of girls in faculties of physical education, on
emphasising programmes conducive to the development of girls'
creative,features, adoption of system of counselling and psychological
guidance and caring for distinguished girl students in faculties of
physical education.

Appended to the thesis are a bibliographical list of reference books,
a list of personality traits and measurements and tests of activity
inclinations and personality dimensions of adult*.

7,*
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Pez40101iiy Traits - Swimmers
:4114,3:

129. ElTSweifi, Ahmed , "Motor Ability_ of Beginners
in the S rt of Swimming and ts Relation to Pe sonalit Traits",
(A1-9udrah Al-harakiyyah Li Nashisen Pi Riyadat Al-Sibahah Wa-
'Ilaqatuha Bi-Simaat Al-S iyyah), Cairo, Faculty of Physical
Education for Girls, Helwan University, 1979, 132 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Physical Education for
Girls, Helvan University, Cairo, for obtaining the degree of M.A.
in Physical Education.

The first of the six chapters of this dissertation seta the
theoretical framework of the research. After defining motor ability
and personality, the writer described the methods used in measuring
personality and the aims of such measurement. She, further, explained
the factors entering into personality formation, described personality
traits and talked on the sample's development characteristics.

In Chapter 2, the writer reviewed, criticized and analyzed the easIle4
research dealing with related subjects.

The third chapter is concerned with the research itself: its
problem, aims, significance, scope, presumptions and assumptions.

Chapter 4 deals with the method applied in the research and found
more consistent with the sample selected.

In the fifth chapter, thetwriter reported his findings as concerns
the relation between the motor ability of beginning swimmers and
personality traits and discussed these findings. He also introduce,:
his recommendations and conclusi4 in which he emphasized the need
for measuring personality trait:' d tasting swimmers.

r,14oveiny Q iiist of the 1.,:earences 1h ..1.11ta
in the cotopllation f his data, he apeended the featur- profil_ test
used in the research



Preiaratory Pupils Suffering from Bilharzia

130.. Fakhri, Samiha "proposed Programme for Athletic Activity_
and jaw it Aiffects the, 101.19, Fitness of those Suffering !Von
Bilharsia-tn the Preparatory Stale in the Town of:Badrasheire,
lAthar Barnimij Nngtarth Lil-Nalhaat Ai-Riyadi Al-tayagah
Al-Badefliyyah Li-Marda Al-Bilharsia Lil-Marhalah A1-X'dadiyye B
Barker AJAftdraithain), Cairo, Faculty of Physical Education f
Girls, Belwan University, 1979, 178 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation inibmitted to the PaCOlty of Physical Educatilnl for
Girls, Beliwwm UniTer4ty, Cairo, for obtaiz)ing the degree of 0.1). 4641,
in Physical Education...

intolilis dissertation is divided into five chapters and a nuMber of'
appendices..

In her first chapter, the writer introduced her topic, explained its
aims and eignificance and described the assumptions, presumptions end
scope of the-research.

Chapter 2 was devoted to a.review of related studies and research.

In Chapter 3, the writer described the steps taken-in carrying out
her field survey including the method adoPted, the sample selected,
the proOedure used'in collecting, the pertinent data and the steps
involved in carrying out her experiment.

Chepter4 contains the results Obtained from the research and an
explanation of their implications.

The fi and last chapter contained the writer's conclusions and
tieing on the need for regular medical examination of pupils

in the preparatory stage, for formulating athletic programmes aimed
at improving the bodily fitness of pupils enrAilled in this stage, for
devising special programmes for pupils suffering from bilharsia,
spreading rural GAN' in villages and'enlightening pupils on health
care through schools Ltd information medie.'

The writer appended to her thesis An outline in Arabic and English
and a biblispraphical liet of the Arabic and foreigglooOks consulted
in the preparation of this work.

1 17
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Psychological Relitkos

131. Tirah, Miguihah Mohamed Sid-Ahmed, "Relation between the'
in cal

cation some o

(Al-sIlagah Baps Al-Mikanah Al-Socioimtriyyah Wa-Ba'd A1- Jawanib
Al-Infi'allyyah Mal-Saicosomatiyyai Li-Talibaat liyyat Al-iseiwah
Al-Riyadiyymba, Cairo, Faculty of Physical for Girls,
RelwaR University, 1979, 275 pops + pads in Ugh.

Risesstatima submitted to the Faculty of Physical Education for
Girls. MAW= university, Cairo for obtaining the degree of M.A.
in Physical Education.

This dissertation consists of 5 chapters.

Chapter l introduces the problem at hand, indicates the need for
surveying it, explains the aims, scope, presumptions and assumptions
of the research and definefphysical(education and the girls
receivipg their training ii it.

In the second chapter, the'writer reviewed'same theoretical studies
related to the subject under study.

_I

Chapter 3 sets forth the practical survey.condUcted by the writer,
including her method, the selection of aAimiple and th6tmeans of
collecting, explaining and processing data

'The fifth and last chapter contains the writer's conclusions in
co9pection with the relation between the'student'sisociometric
position and, emotional and'psychosomatiC disturbances.

Recommendations adopted by the writer include: proper selection of
girl students in faculties of physical education and use of sociometrib

'methods Wmeasuring their progress in human relitions and in dis-
tributing girl Students on the apprOpriate branches.

O

Then followed a'bibliogiaphical list of the Arabic and foreign
references consulted by the writer as well.as appendices containing
a eociometrip test aed some other relevant tests.
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Teaching Methods - israrabory Schools

" A--
Tt tn=1111
of Ph in ir *, (A
Al-Tidredb 'Ts Pi Dots A14Sarblyah
Al-Riyadi Lil-Hathalah Al-I1 yy ), Cairo, Faculty of Physical
Education fdr\Girls, 8e14en:Deiversity,01979,139 pages + aapendites.

- DissertaCioZ\submitted to theracultyrofPhysical Education for
.- Girls, Helran diversity, Cairo, for obtaining the degree otH.A.'

in Physical Education:

This dissertatiorikoompriaes five chapters.

Mt.

In the fir$t Chaiter, the: writer explained
iresumptions, assuipi4ons and eicessitY of
the terms used,in it. Ills

IP
'1

The theoretical aspect Of the research ia covered by er42 which

the aim, significance,
this research. and defined

.4 A

deeds with the "aimsf teadhin4physical education, th used
inprganizing such education and the pros and, cons of the traditip_hal,
method of'teaching P.!. in Egyptian schools.

In the -same chapter, she'dealt with the system of permanedt training,
indicated its different methods and types and underlined its advantag

She ended the second chapter with a review of earlier stOdies and
research' conducted on zelated.subjecte.

The third chapter deals with.the experiment
Writer. Beep., the writeraxplained her method
She selected her **OA, the steps taken for

7data, the actual performance of.the Over
the information contained in questionnai forms.

by the
in which

llecting necessary
and the so ing out of

In Chapt the writer explained the manner in which she has
tabulat and analyzed the data collected and indicated the specific
Pros whirr) have been substantiated by the questionnaire.

The 4fth last chapter contains the writer's own recommendations
on the basis her research, where she advocated practicing
permanent training as a basic part of the curriculum pf physical
education in preparatory schools. She also called for adopting
permanent training as one of the practical subjects taught in the
Faculty of Physical Education.
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Appended' to
. relevant hies

tion are a bibliographical list and the
form.

4
133. .Mikhail, rah MArgos, "Enhimmcinok Effectiveness of Ohysical
Education Lesso through the Metboidof Continuous Training and its
,Impact on Bodi/ly tnessk Everivntal Study CondUbted on Girls in
the Preparatory State", Cliyaddh Fa'iliyyrit Dare Al- Tarbiyah Al-
Badanimiliiatikhdam AlfTadieeb,41-Dairi Wa-Athar Zalika 'Ala Al-
Layagah kl...Badaniyyth; Dirasah Tajribiyyah 'Ala Tilmeezaat Al-
Marhalah Al-i'dadiyireih), Cairo, Faculty of Physical.Education for

'iris, Helton University, 1979, 271 pages + appendices.
)%

- Dissertation submitted to the"Faculty of physical Education for
Helwan,Uhiversity, /Mir:), for obtaining the degree of-Ph.D.

-in, Physical Education.

This dissertation is comprised of five chapters and a number of
appendices. 6

,Chapter 1 states the prohl at hand, underlines its' significance and.'
defik'es the writer's aims, stulatqp-and terms used in the thesieyoR

,In her second chapter, the ter dealt with the theoretical framework,
of.theresearch, includi the development of physical edUcation
lessons-in the preparatory level as well as the aims, contents,
organixttion and teach methods of-1).E. She also reviewed some
earlier research condued on related topics.

Chapter 3 deals with the experimental skyey. She described here;
.

method and design, inttodUced her sample and its characteristics,
,reviewed the tools used in the survey and reported on the progress
done in carrying out the survey.

In the fourth chapter, she reviewed and analyzed her findings and
indicated the statistical laws'applied in the researoL

The fifth and last chapter contains a discussion of the. results
reached by the writer' pealing with the impact of continuous trainiing
on bodily fitness, the importance of developing physical education
courses by the faculties of physical education0and the Ministry of
Education's Administrations of Curricula and PhyliCal Education, the
need to concentrate on developing bodily features in the primary
stage and the introduction of regular training courses to the teachers
to familiarize them with modern teaching methods.
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Following a list,of bibliogiaphical material, the writer appended
the questionnaire form used in collecting data and a nit containing
preparatory schools for girls in North Cairo Directorate.

O

1

Teadhing Methods - Problems of - Primary Schools.

134. Ghanem, Sarnia Mohamed Soliman, "Study op Some Problems of
Physical Educatiod 4 Primary Schools in the EgyRtian Aral Areas
'of MenufiyydK Govern:late", (Dirasah Li-Ba'd Mushkilaat Dare Al-
Tarbiyah Al-Riyadiyy Fil-Madares Al-Ibtidaiyyah Fil -Reef Al-Misri,
Muhafazat Al-Menufiyyah), Cairo, Faculty of Physical Education for
Girls, Helwan University, 1979, 155 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to thefFaculty of Physical Education, Helwan
University, Cairo, for obtaining the degree of M.A. in Physical
Educatilph.

\

The topic of this dissertation Jo discusSed in five chapters.
. .

Chapter 1 constitutes an introduction to the subject. It states the
problem under survey, uhderlinea its significance, indicates the
impending' need to such research, explains the assumptions, presumptions,
aims and-scope of the study and defines the terms used in it.

,

The second chapter iets.the theoretical framework of the research.
It deals with the rural society in-Egypt and the educational problems
encountered in the iprimarY stage, with an indication of the child's,

ih this stage.

Other subjects covered in is chapter include aims of physical
education and the systems in instruction id the primary stage '
as well as a review of the e lier work on this and related subjects.

chapters3 is devoted-to the field survey undertaken by the writer.
It explains her method of research, the steps taken in conducting
the survey, the selection of the sample in question, the methods used
in collecting the relevant particulars, the formulation of questionnaire
forms for obtaining the views of instructors and specialists and the
manner in which these questionnaire forms were circulated among the
respective groups.

/

In her fourth chapter, she related the statistical laws used in her
research and described the methods used in tabulating statistical
data and in the interpretation and verification of her findings.
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The fifth and last chapter contains an outline of the diSsertaVphlie
together with the writer's'reoommendatibns. IA her reoOmmenast
she called for recruiting instructors in their native towns for
working in the same locality, providing easy transportation facilities
to instructors, considering physical education as a creditsubject
in daily school work, teaching physical education thrOughout the
academia, year, providing health insurance tp pupils and putting a
ceiling on the number of,pupils,accommodated in one class.

Appended to the then are the writer's bibliography covering Arabic
and foreign books consulted in the research and the questionnaire
forms used in surveying the views of instructors and specialists.

Technical Guidance

135. Abul 'Ela, Samir 'Abdul 'Azia, "Technical Guidaoe Exl.oised
by the:Teachers and Inspectors of Physical Education", (Al-Tawjeehk
Al -Fanni Leda Mudarrisee Wa-Muwajjihee ht-Tarbiyah Al-Biyadiyyah),
Cairo, Faculty of Physical' Education for Boys, Helwan University, 19 t,

171 pages + appendices.

DitimertatiOn submitted to the Faculty of Physical Education fox(
Boys, Helwan UniVersity, Cairo, for obtaining the degree of
in Physical Edudation.

This dissertation comprises six chapters.

Chapter 1 states the problem under review, stLess.?s tile importance
of studying it, explains the aims of the research and defines its
scope.

'she second roota ot Ltik.

explains ,tLe meaning, pLinciplee_and meLhods of tectu.ica1 guidan.,
and reviews earlier rasearop undertaken on the same subject.

Ik thC, reVICW04 LLD OAA.ii..) t...-IAA.A A

guidance_

He desc4.ix:ed his meti.od and tools and ex,lainsa he ,ta.istical is
used in the ,,rocess.



'r
Thelifth chapter Contain the writer's findings obtained from the
field aUkvey as well as.hie analysis thereof.

Pepter six .14concerned with the theoretical and field conclusions
ramified by. the writer and.with 'an interpretation of them.

-Thevriterie recommendations follow. These deal with the functional
duties of technical guidance leaders, the policypdrsued,in

tips, and arlpointmentertO Musical guidance jobs,'the-duties
assi to each: inspector and the poordipatiOn between the Central,

of technical guidance, amd tecultiet Of:phypicel 'education.

In obncluiion, the writer appended *bibliographical list ,of
reference material as well as the pertieent appendiCes which
included a gueltiONflaire circulated among physical education
inspectors and an explanation of the previa ns of Ministerial.
Resolution No. 180 of 1973 in connection wi 'technical guidance,in

/.the teaching process.

kY # Woman's. Inclination

136. Ibrahim, loila-Oayyed 'Abdul Salem, winclinatiomof the*EgVptian

yak. uman Wa-

Girl towards Phisical Educationi Concept and t1ttijahaat
A1',Fatat A1- Misriyyah aahw Al-Tarbiyah Al-Eiyadiy
Mihnatan), Caiio, Faculty of Physical Education for Girls, Helwan
University, 19784228 pages + appendices.

. " .

- Dissertation sObilitted to the Faculty of Physical Education for
Girls, Helwan University, Cairo, fOr obtaining the degree of Ph.D. in
Physical Eludation..:

This at iartation comprised six ,chapters.

Chapter stated the problem under savvy and indicates the scopes,.
as presumptions, aims and significance Of this research.

In the second chapter, the writer ed some earlier research
which dealt with .related topics.

Chapter 3'is concerned with the experiment undertaken by the writer..
In it are explained the methods used, the sample selected, the

measures adopted, the reliability of such measures and the statistical
formulae employed.

A
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In the fourth Chapter, the Writer reviewed the results obtained from
her survey, including the difference betwein rural and urban girls
as to adoption of physical education as a career and the girls'
inclinations towards physiCal educatiOnbothas a theoretical concept
and as a practical career.

The fifth chapter contains a discussion of the conclusions reached
and a review of the keccemendations aavocated by the writer. TheSe
raoomissadatioascallisd for paying rare attention to physical educa-
tion in stagOi of feminine education, changing the present
system of admission under which general secondary girls are admitted
in Facultiet of-Physical Education, improving the curricula in such
.Faculties and expanding general awareness_of the importance of physical
education la rural communities. '

The sixth andilait chapter includes an outline, a bibliographical
list and copies of the questionnaire forms used in the polls and the
specific measures utilized by the writer.

PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION

Development Thereof

137. Tulbah, Gaber Mahmaud, "Project for Developing Nurseries and
Kindergarten in'the Governorate of Daqahliyyah", (Mashru' Li-Tatweer
Dur Al-Hadanah Wa-Riyad Al- Atfeal Pi Muhafazat Al-Daqahliyyah),
Mansurah, Faculty of Educationk Mansurah University, .1979:

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educational Principles,
'acuity of Rducation, Mansurah UniVersity for obtaining the degree
Of M.A.

In developieg his dissertation, the writer conducted two field surveys,
one among parents and guardians of children enrolled in nurseries
aimed at discerningproblems obstructing larger enrollment and exploring
their views on the possible development of nurseries and the second
among nursery supervisors with a view to finding out the problems
hindering doodad on teaching jobs_in such institutions and also
exploring their views on haw to improve nurseries.

As amintroduction to his paper, the writer related the history of
nurseries and kindergarten in the Governorate of Daqahliyyah from,
their beginnings up to this date.
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In order that turseries and kindergarten may be so developed as to
fulfill their different educational, psychological and social
functions, the writef ptoposod some procedural criteria which
would serve as guidelines ensuring efficient educational work in
such institutions. These criteria are based on an analytical study
of educational concepts on wed-school education and also of some
contemporary trends in child upbringing in certain advanced countries.

In _conclusion, the writer advanced a project aimed at modernizing and
developing nurseries and kindergarten in the Governbrate of baqahliyyah.

Principles

.138. 'Ebeid, Ilham Mustafa Mohamed, "The Psychological and Social
Principles of Nurseries and Kindergarten in EgyPt"t-.1A-Usus Al-
Nafsiyyah Nal-Ijtima'iyyah Li-Dur Al-Hadanah Ma-Riyad Al-Atfal Fi
Misr), Alexandria, Faculty of.EdUcation, Alexandria University,'
1979, 255 pages + 22 pages in English.

- Dissertation 'submitted to the Department of Psychological Principles
of the Faculty of Education, Alexandria University for obtaining the
degree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation falls into six chapters.

Chapter 1 state'," t) problem under consideration, indicates the need
to study it, specifies the aiis of the research and defines the terms
used in it.

The second chapter contains a, historical background of pre-sChool
education in the Egyptian society and indicates that such education
has passed from the stirgsion of the Ministry of Social Affair. and
Labour to that of the try of Education.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the psychological and social principles of
pre-school education. In this connection, the writer described the
characteristics of bodily, mental and emotional development of the
child, the requirements for such development and the family's role
in pre-school education.

In the fourth chapter, the writer reviewed some earlier research in
Arabic and foreign languages on related subjects, critically viewing
them.
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Chapter 5 is concerned with the writer's field survey. She deScribed
her method, sample and tools and analysed the results obtained from
the survey.

The writer's recommendations are contained in Chapter 6. These deal
with the educational systems applied in nurseries, with school
buildings, tools, furniture and equipment, with the children themselves,
with curricula and with the staffing of nurseries from the principal
down to the instructors.

Following a bibliography, she appended fiye questionnaire forms and
an English outline of the thesis.

PRIVATE SCHOOLS

139. Gabr, Mohamed, "Dar Group Objects to Tutning.Governmental
Primary Schools nto English Language Schools Exacting Tuition pees'',
(Jama'at Dar Al- lum Tu'arid Tahweelliadares Ibtidaiyyah Rasmiyyah ila
Madares,Lil-Lug AI-Injliziyyah Bi-Masrufaat), "Al-Rayed",
(Teachers' magas ), 24th year, Issue No..4, (December 979), p. 4.

As an introduction to his article, the writer explained the significance
of Arabic as t e national language of Egypt and called for paying more
attention it teaching.

In.this connect on, he cited the views of educators on the study of
more than one 1 ge at an early age, saying that this overtaxed
the child's abilities and scatters his energies.

The writer then related the history of Arabizing education in Egypt.
since 1909 when Primary education was transformed from English into

and until the Law of Public Education No. 68 was promulgated
in 968,-

Moving to foreign language schools established by the Ministry of
Education, the writer showed their impact on Arabic, on e4pal educa-
tional opportunities, on the dissolution of differences between the
society's classes and On the withdrawal of qualified teachers from
Governmental schools to work in private language schools, only to
conclude that certain rules should be observed in teaching foreign
languages ift.the secondary stage, adding that the Faculty of Dar
Al-lUlumdoei not favour any emphasis on foreign languages at the.
expense of Arabic in primary education.
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140. Dawoud,.'Asis Hanna, "Development Problems", (hUshkilaat Al-
thmem), in "Psychological and Mutational Studies. and Readings",
(Dirasaat Ma-Qiraat-Hafsiyylih Na-Terbawiyyth), Cairo, The Anglo-
Egyptian Bookshop, 1979, pp. 97:131.

The particular article dealt with in this review is the one on
deVelopment.probleMe. Here,'the writer described what is meant by
development problems, didcusling in particular the problems of bodily,
mantel' emotional and social development.

Problems encountered by children in the process of their growth and
development include: Cradle problems such as Anabilityof the baby
to control stool moVements, thuMb sucking and abstinence.

Problems. of the nursery period include: aggressive and withdrawn
behaviour, be&vetting, nail biting and thumb sucking.

Problems of late childhood in the primary level inclUde absenteeism,
late arrival, anger, soolastic retardation and delinquency.

Problems of early adolescence include: inabEtity'to exercise self-
control, introversion and school desertion.

In 'conclusion, the writer dealt with the problems of adolescence
which include aggressive behaviour, delinquency' and introversion.

.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EDUCATION

z.

Drives-

Ocham00140404
e'Sthndara Gir1:7Studenis'in

.Sw L'iYYS0v. e.n,pes tawa

RiSradiMikt .41nibahah)
to Flieu1f4r,of < fij i a1 tioallx Girls, Usild'Oniversity,

Cairo, 1979, A09pe4miaii;

- Dissertation submittettq malty of Physical Education for
Girls, Esiwan UhiversitiVO4#6,14(Chtgiaihg the degree oni.A. in
Physical Education.

'
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This dissertation fallkinto five chapters.

Chapter 1 contains an introduction on'the topic atand and on its
significance, aims, problems, aesumptiens and scope. It also contains
definitions of the terms used in the research.

,

The theoretical framework of the research is set forth in Chapter 2
in wh4ch the writer explained the concepts of drives, motives, incentives,
causes and reward and indicated the differences between all these
concepts. She, further, explained the functions of drives and how

they relate to sports in general and crWimiing in particular and
reviewed some earlier research conducted on related subjects.

In Chaptet 3, the writer dealt with the field turner undertaken by
her. She described her method, applications, questionnaires and
eriments.

The fourth chapter contains the results obtained by the writer and
the interpretations attributed to them.

The writer's recommendations are set forth in Chapter 5. They deal
with the importance of drives in teaching swimming to beginners and
the need for formulating a method whereby swimming skills'are taught
through the application of drives.

In conclusion, the writer listed the reference material consulted in
the-compilation of her work, both in Arabic and in foreign languages and
appended the grades assigned by the boards of judges to the experimental
and controlling group.

PSYCHOTHERAPY

142. Hammuda, Husamuddin Mahmoud 'Arab, "Modern Behavioural )

Treatment: Review and Criticism", Al-Suluki Al-Hadeeph,
'Ard Wa-Naqd), Cairo, faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams pniverhitY,
1979, 236 pages + appendices.

- oiesertation submitted to the Department of Mental Health of the
Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo for obtaining
the degree of Ph.D. in Education.

4
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Following an introduction on the relation between mental health and
education and.the need for an. analytical study of psythology for
the sake of-developing it, the writer explained the subject at
hand and the method used in elaborating it.

.The text of the dissertation is then developed in four-chaptert.

Chapter,1 contains a historical review of behavioural treatment.

The second chapter is'devoted to the theorctical framework of
behavioural treatment. Here, the writer distinguished between the
theory of personality and that of neurosis. He then defined tte terms
used in his research paper. .

Ih the third chapter, the.writer reviewed some'applications and -
research having bearing on his topic. A

The fourth and-last chapter deals with major critical issues,
mainly general theoretical and empirical issues.

The dissertation ended wa the writer's bibliography and an appendix
containing a list of the principal terms used in behavioural treatment.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

143. Abd Karam, rathallah,41"Why Didn't Riligious Education in Schools:
Prove 8Uccessful?", (Limaza Lam Yanjah Tadrees Al -Dean Bil-Nadares?),
"Al-Rayed" (Teachers' magazine), 24th year, Issue No. 4, :ember
1979), pp. 33-34.

Commenting on an article appearing in "Al4hram" newspaperdn.
religious teachings in scho4s and on a speech by the Preeideht4h.
a youth camp in the course of which he touched upon religioua
teaching, the writer said that, so far, religious teaching i64,gyptian
schools has been a. failure.

Following a description of the present conditions of religious
education in schools and'an ...planation of the reasons why pupil
lack interest in this subject, the writer said that the inclusion
of the grades obtained in religious education in the gross total of
public examination grades would be instrumental in generating
interest both.in this school subject and in outside readings on
religion.
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4bving to .miss media, the writer
,

Ohitirlined the importance of

$

:41'.-

emphas religioui and moral:ealses in all material, addressed
to thelublio.' Likewise, teachers of religion should set a good

to pupils in their personal, conduct both'on campus,and
outside.

Concluding his article, the writer said that teach4s of religion
should always endeavour to present their subject in an attractive and
appealing manner in class.

SCHOLARS

Problems

01.

C

144. El- Sebae4, Lab4b,-"Local Rather than Overseas'Scholarships, A
University Issue", (Al-Balthaat Al-Dakiliyyah Badalan Min Al-Ba'thaat
Al-Kharijiyyahl Qadiyyih Jami'iyyah), "Al -Abram Al-Iqiisadi"
megazine, Issue No. 683, (December 1, 109), pp. 40-41.

Following a review of the programmes devised in the new 5-Year Plan
for the academic qualification of'uniiersity demonstrators and
teachers; the writer quoted a statement by the Minister of Education
on the Bomber of university profesebrs and their proportion to the
number of students as well as the member of Egyptian students

° pyrsuing post-graduate work abroad, Whether on scholarships or'
fellowships.

For the sake of comparison, the writer then reviewed the mumbei of
AEgyptians on overseas scholarships in 1973, 1975 and 1077, pointing
to the fact that a certain percentage of them has failed to-return.

(-

Interviewed by the,Writer, the Under ecretary of the Ministry of
Higher EduCatioi for CUltural,Rela described the features of
the new plan devised iiiripost-gradua studies in Which emphasis is
'laid on qualification in Egypt reethe than overseas in order to serve,
the double Ourpise of cutting down foreign exchange expenditure and
developing post-graduate studies WI the country. A quick review
of the features of new regulations on scholarships as described
by the.Undersecreta was made.

Counsellor in Paris on the new scholarship plan who s the (

In conclusion, the writer interviewed the former Cultural

opinion that internal qualification of scholars would promote pust-
graduate studies in Egypt and help in expanding such studies within
the country.
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0.§CBOOL LIBRARIES.

Conferences'

f45. Conference of Senior Inspectors f School Libraries in Alexandria
between lay 26 and 30, 1979; Confers Recommendations, "Sahifat Al-
Maktabah", (Litrary Magazine), 11th , 'sem No. 3, (October 1979),
pp. 31-37. .

The above-mentioned Conference adopted .2 recommendations dealing
with.the requirements in a comprehensive school library, the
significance of boosting the 'machineries of guidance and inspection,
the need for appropriate buildings and space, the educational
equipment andsaids, the furniture, the funds needed for expanding
comprehensive libraries, the plans formulated for extending the .

servicesof the comprehensive library throughout the local community,
the'librarians assigned.to comprehensive libraries in the preparatory,
secondary and primaky stages, the technical assistant librarians in
comprehensive libraries, 'the coordination between libraries and
educational 'aid sections inaducational directorates and departments,
the development of general awareness of the importance bf this services
rendered by-comprehensive libraries among. people engaged inc:education
and the scholarships granted for majoring in library woek,,

Legislations.

146. , Legislations, La , Regulatio ... etc.; "Circular
No. 8 tuber 3, 19/9 in nnection with he Directives Intended

col Libraries in the hool Year 1979/8 , Cairo, Directoratefor
of Soh
Ministry

raries Directorate-General for Educational Activities,
of. EducatiOn, 1979, 4 stencil pages.

Following an introduction on the importance and educational function;
of school libraries, the Circular explained the role of libra 4.,

orientation played 'by the Educational Directorates or Administr tions
in promoting scho6 ibraries.and assisting them to perform thei duty.

Dealing with the working planfor school libraries for the new academic
year, the Circular explained the steps to be taken. in order to enable-
librariesto carry out their ninctions of promoting study groups,
straining and developing professional skills of librarians, attending
to the library's appearance and furnitura,401lowing up library servj.ce
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An schools.. encouraging pupils to take partin pUblic contests and
contests Organised by school libraries, keeping record of library

. activities and analyzing such records in'Order to study their'contents,
formulating the necessary plan to insure that school libraries are ---

open during Pupils' leisure time, attending to library-servicerin
the primary stage and overseeing libraries in private schools
aUthorised to collectopuition fees. '

4

fs- SCHOOL LOGISTICS

Compulsory Education - Impact

k
147. :Hassan, Amine Ahmed, "Adrinistrative Development and its
Importance-in Solvinq'the Problem of Compulsory Education in Egypt",
(Ahgumsiyyat Al-Tanmiyah Al-Idaariyyah Li-Hall Mushkilat
.Fil-Taneem*.Misr), Cairo, Faculty of Girls,, 'Ain -Shams University,
1979, 713 piles,

°

- Dissertation ewhacitted to the'Department of Educational Principles
of the Faculty of Girls., 'Ain-Shais University, Cairo, for obtaining
the degree of Ph.D. in.Education.

The first of.the six chapters contained in this dissertation deals
w*th the various aspects of the administrative process.'

Chapter'2,vonliets of a historical review of the administrative-
'organisation of the' Ministry of Education and the attempts made atf
reforming it since the days of Mohamed.'Alik and until the most .

4

recent'changeeintroduced in.1970 and later in 1974/75. :e

In, dealing with -the. requirements- of educational administratiork
Egypt,` the:Writer:focussed in Chapter 3'on the Ministry of Educationls
personnel, indicating the manner in'whidh they are selected, trained
and developed and. describing the various, levels and functions of'all '4
local, psi and higher rank.eof civil "servants in the,piZeiOid=
like structure of the Ministry's administrative posts.

Chapter 4 is.-concerned with compulsory educationsin the primary stage,
the problems encountered in spreading it and the bodies responsible
for its administration and supervision.

In the fifth chapter, the fteltupon the problems oreducational
administration, showing they reflect on any attempts at expanding
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compulsory education. Here, he dealt with administrative and planning
'noble& hindering the success of compulsory education in Egypt.

Chapter 6 is devoted to the writer's recommendations and,propoelals
aimed at realizing administrative development and solving the pr 10.
of compulsory education. Other recommendations and proposals dea
with'the development of educational administrati and planningoand
the ptomotion,Of administrating methods used,wit in the Ministry.

A bibliographical list is appended to the disse Mori.

Primary Schools

148. 'amain, Hafez Farag Ahmed, "An Analytical Study of the Actual
Condition of School Administration in Primary Education in the Arab
Republic of H_gypt", (Dirasah Tahliliyyah Li-Wegi' Al-Idarah Al-
madrasiyyah Fil-Ta'leem Al-Ibtidaei Fi Jumhuriyyat Misr Al-'Arabiyyah),
Cairo, Faculty of Girls, 'Ain-Shams University, 1979, 272 pages +
appendices.

Dissertation submitted to the Dep t of Educational Principles,
of the Faculty of Girls, 'Ain-Shams Uhi rsity, Cairo, for obtaining
the degree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of seven chapters.

Chapter 1 showed the importance.of the subject under review, indicated
its aims and defined the problem at hand. It described the writer's
presumptions, tools, method and plan and, further, reviewed some
earlier research having bearing on this subject.

In the secondeapter, the writer explained the functions of the
DirectOrate-General, the Educational Administration and'the School'
Administration.

Chapter 3 is concerned with the principle of administration by
objectives and results. Are, he explained the meaning of objectives,
indicated its importance, conditions, characteristics aqd constituting
elements and described the philosophy of administration by objectives,
giving a tentative picture of it and indicating the steps involved
in it, the pros and cons of this philosophy, the obsticles hindering
its application and the manager's role discharging with administra-
tion.
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In Chapter the writer traced the major developments undergone by
school adainis tiOn in Egypt betwein.1939 and 1964, giving an idea
Ifthe relevant ws and regulationsgoverning school logistics.

The fifth chapter reviews the present status of ephool administr ti
in Egypt, with' ial reference to primary schools, and indic

. philosophy and, f,such administration. L
V

statii

on
carried out in the Governorate o Cairo. Here, the writer desc bed

Chapter 6 consists f a survey of primary school

the steps- taken, the quet tittio sheet drawn up and the same e
selected.

Results obtained by the writer from his field survey throw light
on the tanner in, which decisions are taken, pointing to the various
bodies which have a say in any decision taken by a school headmaster.

The_seventh and limit chapter contains the writer's recommendations
and proposals.

In the appendices, theawriter listed his biblidgraphical material and
reproduced the questionnaire sheet used in the field survey.

SCHOOLS WITH ONE CLASS

..,

149. "3500 Schools with One Single Class", (3500 Madrasah Zat
Al-Fasl Al-Wahed)., "Al-Ra ed" (Teachers' magazine), 24th year,
Issue No.. 4, (Deceiber 979)\, pp. 24-25.

In an introduction to his article, the writer emphasized the need
for developing and modernizing education in order to keeP pace with
the age of progress and renaissance.`

,

,

,, .' , g ,

He,went'oOrto talk on thoee'chiidiim whose 'environmental circumstances
have prevented them fromentering governmental schools. He explained
the State's concern over the future of these children and its desire
to fit them in the educational system.

Moving to the one-single-class schools whiCh owe their existence to
some private initiative begun in 1975, the writer described. their
early days, conditions of admission, systems of teaching pupils with
varying levels in the same class, requirements in professional teachers,
facilities and possibilities availed by Directorates of Education and,

4
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finally. similarities between the old schools known as'"kutiabs"
and the one-single-cliss schools.

SOCIAL. itORKERs

Duties

150. Mohamed; 'Abdul Mabi Youssef Abdn, "The' Role of the Social
worker in the Face of Juvenile Defection from Their Confinements; -
A Descriptive Study in Educational Homes in Giza", (Dawr Al-Ikhiaei
Al-Ijtima'i Fi Muwajahat Mushkilat lbw* Al-Abdaath Min Dur Al-
Iydaa's Dixesah Wasfiymb Fi Dur Al-latbiyahnil-Giza), Cairo,
Faculty of Social Services, Helwan University, 1979, 290 pages +
appendices.

, \

- Dissertation subuitted to the Faculty of SoCtai Services, Helwan.
University for obtaining the degree of WA. in Social Service.

This dislertation consistslof three parts subdivided into eight
Chapters' 4 I

Part 1, Comprising three chapters, deals with the presentation of
the problem,:the earlier research work written on the same subject'
and th*writee*method in dbvelopiag his research.

The second paXt, conkitingiof three chapters, contains the theoreti-
cal ,espoft,i-s-easorthe dissertation. Here, the writer. dealt With the
system cate and correction applied. juvenile reforsetOries, the
problet of defection, from reformatOri and Confinement.Places and
the,, role meted from the social wO in facing this problem.

I.

Part 3, consisting of two chapters, contains the writer's field
survhy.and the results obtained from the process.

Among the factors minimiaing defectio of juveniles from reformatories
are two vital ones, namely; that social workers conduct th=work
in a spirit of self-satisfaction and that juveniles are gi the
treatment not of prisoner* behind closed gates, but as free individuals m.

enjoying the privilege of living behind open doors.

The writer's recommendations emphasize certain requirements in-social\
workers and call for the provision of Social and recreational facilities.

a
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in juvenile confinement places. Other recOmmehdations include:
reconsideration of the system of confinement, ens ing.a number ofpo
'social workers proportionate to the number of juveaiiles in a reformatory,
provision;of full to juveniles and their families, treating cases
of defectift as worthy of. sympathetic Underetandingr refraining
from any phrsi punishment applied to luveniles, improMing the
standard of po cemen is dhargeor,juvenile delinquents and provisiofi
of adequate'', th and nutritioaM care to juveniles.

In conclusion, the writer appended an outline othie thesis in
Arabic and English, a liet.of bibliographical material and a set of ,

questi re sheets ter prob ng social workers in Giza reformatories
and d eptiMe juveniles ret to refOrmatories.

I
_ L

0

SPECIAL EDUCATION,

Definition

151. Mohamod, Ahmed Semi, "Special Educatidn: What Does it Mean ? ", -
(Al-TTrbiyah Al-Khassahc Ma Hiya?), "Al-Rayed" (Teachers' magaiine),
Vol. 24, Issue No. 4, (DeceMber1.979), pp. 44-45.

After explaining that special education is the typetbf education which
caters for the handicapped as wellsas the gifted, the writer saidthat
comprehension of the task of special education scpbols by parents
helps educators to deal with each individual cam at, a very eerily,
stage. " s.

-'* -

Following an explanation of the role played by the Ministry of -

Education in providing the type of egyipMent needed for each case
of pupils receiving speciakieducatiow, the writer descrilamrthet
various categories . red bt thisrspecialized type of education,
concehtrating pp the as suffering from weak'vision:
hearing',..deiicienciet'and speech defeats, the dumb, hypert4nsivsi,
epileptics and unadjusted and these who are physically handicapped
or suffering from mhltiple handicaps and, also, the gifted.'

Concluding his article:, he emphasized the need for attending to
each case as early as possible in order to ensure the eventual
adjustment of milk' receiving such care.
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STUDENTS

Accomplishment

152. Soliman, Amin 'Ali,Mbhamed, "Abilities of Cbnvergent Thinking
as Related to Scholastiz Accomplishment', (Qudraat Al-Tafkeer Al-
Tagarubi Wa-'Ilaqatuhf: Bil-Tahseel/11-Medrasi), Cairo, Faculty of
Education, 'Ain-Shaw'Univeihityl, 1979, 268 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation sub:Sitted to the Department of Educational Psychology
of the Faculty of Education, 'Ain-Shams University, Cairo, for
obtaining the d'agree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of two parts subdivided in seven chapters.

Tar first part, comprising the first four chaPters, deals with the
*.leorefital framework of the research. Following a stat t of
the rroblem under discussion aid an i ation of its 'cgs and

ofthe aim of this research, the writ d fined some basic epte
dealt with in the paper, reviewed Tier research related with the
topic and indicated his postula as well as the variables involved
in this topic.

ti

Part 2, which consists of-the remaining three chapters, dealt with
the research's eXPerimental framework, including the tools used in
the research, the methods applied,. the sample selected, the experi-
ments undertaken and their proper correction, the approach to analyzing
and statistically appraising the results and the writer% own inter-
pretation of his results in the light of the earli4r research and
present postulates.

Following a precis of the dissertation and a bibliographical list of
the reference books consulted by Bim, the writer appended a separate
exhibit containing his conclusions and experiments.

resilurea4Higher Technical Institutes

153. Zeidan, Hammam Badrawi, "A Field Survey of Certain Factors
Influencing Failure in the Ministry of Higher Education's technical
Institutes", (Darasah Maydaniyyah Li-Ba'd 'Awamil Al-Rusub Bil-
ma'ahed Al-Fanniyysh Al-Tabilah Li-Wasarat Al-Taileem Al-'Aali),
Cairo, Faculty of Education, 'Ain-Shams University, 1979, 264 pages
appendices.
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Dissertation Submitted to theDeOartment of Educational Principles
bf the Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo, for,
obtaining the degree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of six chapters.

Chapter 1 is concerned with the general framework of the research,
including the topic probed, t4e scope of the work, the relative
ilsportance of the research as Compared to earlier studies, the writer's
plan and methodology matt definition of the terms occurring in the
thesis.

Chapter 2 indicates the impact of student failure on the internal
efficiency or industrial and technical institutes.

In Chapter 3, the writer'dealt with the internal obstacles hindering
industrial and technical institutes, focussing on the institutes'
facilities, buildings, equipment, teaching bodies, curricula,
teaching methods, text books, evaluation procedures, distribution
of students over the various majors, social relationships and institutes'
administration.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the writer's field survey. In this connection,
he explained his methodology, tools, questionnaire sheets used in
probing students and teachers, selection of sample, application of tools
and statistical treatment of the data collected.

In the fifth chapter, a review is made of the resultdoutgrowing from
the field survey about the factors influencing failure of student's. These
factors include the institutes' buildings and location, the system of
distributing students over majoring sections,'the tools, equipment
and raw material available, the existing set-up of social relationships,
the curricula of theoretical and practical courses, the. system of
examination, the faculty end the text books and reference material.

;The sixth and last chapter contained the writer's recommendatiohs on
utilizing the entire area of each institute in building modern class
rooms, linking industrial' institutes to production centers, establishing
offices for vocational guidance and counselling in each institute,
provision of the necessary tools for the students and utilization of
local raw material whenever possible.

Following a list of reference material, the writer appended copies-of
the two questionnaire sheets used in the field survey.
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Military Academy

154. Jadal Haqq, Jadal Haqq Ahmed, "Relation between Some-Personality

'Traits and the Standard of Physical Fitness of Students Enrolled in

the Militnthe.Arab Rpublic of Egypt7,'(A1-1Ilaqah,

Bayne He'd Jawanib Al-Shakhsiyyah Wa- Mustawa Al-Layagah Al-Badaniyyah

Li-Talabat Al-Kulliyyah Al-Harbiyyah Fi Jumhuriyyat Misr Al-

'Areibiyrah), Giza, Faculty. of Physical Education for Boys, Helwan

University, 1979; 126 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Physical Education for
Boys, Helwan University, Giza, for obtaining the degree of M.A. in

Physical Education.

This dissertation is divided into five chapters.

Chapter 1 Underlines the importance of the research, indicates its

aims and scopes and introduced the writer's presumptions.

The second chapter consists of the dissertation's theoretical framework.

Here, he defined personality and described its traits, then talked

on intelligence and physical fitness. He went'on to describe the

Egyptian military academy, especially its Department of Physical

Education, then reviewed soma earlier research conducted on related

subjects.

The writer devoted Chapter 3 for reporting on his experimental work.

He described his method, the sample and tools selected, the practical

steps,taken to carry out, the field and the statistical laws

employed.

The writer's findings on the traits of personality depicted in

students with excellent physical fitness and his own interpretations

of these findings are set forth in the fourth chapter.

The dissertation Aded with Chapter 5 which contained a precis

and some recommendations advocated by the writer.

In his recommendations, he called for subjecting all candidates to

superior intelligence and personality tests before they are admitted

in the military academy. He stressed the need for supplying the

academy with psychology labs and equipment and with the necessary

support and budgetary appropriations in order to build up strong and

well-built fighters.
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Following the writer's bibliography, the writer appended a copy of

the superior intelligence test and the academy's drills preceding

admission.

Psychological Attitudes

155. 'Abdul 'Aal, Galaluddin Mohamed, "Psychological Attitudes of

EgyptianUpAymityyegilltewards Fashionable Dresses", (Al-
Ittijahaat Al-Nafsiyyah Lil-Shabaab Al-Jami'i Al- t4isri Nahw Al-
Mudah Fil-Malabis), Cairo, Faculty of Education, 'Ain-Shams University,

1979, 238 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Mental Health.of the

Faculty of Education, 'Ain-Shams University, Cairo, for obtaining the

degree of M.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of five chapters.

The first chapter is concerned with the research itself, its
importance, aims, presumptions and scope and an explanation of the

meaning of the various terms occurring in the research.-

Chapter 2 contains a review of previous research undertaken on

related subjects.

In his third chapter, the writer explained the Psychometric study

carried out by him in order to survey young men's and women's attitudes

toward fashionable dresses. He-described the sample selected, the

psychometric scale applied and the steps involved in the'field survey.

Chapter 4 is concerned with the clinical study used in developing

the dissertation's subject. Here, the writer emphasized the importance

of the clinical method and described the tools made use of.

The fifth and last chapter contains the writer's conclusions and

propose recommendations. These recommendations recognize the
changesElakingTlace in the society and calls upon the various
educational and other organizations concerned with youth to enlighten

them on the harmful effects of unisex and revealing clothes and also

to help them purchase less expensive, yet fashionable and proper

clothes.
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Following a bibliographical list of the writer's references, he
appended Isaac Personality List and the scale of extreme responses.

Technical Schools - Examinations -
Legislations

156. A.R.E. gislations, taws, Regulations ... etc., "Ministerial

Resolution No 223 of Novembei 19, 1979 in Connection with Pupils
Exhausting al *Authorized Opportunities for Sitting for the Technical
Secondary Diploma Examinations in the Commercial, Agricultural and
Industrial Branches Following the 3-Year System", Cairo, Minister's
Cabinet, Ministry of/Education, 1979, 1 page.

This Resolution consists of three articles.
4

The first article Stipulates that the same Ministerial Resolution
applicable to pupils exhausting all authorized opportunities for
sitting for technical secondary diploma examinations shall apply to
workmen in production sectors when sitting for the same examinations.

Article 2 dealsWith the continuous nature of such practice.

The third and laSt article is concerned with the Resolution's
implementation and effective date.

TEACHER TRAINING COLL3GES

157. Harbin Mohamed Khairi, "A Futurist Outlook for the Training of

Teachers in Sinai", (Rouyah Mustaqbaliyyah Li-I'daad Al-Mu'allimeen

Fi Sihaa), "pawriyyat Al-Majales Al-Qawmiyyah Al-Mptakhassissah",
(Periodical Of the Specialized National Councils), 4th year, Issue

No. 4, (October-December 1979), pp. 29-39..

Dealing with education in the Sinai Peninsula, the writer described

his own vision of a future policy of education which would link
education to the needs and work opportunities of the environment. He
described the proposed stages of the educational ladder and the
different Subjects to be taught,in each stage, mentioning the aims
sought frOm the teaching of each specific 'subject.
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The writerWent on to explain the principles. on which future

education would be be:lied, saying that pupils Should 'be trained on

using. educational tools and aids as a'step towards lifetime self -

teaching.

In the opinion of the writer, Egyptian settlements should be built

in Sinai where production would be linked to education and education

linked to teacher training. Basic education schools should be built

in these settlements, admission in which should be subject to the

conditions proposed by the writer. For the sake of training secondary
"education teachers, a Faculty of Education should be built in Sinai.

Concluding his article, the writer said that tWough a process of

experimentation, evaluation and adjustment, the ideal system for

training teachers in Sinai could be reached.

158. Dawoud, 'Aziz Hanna, "Teacher Training", (I'daad Al-mu'allim),

in "Psychological and Educational Studies and Readinas",'(Dirasaat

Wa-Qiraat Nafsiyyah Wa-Tarbawiyyah), Cairo, The Anglo-Egyptian

Bookshop, 1979, pp. 39-48.

Following an introductory note on the teacher's importance and

effective role in the educational process, the author dealt with the

teacher as,a guide to the learning' process and indicated his mission

in disseminating cultural heritage.

The author then emphasizarthe need for the teacher's active

partidipation in'all extili-curricular activities with a view to

transforming the school into a social institution.

In the opinion octhe a
rationalize and Alight
aware of the society's

\pie teacher is expected to-guide,
fie in order that they may become fully

goals.

Moving to teacher training, the author emphasized the need for giving

teachers a thorough training on one or more subject, pursuing a policy

of periodic#1 training as a refresher device, availing him of a

general Cultural4 psychological and educational background and stressing

the need for a proper personal aqd social behaviour exemplified by the

teacher.

Concluding, the author said that an-exemplary teacher is expected

to know how to condUct himself in a commendable manner in life,

among his children and in dealing with his fellow teachers.
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159. LLE., fAin-Shals University, Faculty of Education,

"SiligearY of a Report on the Teachetof the Second Stage of

Echo tics !mated by the Fasomltywe' (egakt&has*Lil-Tagreer Al-

Ehaass Al-Thaniyah Allazi Aa'addathu

Al-XUlliyyth), Cairo, 1976, 99 pages + appendices.

This document consists of an outline of'a report prepared by

the Faculty of Education, 'Ain - Shams University on the training

requirement* of teachers assigned to the preparatory level of

education in Egypt.

The aim sought by this report, as well as the method used in

preparing it are set out in an introductory note, followed by a

list of the team which has worked on this report and the committee

members who gave it thorough study.

The next part ofothe report containsAtsksubject,matter, including

the question at hand,. the presumptions iide, the aims sought',

the methods utilized,, the plans drawn up, the general results

obtained and the suggestions advanced.-

The last part contains a review-of the recommendations adopted
which call for some kind of a link between teachers' pre-

employment training and on-job training, establishing a center

for teacher training studies and research, choosing 'one or more

faculties of education to serve as an experimentation center and

preparing the technical staff required for developing teacher

training.

The report's appendices contain lists of faculties and institutes

charged with the training of preparatory teachers in Egypt and

of the number of teftchers needed to meet all requirements in all

fields of specialization for the period 1984 through 1990.

See also 4, 97.

ExaMinations - Legislations

160. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations .., etc., "Circular

No., 127 of December 4, 1979 in Connection with the Conditions

and Procedures to be Observed in Sitting for the Diploma Examination

of Teacher Paining Colleges in 1980°, Cairo, Directorate-General

of Examinationi, Ministry of Education, 1979, 9 pages.
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This Circular is divided into sight-chapters.-

The first chapter is concerned with the dates for holding the

first and second sessions of diploma examinations as well as the

date for applied education and laboratory examinations.

Chapter' 2 sets forth the conditions for sitting for examinations

for the different categories of students, including regular

students, students serving in the army or students applying

directly from home.

The third chapter explains the procedure for sitting for examina-

tions, whether in the first or the second session and sets forth the

conditions applicable to sick students, including an indication of

the, pertinent form to be filled by the student and his guardian.

Chapter 4 lists the curricula in which students would be examined.

In the fifth chapter, thi addresses of written examination committees

are given, while the sixth chapter contains general rules of which

students should be familiar.

The steps to be taken by a student in the event he is late for the

examination or is absent are explained in Chapter 7. The eighth and

last chapter indicates the steps to be taken with students in the

event they violate the prescribed systems and regulations governing

examinations.

161. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., "Ministerial

Resolution No. 265 Dated December 31 1979 Amendin. Certain Provisions

in Ministerial Resolution No. 231 of 1976 Concerning Applications by

Students Dismissed from the Fifth Year of Teacher Training Colleges to.

Sit for Diploma Examination as External Students", Cairo, Minister's ,

Cabinet, Ministry of Education, 1979, 2 pages.

This Resolution consists of four articles.

Article 1 explains the procedure for sitting for diploma examination

in Teacher Training Colleges applicable to students who had 'failed in

this examination in previous years and students who, having reached

the fifth year in Teacher Training Colleges, were dismissed from

school;
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The second article listed the Categories of students who are not allowed
to sit for annual examinations'as external students.: .

Article 3 deals with girl students who, having reeche4 their fifth
year in Teacher Training Colleges, were dismissed'Sby reason Of their
merriage and set forth the conditions for their sitting for diploma
examination as external students.

The fourth and last article provides for the publication of the
Resolution in the Official Gazette, fixes its effective date and
revokes any provision to the contrary.

'Student Admission - Legislations

162. A.t.E., Legislations, Laws, Re4elutions ... etc., "Ministerial

Resolution No. 183 of October 10, 1979 in Connection with Admission
of Holders of tommercial.Secondary School Diplomas in Courses Designed
for Completing their Academic and Educational Qualification Offered
by Mell_and !bran Teacher Training Colleges ", Cairo, Minister's
Cabinet, Ministry of Education, 1979, One page.

This Resolution sets forth the conditions for admission of holders
of commercial secondary school diplomas, actually engaged in teaching
capacities, in teacher training college:" for completing their academic

and educational qualification.

Article 1 specifies the class in which such students maybe enrolled
_ and sets forth the conditions for enrollment in the scientific

The second article defines the appropriate educational authority
which is held responsible for admission of the foregoing students.

Article 3 provides for the publication of the Res lution in the
Official Gazette, implementation of:its articles 4 revocation of

any legal provision to the contrary.

TEACHERS

The Socialist Society

163. Dawoud, 'Aziz Hanna, "The Teacher and Socialist Education",
(Al-Mu'allim Wal- Tarbiyah Al-Ishtirakiyyah),,in "Psychological and
Educational Studies and Readings", (Dirasaat Wa-Qiraat Nafsiyyah
Wa- Tarbawiyyah), Cairo, The Anglo-Egyptian Bookshop, 1979, pp. 49-67.
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Following an introduction on the most important developments in
the world since the second half of the Twentieth Century and on the

impact of the socp1 revolution which swept many developed countries

on the establishment of socialist regimes in these countries, the

writer dealt with the relation hetWeen the cultural revolution and

soci changp.

He went on to discuss socialist education and the role, of education

in general in any socialist community, saying that socialist

educatigp is instrumental in training technicians'and developing the

manpower requirements of such society.

Dealing with the teacher,the writer described hie attitude towards

the changes undergone by education in the socialist community and

his role as a citizen in a society deepening sociali6 in it, as a

member of hii own professional, group and as a member in his school,

instituts or. faculty. He, further, explained his role in conveying

the society's culture to the emerging generation.

In order that the teacher may play a positive role in his society,

every effort should be made by him to purify culture, direct and guide

students towards serving the new society, and qualify himself culturally,

academically, professionally and recreationally to perform his duty

in the socialist society.

Teachers of Sciences - Training

164. 'Abdul Jaleel, 'Awatef, "The Training of Science Teacher is

the Basis for any Educational Pnvolution", (I'daad Mudarres Al-

'Ulum Asaas Thawrat Al-Ta'leem), "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper, 26th

year, Issue No. 9446, (November 8, 1979), p. 5.

At the beginning of her grticle, the writer cited examples of

educational revolutions outbreaking in some countries, such as the

Soviet Union and Japan, as a consequence of a series of wars in

which, they were occupied, saying that these revolutions have had

direct bearing on the development of sciences and technology. Here,

the writer pointed to the role of education, specifically' the teacher,

in bringing about such development.

Dealing with,the high rate of failures in public examinationt of

chemistry and mathematics, she attempted to trace'the.causes of such

phenomenon among teachers, pupils, curricula and number of periods

ti
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assigned, saying that only &'thorough and well- versed teacher of
catenate can past( to pupils his experience in an impressive manner,
never kiting to ,scientifi&data with day-to-day occurrences.

Concluding her article, she street:led the need for providing science
teachers in the primary and secondary levels with the necessary
training and academic and professional qualification so that they
woi1d be more capable 6f keeping abreast of the progress of sciences

tand,of presenting the scientific date in a true revolutionary manner
to their pupils.

TEACHING NTEHODS

'Civics - Primary Schools

165. El-Namer, Fathi Ahmed, "Children's Literature Used as a
Source for Teachinc! Civics in the Primary Stage", (Istikhdam Adab
Al-Atfaal Ka-Masdar Li-Tadrees Al-Mawadd Al-tjtima'iyyah Fil- Marhalah
Al-Ibtidaiyyah), Cairo,F4culty of Education, 'Ain-Shams University,
1979, 250 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Curricula, Faculty of
Eduation, 'Ain-Shams University, Cairo for obtaining the degree of
M.A. in Education.

This dissertation consists of seven chapters.

Chapter-l'states the problem being probed, stresses the importance
of the research and defines its scope, plan and methodology.

In the second chapter, the writer dealt with children's Viterature,
explained its meaning and kinds and elaborated on illustrAted books,
prose and poetry.

An attempt is made in Chapter 3 to stress the importance of children's
literature in serving the purposes sought from the teaching of civics
and in enriching and diversifying the teaching methods used in
teaching civics in primary schools. In the same Chapter, the writer
also indicated the importance of children's literature as a source of
education supplementing text books. He advocated a stronger lint:
betWeen the various branchec of civics and other school subjects.
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In Chapter 4,-the writer described the actual practice of using

childrsn's literature in teaching civics in the primary stage and
elaborated on the field survey cairied out by him. Here, he
described his method in preparing questionnaire forms, in selecting
his sample, in applying the questionnaire, in analyzing the data
compiled and in discussing the results obtained.

A curriculum design based on children's literature is elaborated in

Chapter 5.

The experiment undertaken by the writer, including the selection of

a sample and the procedure followed in carrying out the experiment, are

all covered in Chapter 6 which also contains an analysis and explana-

tion of the results obtained.

The seventh and last chapter contains a summary of the dissertation
along with a set of recommendations aimed at developing and modernizing

primary level curricula so as to incorporate children's literature in
them, training teachers of civics and improving school possibilities to

help them uses children's literature in the teaching of
it

civics.

Following a bibliographical list of reference books, the writer
appended a questionnaire form intended for teachers of civics in the

primary level another form intended for librarians and a test intended

for pupils.

Human Geography - Primary' Schools

166. Huzayyen, nohamed 'Abdul Meguid thmed! "Impact of the Profes-

sional of Human ,rctivity Concepts among

pnpils in the Fifth Year Primary ", (Athar AlMadkhal Al-Wazifi Fi

Tanmiyat Bed Mafaheem Al-Nashaat Al-Bashari Veda Talameez Al-Saff
A1,-Khames Al-Ibtidaei), Cairo, Faculty of Education, 'Ain-Shams
University, 1979, 258 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Curricula of the Faculty

of Education, 'Ain-Shams University, for obtaining the degree of

M.A. in Education.

The first of the seven chapters comprised in this dissertation deals

with the problem at hand, indicateslits importance and scope, describes

the method adopted in developing the thesis and defines the terms used

therein.

4 1 8
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Chapter 2 deals with the impact of the functional'approach on

developing geographical concepts.

The third chapter contains an analysis of the human activities

covered by the geography curriculum of fifth year primary, together

with a review. of he analytical study made by the writer and the

results obtained from such study.

Chapter 4 deals with a plan laid for developing concepts of human

activities. Here, the writer explained the aims and contents of the

plan.

The fifth chapter is devoted tb the writer's experiment. He described

its aims, scope, dimensions, details of the experiment and the

reliability of its initial setting. The experiment itself is described

in Chaptert6, including the manner in which the sample was selected

and the experiment was put to, test. The results of the experiment are

set forth and are adequately explained.

The seventh and last.chapterOontains an outline of the thesis and

a review of the recommendations:adopted by the writer on arousing

the interest of pupils, carrying out tests and making use of the

results obtained from any such tests.

The writer theia,eUggested some topics dealing with the teaching of

geography for fUrther elaboration.

Appendices include a bibliography, aliseof geographical concepts
involved in human activities and the final form of the test applied

for depicting interest in human activity concepts among pupils in

the fifth year primary.

Modern Mathematics - Secondary Schools

167. Farag, Mohamed Ma' add Mohamed, "Utilization of a Standard

Unit and how it Influences Second Pupils' Comprehension of Modern

Mathematics Concerts " -, (Athar Istikhdaem Marji' Wandah 'Ala Tahseel

Talameez Al-Madraseh Al-Thanawiyyah Lil-mnfaheem Fil-Riyadiyyaat

Al-Hadithab), Alexandria, Faculty of Education, Alexandria University,

1979, 195 pagds + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Curricula and Teaching

Methods of the Faculty of Education, Alexandria University for

obtaining the degree of M.A. in. Education.
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Following an introduction on the writer's aims sought from wriLng'
this dissertation, taw-text of the research was divided into eight

chapters.

In Chapter 1, the writer stated his problem,,explained its significance,

outlined his presumptions, described the scope of his research,

44coltif1ua his sample and indicated the steps used in'developing'

his subject.

Chapter 2 deals with the concept of units as a method to organize

school curricula. In this connection, he described the development

process undergone by'the concepts of curricyfla, unit and standard unit.

The third chapter contains a review of some Arabic and foreign research

and studies conducted on related subjects.

In Chapter4, the writer dealt with arithmetic progressions,

emphasizing the need to study them and reviewing their substance,

criteria and interrelations between different aspects of progressions.

The fifth chapter deals with the Procedures involved in the preparation

an development of a standard accomplishment test while Chapter 6

desteibes the experiment undertaken by the writer.

The seventh chapter contains an analysis of the results obtained by

the writer on progressions, their concepts, units and mathematical

concepts involved in them. Ho also showed how a standard unit could

be employed in teaching progressions.

In his eighth and Oast chapter, the writer outlined the thesis and

recommended further research dealing with modern mathematics'

curricula, training.methods and teacher training requirements.

The dissertation contained-appendices, covering the writer's bibliog-

raphy, copies of the accomolishment test used and a set of, tables.

ti

Programmed Education - Secondary Schools

16E. Hassan, Zainab,Rifaii, "Experimental Study on Programmed

I2ista&lucationinResectofaCherlitintheFirstYearSeconda",

(Nrasah Tajreebiyyah Fil-Taileem Al-Burnapiji Li-Wahadah Fil-Eimyaa

Lil-Saff A.1.4wwal Al-Thanawi), Cairo, Faculty of Girls, 'Ain-Shams

University, 1979, 182 pages + appendices. ,

-15o,
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- Dissertation sUblitted to the'Dartme of Curricula and

Teaching Methedi of the Fadulty of Gir
Cairo'for obtaining the degree of M.A.'in Education.

The first of the five chapters comprieed in-this dissertation

states the topic -covered by the research, indicates its aims,

significance, scope and plan and defines the terms uped.in connection

therewith.

/h Chapter 2, the writer,, talked on

oberecteristiceveld,steps involved
sPecificallypriBciences. She also
conducted Ott related subjects.

programmed educatiOn, its concepts,.

in preparing, such programmes,
reviewed the earlier research

Chapter 3 deals with the experiment carried out by thewriterin
working out a prpgramme in respect of a chiMistry unita the First

-''tear Secondary. s I

The results obtained from this experiment are sat forth in the fourth

chapter, together with an analysis of thOr importance.

Chapter 5 cover's the writer's suggestions and recommendations on

the advisability of adopting prOgrammed educationin Egyptian

schools.

,Appended to the dissertation is a biblidtraphical list of Arabic and

* foreign: references consUlted by the writer.

See alsoe 14;,-141, 134.

TECHNICAL ORIENTATION d

169. Badr, Ahmed 'Abdul Latif, "Towards Tdchnical Orientaiion",,

(Nahw Al-Tawjeeh-Al-Fanni), "al:Etaal....21-, (Magazine of Teachers) 24th-

Year, Issue.No. 4, (December 1979), pp. 13-14...
)

In dealing with the subject oftechnicaltorientat on, the 4/riter

started by defining the word "OrientatiAi", then de cribed

traditional' c z teristics of and the methodology used in orientation.

Technical ori i ion, In:the opinion of the writer,! should adopt

such a methedolo
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The writer went on to cite examples on how performance departs

from the proper path end also how technical orientation falls short

Of attaining their, established targets.

In conclusion, he explained the function of orientation and the

sound principles,t6 be observed in any fruitful orientation.

TECHNICAL SUPERVISION
0

Preparatory Schools

170. El-Mandi, Suzan Mohamed, "Evaluation of the Technical ,Ospervision

Eiercised on the Teacher of the Pre Prato Sta e in

(ragweem Al-Ishraaf Al -Fanni 'Ala Mu'allim Al-Marhalah Al-I'dadiyyah

Pi Misr), Cairo, Faculty of Girls, 'Ain-S university, 19/9, 205

pages + appendices.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Educational Principles,

Faculty of'Girls, 'Ain Shams University, Cairo, for obtaining the

degree of M.A. in EducatiOn.

The topic chosen for this dissertation is elaborated in six chapters

and a number of appendices.

Chapter 1 states the problemonder survey, indicates its importdfice

and scope, explains the writer's method and presumptions and reviews

some earlier studies on related subjeCts.

In her second chapter, the writer explained the meaning of

,

"technical supervision in Egypt", related the developments under-

went py it and expounded the, philosophy, principles, beginnings,

.aims and necessity of technical supervision.

Chapter 3,is devoted to the fields and methods of technical

supervision in Egypt. Here, the writer described two major

methods of supervision, namely: individUal and group supervision.

In the fourth chapter, she de3cribed the present set-up of technical

supervision in Egypt, including an analysis of the function of

technical guidance leaders.

Following an evaluation of the funttions-assigned by the Ministry

of Education to supervisory bodies, the writer gave a statistical

survey of the inspectors and teachers according to A.R.E. Governorates.
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Thelifth chapter deals with the field survey.' After describing her

-isthod And tools and the manner in which two questionnaire forms

were drawn up for collecting the necessary data, the writer reviewed

the results obtained and made an effort to interpretethem.

The writer's recommendations and suggestions are contained in

Chapter,Ci

Appended to the thesis are the bibliographical list ofreferences

find the questionnaire fOrms used in the field survey.

TEXT won

171.. Neahetti Mena, Mins'the War in our Schools? The Ministry's I-

Text Book or that Of,the Private Sector?", (Man Yakstb Al -Herb Pi

adarisina? Kitab Al-Wazarah Al-Khaase?)4 bt'MOna

Nashaat at alv, "A1=GumhoOriiate newspaper, 27th year, Issue No. 9498,

(December 31, 1979), p. 7.

The problem covdred in this press review is that of text books.

Normally, text,books are selected, Thnted and distributed by the

)41inietry of Education. Meanwhile, some private authors find these

books inadequate and wanting in explanation, so they go ahead and

publish apiiliary bo;ks which prove, in practice, to be mbre useful,

if not superior in many respects, to the official text bookslen)
101144

This problem was subject of a series of interviews conducted by a

team of reporters with officials, parents, teachers, and pupils.

Criticism levelled against offikalstext books centre around their

lack of clarity and absence of any exercises or model questions.

Illpiliary books are criticized for their abridgement, misleading book

°were and high prica.

Tetchers interviewed said that-auxiliary books should be recognized

0 by the Ministry of Education and subjected to its supervision.

k

4'

The writers concluded their prose coverage saying that the Ministry

of Education is currently undertaking a comprehensive study for

deyeloping text hooks and improving' them both as to content and

to physical appearance.

See also: 5.

a
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Problems

172. El-Sebaei, Labib, "Despite Hundreds of Solutions, the Academic

Book is a Probli6; A University Issue", Al-Jami'i

Mushkilah Raghm Miaat Al-Hulul; Qadiyyah Jami'iyyah), "Al-Ahram

Al-Icitisadi" magazine, IssUe No. 584, (December 15, 1979), P. 24.

After discussing the present status of academic books and their

vital need to university students, the writer reproduced the views

expressed by the President of Zagazig University An which he called a
for "oae book for each subject ", oven if such'book is jointly written

by a number of professors, for stopping the practice of issuing

text books in the form of signatures and for adopting the 1972

prices as standard prices for academic books. The President'also

recommended that the size of any book should }e consistent with the

number of hours assigned-to the respective course.

Concluding his article, the writer quoted the recommendations adopted,

by the. National Council of Educationjfor resolving the problems

faced by academic text books. These recommendations call'for

encouraging university professors to write books on every field of

.knowledge according to their epecialization, maintaining a strict

standard as to the contents of each book, determining the basic

text bookkaAd supplementary references in each subject and, purchasing

copyright from authors of academic books to ensure that they are

sold at reasonable Prices.

The foregoing recommendations, if put into practice, are conducive

to overcoming all problemi- faced by text books, the writer concluded.

173. Sa'

(Al-T IM
ah

Councils),.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
I

Abd414tighni, "Education and Vocational Training",

WalTadreeb Al-Mihni), "Dawriyyat Al-Majales Al-

takhassis ah", (Periodical of the' Specialized National

year, Issue No. 4, (October-December 1979), pp. 41-48.

4,

After saying that appoiAtment of the propervorkman in the proper

place depending on his aptitudes and readiness is vital for raising

the workman's morale, the writer reviewed the factors which ensure

that vocational trainingverves its purposes.

1S4
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en dealt with. the principlei of vocational orientation and

lained the mariner in which ouch principles are applicable.t0 .

lower stages of educetion, then explained the modern trends of

ational orientation and.amphasized the importanCeof giving due

ideiation to indiVidual differences And of providing opportunities

practicing sale hobbies or studying some practical subjects.

explained theproject and environment methods used in vocational

esearch.

;45

oncluding his article, the writer Called for coordinatinOthe
licies'of employment with those of educatiOn andtraini

saying the long-term assessment of manpower requir nts and

ithe'boordination between the, initial employment age fixed by labour

flaws and the stage of)aasic education are vital to the country's

/ labour policy. :' '.

r'
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